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P W A R F SS AND C I A N T S
THEE DYNAMIC INTERPLAY OF SIZE-DEPENDENT

CANNIBALISMM AND COMPETITION
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stellingen n
bijj het proefschrift J . O
dwarfss and g i a f l l w
-- the interplay of size-dependent cannibalism and competition

1.. Size does matter.
2.2. Het grootteverschil tussen een kannibaal en haar slachtoffer geeft de kannibaall enerzijds een tactisch voordeel in een directe, fysieke confrontatie
maarr anderzijds een energetisch nadeel in de concurrentiestrijd om gedeeld
voedsel.. — The size difference between a cannibal and its victim gives the
cannibal,cannibal, on the one hand, a tactical advantage in a direct, fysical confrontationfrontation but, on the other hand, an energetic disadvantage in exploitative
competitioncompetition for shared food.
3.. Om het bestaan van reusachtige kannibalen in vispopulaties te kunnen begrijpenn is kennis van de populatiedynamische geschiedenis noodzakelijk. —
UnderstandingUnderstanding the existence of giant cannibals in fish populations requires
thethe knowledge of the population dynamic history.
4.. Kannibalisme, concurrentie en de grootte-verdeling van de populatie moeten
gezamenlijkk beschouwd worden omdat hun samenspel belangrijke gevolgen
heeftt die anders over het hoofd gezien worden. — Cannibalism, competition
andand the population size-distribution should be considered in conjunction becausecause their interplay has important consequences that will be overseen otherwise. erwise.
5.. Het bestaan van reusachtige kannibalen in vispopulaties met een bimodale
grootteverdelingg is het gevolg van de populatiedynamiek. — The occurrence
ofof giant cannibals in fish populations with a bimodal size distribution is the
consequenceconsequence of population dynamics.
6.. In een biologisch zinvol model zijn het bestaan en de uniciteit van oplossingenn gegarandeerd. — In a biologically meaningful model the existence and
uniquenessuniqueness of solutions are guaranteed.
7.. Het sprookje 'Hansje en Grietje' is de eerste schriftelijke melding van het
ideee om kannibalisme uit te stellen tot het slachtoffer voedingsrijker is. —
TheThe tale 'Hansel and G retel' is the first written account of the idea to postponepone cannibalism untill the victim has become more nutritious.
8.. The human being and fish can coexist peacefully.

(George W. Bush)

9.. The human being and fish can coexist peacefully as long as the fish can
provideprovide the human beings with sufficient amounts of oil for a bargain price.
10.. Social justice is the only basis for lasting peace.

(Tony Benn)

Dwarfss and Giants - The Dynamic Interplay of
Size-Dependentt Cannibalism and Competition
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Preface e
Or:: what have I done the last 5 years?
Whenn I came to Umea in 1996 to start working with Lennart Persson and Andre
dee Roos, there was a lake about 150 km to the north west which was called Abborrtjarnn ('perch tarn'), number 3, and it was one of six closely related forest
lakess that had been thoroughly studied since 1991. A treasure of data on the state
off its ecosystem was accumulating; time series of perch {Perca fluviatilis) abundancee and population size distributions, of the structure of the zooplankton communityy in terms of species composition and population densities, of phytoplankton
densities,, etc (Byström et al., 1998; Persson et al, 1999, 2000; Wahlström et al.,
2000).. Also, there was a a theory of population dynamics which had been applied to,
amongg others, the roach {Rutilus rutilus) populations which inhabited two of the
neighbouringg Abborrtjarn lakes. The theory about size-structured consumer populationsulations feeding on a dynamic, unstructured resource predicted strong fluctuations
inn the number of consumers and density of the resource when parameterised for
thee roach-zooplankton system (Persson et al., 1998). A single, newborn year class
off roach was predicted to outcompete all older year classes due to its numerical
dominancee and modest food requirements. This single cohort would dominate the
populationn size distribution until it matured and reproduced, upon which it would
bee outcompeted itself by the next dominant cohort. Once parameterised for the
perch-zooplanktonn system it turned out that the so-called 'single-cohort cycles'
weree also predicted for perch (see Chapter 2). Whereas for roach the single cohort
cycless were found to be close to observed population dynamics (de Roos and Persson,, 2001), for perch this was obviously not the case (Persson et al., 2000). This
camee as no surprise since perch was not only a consumer of zooplankton but also
aa predator of fish, and in particular of conspecifics. The latter was especially relevantt to Lake Abborrtjarn 3 since no other fish species occurred in that lake until
roachh was introduced experimentally in 1999. Thus the obvious question for a PhD
projectt was: is cannibalism the explanation for the absence of recruit-driven, singlee cohort cycles in populations of piscivorous fish? Or, more generally, what are
thee consequences for population dynamics of the interplay between size-dependent
cannibalismm and size-dependent competition?
Onn a Monday in Umea, at the first meeting with my two supervisors, we dislii i

IV V

cussedd how size-dependent cannibalism should be incorporated into the consumerresourcee model (the 'roach model') in order to obtain a cannibal-resource model
(or,, a 'perch model'). From that day on, in Umea and Amsterdam, I've been studyingg population dynamics of perch, size-dependent competition and cannibalism,
physiologicallyy structured population models, ontogenetic niche shifts, phenotypic
plasticityy and some other things, which eventually resulted in this thesis.

London,, 20-02-2002
(justt after 8pm)
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Chapterr 1

Generall introduction
1.11

Introduction

Thiss thesis is about the population dynamic consequences of the interplay between
cannibalismm and competition in size-structured populations. One aim is to obtain
aa better understanding of these consequences for population dynamics in general.
AA second aim is to obtain a better understanding of the dynamics of cannibalistic,
size-structuredd populations of piscivorous fish, in particular Eurasian perch (Perca
fluviatilis).fluviatilis). In order to achieve these aims, size-structured population models are
formulated,, parameterised, and analysed to make testable predictions. The predictionss are then compared with empirical data on long-term population dynamics.
Inn this first chapter I will provide a background for the next 4 chapters, including
ann overview of existing literature on cannibalism in a population dynamic context.
Thee literature survey focuses on theoretical treatments of the subject.

1.22

Background

Cannibalismm is a widespread ecological interaction. Cannibalistic species are found
inn a wide range of taxa, including fish (e.g. perch), insects (e.g. Tribolium flour
beetles),, birds (e.g. crows), mites (e.g. Phytoseiulus persimilis, Pels and Sabelis,
1999),, anurans (e.g. spadefoot tadpoles), mammals (e.g. house mice) and protozoaa (e.g. Blepharisma) (for detailed reviews see Fox, 1975; Polis, 1981; Elgar and
Crespi,, 1992). A social taboo surrounds cannibalism in the human species which is
evidentt even from the wording of some ecologists who distinguish between 'cannibalistic'' and 'natural' causes of death (DeAngelis et al., 1979). Nevertheless,
cannibalismm potentially offers two important benefits to the cannibal: a high qualityy meal and reduced competition for shared resources. Although there are also
intrinsicc disadvantages to cannibalism, notably the transmission of parasites and
thee risk of 'retaliation' by defensive victims, the benefits offer an explanation of the
widespreadd occurrence of cannibalism (Polis, 1981). This thesis does not address
11
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thee evolutionary question of why cannibalism occurs, but it does show that the energyy gain and the reduction of intraspecific competition have major consequences
forr population dynamics (chapters 2,3 and 4).

1.2.11.2.1 An ecological definition of cannibalism
Cannibalismm is usually defined as the killing and eating of individuals of the same
speciess (Fox, 1975; Polis, 1981). In the context of population dynamics, cannibalismm can hence be defined by the following two processes:
1.. mortality of victims
2.. energy gain by cannibals.
Twoo other aspects, however, which are relevant to population dynamics, are usuallyally implicated in cannibalism:
3.. size-dependent interactions: cannibals are generally larger than their victimss (Polis, 1981)
4.. intraspecific competition: since cannibals and victims are the same species
theyy usually share common resources.
Alll four aspects are likely to affect the population dynamics of cannibalism, and I
arguee that these four aspects together constitute a complete, ecological definition
off cannibalism.
Itt should be noted that there are exceptions to each of the four aspects. First,
consumptionn of conspecifics which have died from other causes occurs, for instance,, in anuran larvae and may be referred to as 'intraspecific scavenging' (Elgar
andd Crespi, 1992). This type of cannibalism is not considered in this thesis. Second,, the killing of conspecifics without eating them is often referred to as 'infanticide'' rather than cannibalism (Hausfater and Hrdy 1984). The distinction between
cannibalismm and infanticide is essential for population dynamics (chapters 3 and
4).. Third, larger individuals may fall victim to 'group cannibalism' by smaller
oness (e.g., Notonecta backswimmers; Polis, 1981) or during moulting when the
exoskeletonn is shed (e.g., the snow crab Chionoecetes opilio; Lovrich and SainteMarie,, 1997). Fourth, cannibals and victims may correspond to different, discrete
lifee stages in which case resource overlap can be completely absent, like, for example,, in case of egg cannibalism. In such situations, the alternative food source
off the cannibal may not increase as a direct consequence of victim mortality. Yet
indirectly,, by reducing the number of individuals that reach the cannibal stage,
theree is still interplay between cannibalism and competition.

1.2.21.2.2

Cannibalism as a special case ofpredation

Cannibalismm can be seen as a short-circuited predator-prey system, in which predatorr and prey belong to the same population. While it takes two populations to
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modell a predator-prey interaction, it takes only one to model cannibalism. Perhaps
thereforee cannibalism has often served as an example of an ecological interaction
inn structured population models since the 1970s (see below). The parallel with
predationn gives rise to an obvious question: does cannibalism have the same populationn dynamic consequences as interspecific predation? After all, between victim
densityy and cannibal density there exist similar feedbacks as between prey density
andd predator density; in particular mortality and energy gain. Perhaps the most notablee population dynamical effect of interspecific predation is predator-prey cycles
(Lotka,, 1925; Volterra, 1926; Rosenzweig, 1971) which result from the delayed
numericall response of predators to an increase of the prey population (hence the
termm 'prey-escape cycles'; de Roos et al., 1990; Gumey and Nisbet, 1998). Cruciall to the mechanism of these cycles is that predators and prey are independently
reproducingg populations: after that the predator population has collapsed due to
foodd shortage, the prey population can grow exponentially; once the prey populationn has reached high densities the predator population starts growing exponentially;; when the predator population has reached high densities it decimates the
preyy population, upon which it collapses itself. A result of the mechanism behind
predator-preyy cycles is that the cycle period is several times longer than the generationn time of the predator. This verbal presentation of predator-prey dynamics
alreadyy indicates that it is unlikely to find 'cannibal-victim' cycles which are analogouss to predator-prey cycles, since cannibals and victims are not independently
reproducingg populations. Nevertheless, a multitude of dynamic effects have been
foundd in models of intraspecific cannibalism, of which an overview is given below.

1.33 Population dynamic theory of cannibalism - an
overvieww of literature
AA classic model of cannibalism, and probably the simplest one, is due to Ricker
(1954).. It is used to describe the relation between the density of the present stock
offish,, N(t), and next year's:
N(tN(t + 1) = N(t) a e-bN{t)

(1.1)

Inn this model a is the number of offspring produced per adult. It is further assumed
thatt the probability of a newborn to survive cannibalism by adults decreases exponentiallyy with adult density, i.e., exp(—bN(t)). The parameter b is hence a
measuree of the cannibalistic tendency of adults, i.e., the 'cannibalistic voracity'.
Althoughh this model implicitly incorporates size-dependence of cannibalism since
alll cannibals are (at least) one year old and all victims are newborns, it does so in
aa very simplistic way. Clearly, this model ignores the energy gain of cannibalism
andd is hence more accurately described as a model of infanticide.
Ricker'ss model and other theoretical studies of cannibalism can be classified
accordingg to whether they account for the four aspects of cannibalism listed in sectionn 1.2.1 (see Table 1.1). The list immediately shows that many models of canni-
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Tablee 1.1: Chronological list of theoretical studies of population dynamical models
off cannibalism, classified according to the four aspects of cannibalism mentioned
inn the text (1 mortality, 2 gain, 3 size (age) dependence, 4 competition). '+' indicatess an aspect is incorporated, '-' that it is not incorporated. '(+)' indicates
cannibalismm is modelled as age dependent (hence implicitly size-dependent). Columnn 4 indicates which vital rate is affected by competition: 'g' growth rate, 'm'
mortality,, 'f' fecundity.
2..

Reference e
Ricker(1954) )

3.

(+) )

Landahll and Hansen (1975)
DeAngeliss et al. (1979)
Botsford(1981) )
Gurtinn and Levine (1982)
Frauenthal(1983) )
Diekmannn et al. (1986)
Fisherr (1987)
Hastingss (1987)
Hastingss and Costantino (1987)
vann den Bosch et al. (1988)
vann den Bosch and Gabriel (1991)

++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

Hastingss and Costantino (1991)
Cushing(1991) )

+ + -++ ++

Cushingg (1992)
Crowleyy and Hopper (1994)

++ ++ ++
++ ++ ++

--

(+) )
++ ++
-- + +
+ + (+) )

------

(+) )
(+) )
++

(+) )
(+) )
+ + (+) )
+ + (+) )
(+) )
(+) )

Kohlmeierr and Ebenhöh (1995)
Fagann and Odell (1996)
++ ++ ++
+ + -Costantinoo et al. (1997)
(+) )
vann den Bosch and Gabriel (1997) + + -- (+) )
Hensonn (1997)
Dongg and DeAngelis (1998)

+ + + + (+) )
++ ++ ++

Hensonn (1999)
Magnüssonn (1999)
Briggss et al. (2000)
Claessenn et al. (2000)

++
++
++
++

Lantryy and Stewart (2000)
Diekmannn et al. (2001)

+ + -(+) )
++ ++ ++

--

(+) )
+ + (+) )
-- (+) )
++ ++

4..

Population dynamics
Fixedd pt, cycles, quasiperiodic,, chaos
-- Fixedd point, cycles
-- Within-yearr size distribution
g g Bistability y
m m Populationn control, pop. cycles
m m Bistability,, pop. cycles
-- Populationn cycles
g g Bistability y
-- Pop.. cycles, bistability
-- Pop.. cycles, bistability
-Lifee boat effect, bistability
f f Cannibalismm dampens
predator-preyy cycles
-Pop.. cycles, no bistability
f f Fixedd pt, cycles, life boat,
bistability y
-- Control,, life boat, bistability
-Sizee distribution, stockrecruitmentt overcompensation
Cannibalismm dampens
predator-preyy cycles
+ + Within-seasonn size structure
-- Nonlinearr dynamics, chaos
f f Cannibalismm dampens
generationn cycles
-- Lifee boat/persistence
g g Sizee distribution, stockrecruitmentt overcompensation
-- Equilibrium,, cycles
+ + Populationn cycles
m m Generationn cycles
g g Cannibalismm dampens cycles,
inducess size-dimorphism
-- Populationn cycles
-- (noo analysis)
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balismm ignore the energy gain from cannibalism. It also shows that all studies exceptt one incorporate the size-dependent nature of cannibalism, although a majority
off the studies does so implicitly, by modelling cannibalism as an age-dependent
process.. Furthermore, the list distinguishes models in which cannibalism is the
onlyy density-dependent process from models in which density-dependent competitionn is incorporated as well (however, not necessarily directly between cannibals
andd victims). In the context of this collection of papers on population dynamics of
cannibalismm we ask the following questions:
a.. What effect(s) may cannibalism have on population dynamics?
b.. What mechanisms or aspects of cannibalism cause these effects?

1.3.11.3.1

Population control

AA very basic population dynamic effect of cannibalism is the regulation of populationn size. This has been shown in several population models in which cannibalism
iss the only density dependent process (e.g. Ricker, 1954; Diekmann et al., 1986;
Hastingss and Costantino, 1991; Cushing, 1992). In Ricker's model, any positive
valuee of the cannibalism parameter b prevents the population from growing to infinityy (Box 1). In the age-structured population model of (Diekmann et al., 1986)
cannibalismm regulates population density if the maximum number of victims that
aa cannibal can eat in its entire lifetime is sufficiently high. If the cannibalistic
voracityy is too small cannibalism fails to control population size because of the
saturatingg functional response, which is absent in Ricker's model. The regulation
off population density is obviously a result of cannibalism-induced mortality.

1.3.21.3.2

The destabilising effect of cannibalism

Ann important question is whether cannibalism stabilises or destabilises populationn dynamics. To answer it we first consider models in which no other densitydependentt processes are incorporated (references in Table 1.1 with '-' in column
4).. In the model of Ricker (1954), cannibalism causes overcompensation in the
stock-recruitmentt relation. The stability of the internal equilibrium of the Ricker
model,, however, is independent of the cannibalism parameter 6, but fully determinedd by the fecundity parameter a (Box 1). With increasing a, the equilibrium
iss destabilised by a sequence of period-doublings, eventually leading to deterministicc chaos; a bifurcation pattern similar to that of the logistic map (May, 1974,
1976).. In the models of Landahl and Hansen (1975) and Costantino et al. (1997),
cannibalismm serves as a mechanism of population control. As in the Ricker model,
itt also provides a form of density dependence which, with sufficiently high fecundity,, may produce population cycles and possibly chaos. The model by Landahl
andd Hansen (1975) is essentially a stage-structured extension of the Ricker model.
Inn addition to an adult class, their model includes two larval stages, and cannibalismm is modelled as a survival function which decreases exponentially with canniball density, like in eq (l.l). The 'LPA' model of Tribolium population dynamics
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(Costantinoo et al., 1997) is a similar, stage-structured, Ricker-type model of cannibalism.. It models larvae, pupae and adults, and cannibalism is incorporated as
aa survival rate of victims which decreases exponentially with cannibal density. It
includess no other density-dependent effects.
Boxx 1. A quick analysis of the Ricker model. Recall eq (1.1):

N(t+1)N(t+1) = N{t) a e-bN(t) = f(N{t))
Thiss dynamical system has two equilibria. The trivial equilibrium N0 —
00 is stable for a < 1 and unstable for a > 1. The non-trivial equilibrium
existss if b > 0, and is given by:
Inn a
A,, =

—

Thiss equilibrium is positive for a > 1. The eigenvalue A corresponding
too A7! equals the derivative with respect to N(t) of f(N(t)), evaluated

inNi: inNi:
AA = 1 — In a
Thus,, A = 1 if a = 1. Together with the expression for iVi, this means
thatt at a = 1 a transcritical bifurcation occurs. At this critical point
thee trivial equilibrium loses its stability and the internal equilibrium becomess positive and stable for a > 1. The internal equilibrium N\ loses
itss stability at a — e2 via a flip (or period doubling) bifurcation, giving
risee to a 2-year cycle. For large values of a the dynamics are complexx (May, 1974, 1976), but the maximum density can never exceed the
maximummaximum of f(N(t)), that is, Nmax — a/b e" 1 , which shows that for
alll b > 0 cannibalism works as a self-regulating mechanism.
Itt should be noted that, in general, time delayed, density dependent processes
aree likely to induce population cycles (Gurney and Nisbet, 1985; Briggs et al.,
2000).. Time delays in population dynamics result from, for example, a juvenile
periodd or a non-cannibalistic life stage. This is clearly illustrated by the continuous
time,, age-structured population model of Hastings (1987). His model incorporates
aa fixed age interval in which individuals are vulnerable to cannibalism but not able
too cannibalise (the egg stage), followed by a fixed age interval in which individuals
doo cannibalise but are invulnerable themselves (the larval stage). Even with a
constantt total birth rate and in the absence of non-cannibalistic density-dependent
processes,, this model produces population cycles with a period of approximately
thee total juvenile period. This shows that the combination of density-dependent,
cannibalisticc mortality and a time delay is sufficient to produce population cycles
(seee also Hastings and Costantino, 1987, 1991). Similarly, in the age-structured
modell of Diekmann et al. (1986) cannibalism induces population cycles. In their
modell the vulnerable life stage (eggs) is assumed to last infinitesimally short and is
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followedd by an invulnerable, non-cannibalistic life stage. Their modell incorporates
ann additional time delay: a juvenile life stage. As in the model of Hastings (1987),
thee cycle length depends on the length of the non-cannibalistic life stage.
Inn summary, in models of age-dependent cannibalism without other densitydependentt interactions, the interplay between cannibalistic mortality and time delayss may induce population cycles.

1.3.31.3.3

The stabilising effect of cannibalism

Byy contrast, cannibalism may be stabilising in population models that incorporate
otherr density-dependent processes. Cushing (1991) studies a discrete-time model
off cannibalism, which has a non-cannibalistic juvenile age class and a cannibalistic
adultt age class. This model is mechanistically more elaborate than the discretetimee models of Ricker (1954), Landahl and Hansen (1975) and Costantino et al.
(1997)) in the sense that it incorporates a non-linear functional response, an energy
gainn from cannibalism, and competition among adults for an alternative resource.
Inn the absence of cannibalism, the model shows the familiar period-doubling route
too chaos. Introducing cannibalism drastically reduces the parameter range in which
oscillationss occur, showing that cannibalism can have a stabilising effect. For
thee case where competition is weak, the model of Cushing (1991) predicts that
cannibalismm induces population cycles with a period equal to the juvenile delay,
corroboratingg the results discussed in the previous paragraph.
Kohlmeierr and Ebenhöh (1995) study an unstructured predator-prey model in
whichh the cannibalistic predator consumes both alternative prey and conspecifics.
Inn absence of cannibalism the model reduces to the McArthur-Rosenzweig model
andd predicts predator-prey cycles. If cannibalism is introduced the cycles are
damped,, and with a sufficient cannibalistic voracity the internal equilibrium is stable.. An age-structured analogue of this model was studied by van den Bosch and
Gabriell (1997). In their model, population cycles are caused by time delays due to
thee age structure of the cannibal population, rather than the predator-(alternative)
preyy interaction. It appears that these cycles can also be stabilised by cannibalism.
Briggss et al. (2000) introduced cannibalism in a stage-structured model of larvall competition, using delay-differential equations. In the absence of cannibalism,
thee competitive superiority of old larvae induces generation cycles. As long as
theree is a numerically dominant cohort of old larvae in the population, it suppresses
thee following cohort by causing high starvation mortality of young larvae. A new
successfull cohort cannot emerge before the old larvae have matured into the next
lifee stage, relaxing competition. In contrast to the results of van den Bosch and
Gabriell (1997), Briggs et al. (2000) found that cannibalism increases the region
off parameter space in which generation cycles occur. In their model the life stage
whichh is competitively superior (the old larvae) are also the most voracious cannibals.. Introducing cannibalism hence does not remove the mechanism of generation
cycles,, but rather adds to it.
Inn summary, in systems where population cycles are induced by density dependentt effects other than cannibalism, cannibalism can stabilise these cycles. Specif-
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ically,, this occurs if cannibalistic mortality weakens the mechanisms of population
cycles.. Together, this subsection and the previous one show that it is impossible to
sayy that, in general, cannibalism 'stabilises' or 'destabilises' population dynamics.

1.3.41.3.4

Bistability and the life boat effect

Cushingg (1991) argues that "the interplay between positive and negative effects
[off cannibalism] can result in multiple steady states". The negative effect of cannibalismm is obviously the mortality it causes to victims. The positive effects of
cannibalismm can be subdivided in direct and indirect positive effects, and both can
leadd to multiple stable states.
First,, the direct positive effect of cannibalism constitutes the direct energy gain
fromm consuming conspecifics, as modelled by van den Bosch et al. (1988) and
Cushingg (1991, 1992) (see Table 1.1). Because the energy gain from cannibalism
resultss in more victims which in turn results in more cannibalistic gain, cannibalismm may induce a positive feedback loop. A special case of bistability caused
byy the direct gain of cannibalism is the 'life boat mechanism'. This mechanism
enabless a cannibalistic population to persist under food conditions in which a noncannibalisticc but otherwise identical population would go extinct. Close to the
invasionn threshold there are hence two stable states, the extinct state and the persistentt state, separated by a saddle point. Here, the term 'invasion threshold' refers
too the parameter value that separates the domains in which an initially small cannibalnibal population will grow or decline, respectively. The life boat effect amounts
too a positive feedback at the invasion threshold, which results from the costs of
cannibalismm (e.g., additional mortality) being smaller than the benefits (e.g., additionall reproduction). For a population in which juveniles are victims and adults are
cannibals,, van den Bosch et al. (1988) and Diekmann et al. (2002) determine the
conditionss that give rise to the life boat effect. Bistability induced by the feedback
loopp via cannibalistic energy gain and reproduction is not restricted to parameter
rangess near the extinction boundary. Equilibrium curves with two fold bifurcations,, resulting in two alternative stable states with positive population densities,
aree also reported by van den Bosch et al. (1988) and Cushing (1992). With a modifiedd version of Cushing (1991)'s discrete-time model, Henson (1997) showed that
iff the density of alternative food fluctuates periodically (by external forcing), such
that,, repeatedly, food is scarce during a couple of years, a cannibalistic population
mayy persist while a non-cannibalistic goes extinct. She found this can occur even
iff the expected energy gain from cannibalising a single juvenile is insufficient to
producee a single new offspring.
Second,, the indirect positive effect of cannibalism is mediated through competitionn for shared resources. In Fisher (1987)'s discrete-time model, cannibalism
iss restricted to one-year-olds feeding on young-of-the-year (YOY), whereas competitionn occurs within the YOY age class alone. The rate at which a one-year-old
cannibalisess YOY is assumed to be an increasing function of its own body size.
Thee body size of cannibals depends entirely on the amount of alternative food they
consumedd during their first year, and hence on the number of competing YOY in
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thatt year. This results in a negative relation between the number of YOY in one
yearr and the body size and the cannibalistic activity of cannibals in the next year.
Onn the one hand, this means that a high density of YOY results in a low cannibalisticc mortality rate in the next year, which in turn results in a high density of
YOY.. On the other hand, a low YOY density results in a high cannibalistic mortality,, leading to a low YOY density. This verbal reasoning illustrates the positive
feedbackk loop that emerges from the interaction between cannibalism, competition
andd individual growth. It should be noted that in Fisher (1987)'s model a positive
feedbackk is only obtained if the cannibalistic activity increases sufficiently fast
withh cannibal body size. Moreover, the indirect positive effect is not to the benefit
off the cannibal itself, but to the profit of the potential victims that survive. Botsfordd (1981) found bistability induced by a similar interplay between cannibalism,
competitionn and growth.
Inn summary, alternative stable states can be induced by direct (via cannibalisticc energy gain) and indirect (via competition) positive effects of cannibalism.
Whereass the latter can occur in models of infanticide (but also of cannibalism), the
formerr is possible only in models of cannibalism that incorporate an energy gain.

1.3.51.3.5 Effects on population size distribution
Effectss of cannibalism on the population size distribution have received much
lesss attention than its effects on stability. It has been observed that cannibalism
(Hastings,(Hastings, 1987) or the combination of cannibalism and competition (Briggs et al.,
2000)) can lead to almost discrete generations in continuous-time, age-structured
populationn models. Yet, the rate of cannibalism often does not depend on age
butt on size. Size-structured population models show that the interplay between
cannibalismm and the population size distribution can lead to additional, non-linear
effectss (DeAngelis et al., 1979; Botsford, 1981; Fisher, 1987; Fagan and Odell,
1996).. The role of cannibal size in Fisher (1987)'s model has already been discussedd above. It should be added here that in the two alternative stable states in his
modell the population size distribution differs; the dense population state contains
stuntedd individuals whereas the sparse population state contains large individuals.
Inn general, the rate of cannibalistic attack depends on the body sizes of both
thee cannibal and the victim (Polis, 1981). Based on empirical evidence DeAngelis
ett al. (1979), Fagan and Odell (1996) and Dong and DeAngelis (1998) assume that
cannibalismm is possible if the ratio of victim and cannibal length is below a critical
valuee (0.625, 0.4 and 0.73, respectively). In populations with discrete reproduction,, such as seasonal systems, we can further distinguish between intra-cohort and
inter-cohortt cannibalism, defined as cannibalism within and between-year classes,
respectively.. The models of DeAngelis et al. (1979), Crowley and Hopper (1994)
andd Fagan and Odell (1996) deal with intra-cohort cannibalism, whereas Dong
andd DeAngelis (1998) model inter-cohort cannibalism. All of these authors focuss on within-season dynamics of a single cohort of YOY individuals. They find
non-linearr effects of the initial size distribution on life history in terms of age at
maturationn and survival to maturation (Fagan and Odell, 1996), or growth rate and
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finalfinal size distribution (DeAngelis et al., 1979; Crowley and Hopper, 1994;. DeAngeliss et al. (1979) set out to test for the effect of alternative food on the short-term
dynamicss of a single YOY cohort of cannibalistic largemouth bass {Micropterus
salmoides),salmoides), using both experiments and a model. Both experimental and model resultss showed that not the presence or absence of alternative food, but slight differencess in the initial size distributions were decisive for the dynamics of the cohorts.
Inn the case of a wider size distribution only a very few, but very large, individuals
remainedd at the end of the season, whereas with a narrower distribution a larger
numberr but smaller individuals survived.
Sincee these studies focus on within-season dynamics, the implications for longtermm population dynamics remain unclear. Crowley and Hopper (1994) and Dong
andd DeAngelis (1998) did, however, translate their within-season dynamics into
between-yearr stock-recruitment maps such as eq (1.1). Dong and De Angeli s (199 8)
findd that with high densities of one-year-old cannibals and strong competition
amongg YOY victims the stock-recruitment map resembles the Ricker map because
itt shows overcompensation. Yet extrapolation of such recruitment curves to long
termm population dynamics should be considered with caution since the model of
Dongg and DeAngelis (1998) does not take the dynamics of the older cohorts into
account,, which is an obvious prerequisite for making predictions about long-term
populationn dynamics.
InIn summary, when the size-dependence of cannibalism is taken into account, as
welll as the size-structure of the cannibal population, non-linear effects on growth
rates,, life history and size distribution can be expected. However, due to the lack
off analysis of long-term dynamics, the population dynamic consequences remain
largelyy unknown. The only study of asymptotic dynamics of a size-structured populationn model with cannibalism (Cushing, 1992) aimed at showing that the results
off age-structured population carried over to a size-structured model. However, no
aspectss that were inherent to size structure were investigated, such as the effect of
cannibalismm on size structure.

1.44

Size-dependent cannibalism: empirical evidence

Althoughh it has been widely acknowledged that cannibalism is inherently sizedependentt (e.g. Polis, 1981; Elgar and Crespi, 1992), the majority of theoretical
studiess on cannibalism takes the size-dependent nature of cannibalism only implicitlyy into account by assuming that it depends on age (Table 1.1). Studies that do
explicitlyy address the size-dependence of cannibalism generally assume that there
iss a maximum ratio of victim to cannibal size below which cannibalism is possiblee (DeAngelis et al., 1979; Cushing, 1992; Fagan and Odell, 1996; Dong and
DeAngelis,, 1998). The upper limit of victim size is often attributed to morphologicall limitations such as gape width, but can also depend on the size-dependent
abilityy of prey to escape from cannibals, which relates to locomotor capacity of
bothh victim and cannibal. Although it is widely accepted that there is such an upperr limit to the victim size that cannibals can capture and consume (Polis, 1981,
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andd the above mentioned references), the precise form of the size-dependence is
rarelyy known. Notable exceptions are the size-dependence in the snow crab Chionoecetesnoecetes opilio (Lovrich and Sainte-Marie, 1997) and piscivorous, freshwater fish
suchh as Eurasian perch (Popova and Sytina, 1977; Persson et a!., 2000), arctic
charr (Amundsen, 1994; Hammar, 1998) and other species (Mittelbach and Persson,, 1998). These studies provide evidence that there is not only an upper limit
too the victim sizes that cannibals can take, but also a lower limit. The lower limit
hass been attributed to prey detection due to visual acuity, and prey retention in
thee mouth (Lundvall et al., 1999). Furthermore, there is evidence that the capturee rate reaches a maximum at an intermediate ratio of victim to cannibal length
(Amundsen,, 1994; Lovrich and Sainte-Marie, 1997; Lundvall et al., 1999). None
off the theoretical studies listed in Table 1.1 take all these aspects of size-dependent
cannibalismm into account.

1.55

Outline of this thesis

Basicallyy this thesis has two aims: (1) To study long term population dynamics of
aa size-structured population model that incorporates size-dependent cannibalism
ass described in section 1.4. (2) To formulate the model such that it can be used to
comparee its predictions with empirical data on population dynamics of piscivorous
fish,, in particular the Eurasian perch. From the overview given in sections 1.3 and
1.44 it becomes clear that the first aim is a logical and new step in the development
off theory on the population dynamic consequences of cannibalism.
Inn this thesis, the range of vulnerable victim sizes is referred to as the 'cannibalismm window' (see also van den Bosch and Gabriel, 1997). For a given cannibal
size,, the cannibalism window is defined by a lower limit (the smallest possible
victimm size), an upper limit, and an optimal victim size. Empirical data show that,
att least for piscivorous fish species, the minimum, optimum and maximum victim
sizess are well approximated by fixed ratios of victim and cannibal length (Mittelbachh and Persson, 1998). As an example, the cannibalism window of Eurasian
perchh is presented in Fig. 2.1 (Chapter 2). Throughout this thesis the minimum
andd maximum ratios that limit the cannibalism window are denoted by (5 and e,
respectively,, and the optimal victim-to-cannibal length ratio by <f>. Incorporating
size-dependentt cannibalism into population models in this way opens interesting
opportunitiess for empirical testing of model predictions, since experimental data
onn 6, e and 0 are available for different piscivorous fish species (e.g., Mittelbach
andd Persson, 1998).
Thee interplay between cannibalism and competition
Chapterr 2 focuses on the interplay between size-dependent competition and sizedependentt cannibalism, and its impact on population dynamics. A size-structured
populationn model is developed, building on the model of Persson et al. (1998).
Size-dependentt cannibalism is incorporated with a cannibalism window that has a
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minimum,, optimum and maximum victim-to-cannibal size ratio. Size-dependent
competitionn emerges from the interaction between size-dependent vital rates and a
dynamicc resource. In particular, the size-scaling of (i) the attack rate on the alternativee resource, (ii) the maximum ingestion rate and (iii) the metabolic requirements
determinee the minimum density of the alternative resource at which an individual
off a particular size can maintain growth, and below which it starves away reversible
bodyy mass. This critical resource density can be seen as a size-dependent analogue
off R* as introduced by Tilman (1982). The model is parameterised for Eurasian
perchh (Perca fluviatilis) feeding on Daphnid zooplankton. The critical resource
densityy is an increasing function of body size for perch (as for roach, arctic char,
andd probably most other planktivorous and benthivorous fish species). Thus, in
thee size-dependent competition among perch cohorts, the smallest individual are
superiorr as they can sustain themselves at the lowest resource density. In combinationn with a high population fecundity which is common in fish, this results in
recruit-drivenn cycles (Persson et al., 1998; de Roos and Persson, 2001). For perch,
thee cannibalism window has a lower limit of S — 0.06, an optimum of 0 = 0.16,
andd an upper limit of e = 0.42 (in terms of victim-to-cannibal length ratios). The
populationn dynamics of this cannibalistic consumer-resource system are studied as
aa function of the parameter /3 which is referred to as 'cannibalistic voracity'. It is
aa size-independent measure of the cannibalistic tendency of a species.
Chapterr 3 continues the study of the model developed in Chapter 2. In Chapter
33 the focus is on the effect of the size-dependent nature of cannibalism itself. We
studyy the dependence of the population dynamics on the parameters that define
thee size-dependence of cannibalism, emphasising the effect of the lower (S) and
upperr (e) limits of the cannibalism window. Both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 include
comparisonss of theoretical results with empirical data on population dynamics of
cannibalisticc fish.
Inn Chapter 4 a simplified version of the model analysed in Chapter 2 and Chapterr 3 is studied. The aim of this paper is to apply the method for numerical continuationn of physiologically structured population models developed by Kirkilionis
ett al. (2001) to our model of size-dependent cannibalism and size-dependent competition.. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 rely on numerical simulations of the model,
whichh limits the analysis to the study of stable equilibria and other attractors. The
abilityy to trace both stable and unstable equilibrium curves is likely to provide
valuablee insights into the model dynamics, particularly if unstable equilibria are
importantt for population dynamics, as is the case where fold or saddle-node bifurcationss are present. Both the literature (van den Bosch et al., 1988; Cushing, 1991,
1992)) and the results presented in Chapter 3 suggest that there might be fold bifurcationss involved in population dynamics with size-dependent cannibalism and
competition. .
Thee approach used in Chapter 4 is based on the essential distinction in physiologicallyy structured population models between the state of an individual and the
statee of its environment. If this distinction is made correctly and the environment
iss characterised properly, then the life histories of individuals in the population
(i.e.,, the dynamics of their individual state) can be considered independently of
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eachh other (Diekmann et al., 2001). If individuals interact only through a finite
numberr of environmental variables such as food density, then the life history can
bee determined from the knowledge of this finite number of variables alone. If the
environmentall variables of all populations (i.e., the cannibalistic and the resource
populations)) are taken into account, this implies that the equilibrium of the system
cann be characterised by a finite set of variables. This is a considerable advantage,
iff one takes into account that the size distribution of the physiologically structured
populationn itself is an infinite-dimensional object. This finite dimensional characterisationn of the model is the core of the continuation method of Kirkilionis et al.
(2001). .
Withh the cannibalistic attack rate modelled as a function of ratios of victim
andd cannibal length, the size-distribution of potential victims becomes unique for
eachh cannibal size. Consequently, the environment can only be described by an
infinite-dimensionall object (i.e., a function of body size). Since the continuation
methodd was developed for models with a finite number of interaction variables,
wee developed a finite-dimensional representation of the environment in order to
incorporatee our model of size-dependent cannibalism into this framework.
Adaptivee dynamics of size-structured populations
Thee dwarfs-and-giants dynamics found in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 inspired an
evolutionaryy question. In this type of population dynamics (e.g., Fig. 2.6 and Fig.
3.6),, two coexisting but entirely different life histories emerge from the interaction
betweenn the dynamics of the environment and the dynamics of individual states.
'Geneticallyy identical' individuals, i.e. individuals whose individual-state dynamicss are governed by the same equations and the same parameter values, are phenotypicallyy very different. The dwarf type grows slowly and feeds almost exclusively
onn zooplankton. The giant type grows fast and switches to an almost exclusively
cannibalisticc diet already at the age of one year. Both types reach a similar maximumm age of around 9 years, but reach greatly different maximum sizes.
Thee possibility of such coexisting life histories induced by population dynamicss raises the question whether in this situation natural selection can result in geneticc divergence between the two types. Since the morphological requirements for
consumingg zooplankton are different from those for consuming conspecifics, it is
conceivablee that selection pressures on morphological structures are different in
thee two life histories.
Suchh speculations have eventually led to Chapter 5, in which the question is
addressedd whether the presence of an ontogenetic niche shift, of which the switch
fromm planktivory to piscivory (or cannibalism) is an example, can lead to evolutionaryy branching. It should be noted here that although within the framework of
adaptivee dynamics sophisticated general theory has been developed and many interestingg examples have been studied (e.g., Metz et al., 1992; Geritz et al., 1998;
Doebelii and Dieckmann, 2000), the adaptive dynamics of size-structured populationss has received little attention (but see Heino et al., 1997; Diekmann et al., 1999;
Ylikarjulaa et al., 1999). In order to obtain a model of which the dynamics can be
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studiedd at both ecological and evolutionary time scales, eventually I decided to replacee cannibalism by consumption of a second, alternative resource. Chapter 5 is
hencee concerned with a model of a size-structured population with an ontogenetic
nichee shift from one resource to a second, rather than from an alternative resource
too cannibalism. An obvious next step in the development of this theory would be
too identify the second resource with the smaller part of the consumer population.
Generall discussion
Chapterr 6 constitutes a general discussion and consists of 4 parts. First, the two
questionss raised in section 1.3 (What effect(s) may cannibalism have on population
dynamics?? What mechanisms or aspects of cannibalism cause these effects?) are
reconsideredd in the light of the results in this thesis. Second, as an attempt to assess
thee generality of the findings in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, the results of two models are
scrutinisedd that differ by their bioenergetics but not by the ecological interactions
(Chapterss 2 and 3 versus Chapter 4). Third, the aim to find testable hypotheses is
emphasisedd by providing an overview of the links between the theoretical results
inn this thesis and empirical data. Fourth, the results of this thesis are put in a
widerr perspective, addressing the question whether this thesis has implications for
ecologicall theory, experiments and/or fisheries management.

Chapterr 2

Dwarfss and giants:
cannibalismm and competition
inn size-structured populations
Davidd Claessen, André M. de Roos and Lennart Persson (2000) American Naturalist 155 (2) 219-237

Abstract t
Cannibalss and their victims often share common resources and thus potentially
compete.. Smaller individuals are often competitively superior to larger ones becausee of size-dependent scaling of foraging and metabolic rates, while larger ones
mayy use cannibalism to counter this competition. We study the interplay between
cannibalismm and competition using a size-structured population model, in which
alll individuals consume a shared resource, but larger ones may cannibalize smaller
conspecifics.. In the model, intercohort competition causes single-cohort cycles
whenn cannibalism is absent. Moderate levels of cannibalism reduce intercohort
competition,, enabling coexistence of many cohorts. More voracious cannibalism,
inn combination with competition, produces large-amplitude cycles and a bimodal
populationn size-distribution with many small and few giant individuals. These coexistingg "dwarfs" and "giants" have very different life histories, resulting from a
reversall in importance of cannibalism and competition. The population structure
att time of birth determines whether individuals suffer severe cannibalism with the
feww survivors reaching giant sizes, or suffer intense intracohort competition, with
alll individuals remaining small. These model results agree remarkably well with
empiricall data on perch population dynamics. We argue that the induction of cannibalisticc giants in piscivorous fish is a population dynamic, emergent phenomenon
thatt requires a combination of size-dependent cannibalism and competition.
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2.11

Introduction

Cannibalismm is widespread in the animal kingdom and particularly common in
arthropods,, fish and amphibians (Fox, 1975; Polis, 1981; Elgar and Crespi, 1992).
Theoreticall studies have shown a diversity of potential effects of cannibalism on
populationn dynamics. Cannibalism may save a population from extinction, a phenomenonn referred to as the "life boat mechanism" (van den Bosch et al., 1988;
Henson,, 1997), or even lead to multiple stable states (Botsford, 1981; Fisher, 1987;
Cushing,, 1991, 1992). Recent experimental and model studies of the flour beetle
TriboliumTribolium show that egg cannibalism may induce complex dynamics, including
chaoss (Costantino et al., 1997; Benoit et al., 1998), confirming the earlier hypothesiss that it may induce population fluctuations (Fox, 1975; Diekmann et al., 1986;
Hastings,, 1987). Conversely, cannibalism can dampen fluctuations, for example in
populationn models that exhibit age-dependent, single-generation cycles (van den
Boschh and Gabriel, 1997).
Physiologicall and behavioral constraints, such as gape size limitation and mobility,, make cannibalism inherently size-dependent. Generally, a cannibal is considerablyy larger than its victim (Fox, 1975; Polis, 1981; Elgar and Crespi, 1992;
Perssonn et al., 2000). This size difference between cannibals and their victims
alsoo implies a potential for size-dependent competition (Persson et al., 1998). Empiricall studies suggest that cannibals and their victims often compete for shared
resourcess (Persson, 1988; Polis, 1988; Anholt, 1994; Fincke, 1994). Overlapping
dietss of cannibals and victims are observed in many taxa (Fox, 1975; Polis, 1981),
notablyy amphibians (Simon, 1984) and fish (Dominey and Blumer, 1984). Yet,
previouss studies of the effect of cannibalism on population dynamics have rarely
takenn the competitive interaction into account (Dong and DeAngelis, 1998). Studiess of structured population models have shown that size-dependent competition
iss likely to generate cycles. Smaller individuals are often competitively superior
too larger ones because metabolic requirements increase faster with body size than
foragingg capacity. In systems with pulsed reproduction, such competitive asymmetryy may result in single-cohort cycles, in which every new generation outcompetess the previous one (Persson et al., 1998). Single-cohort cycles are analogous
too the single-generation cycles that may be found when reproduction is continuous
(Gurneyy and Nisbet, 1985).
Cannibalismm gives larger individuals the opportunity to reduce competition by
smallerr ones, for it reduces the density of competitors. Also, the energy gain from
cannibalismm reduces the sensitivity of cannibals to competition for other resources.
Whenn the energy gain is sufficient to cover energetic needs, cannibals may escape
competitionn altogether. The effect of size-dependent cannibalism on population
dynamicss may thus counteract the effect of size-dependent competition. Competitionn and cannibalism may also interfere via their effect on individual growth rates.
Competitionn reduces the growth rate (Aim, 1952; Botsford, 1981; Post et al., 1999)
andd impedes an individual in reaching a size sufficiently large to shift to cannibalism.. High cannibalistic mortality within a cohort of juveniles reduces intracohort
competitionn and thus increases their growth rate, enabling the survivors to switch
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too cannibalism. Hence, the timing of the ontogenetic niche shift from, for example,
planktivoryy to piscivory in fish, may be the result of the dynamic interplay between
size-dependentt competition and cannibalism. Also, the growth rate of a cannibal
mayy be much larger than that of non-cannibalistic conspecifics, resulting in phenotypicc differences, referred to as "cannibalistic polyphenism" (Bragg, 1965; Polis,
1981). .
Thee focus of this paper is the population dynamical consequences of the mixturee of size-dependent cannibalistic and competitive interactions. We formulate a
physiologicallyy structured population model of a cannibalistic consumer populationn with one alternative, unstructured food resource. At the individual level, the
modell describes the "vital rates" of the organism, that is, growth, consumption,
metabolicc and mortality rates as functions of the state of the individual and its environment.. Cannibalism is incorporated as an interaction of which the outcome
dependss on the lengths of two encountering individuals. The impact of cannibalismm is studied by varying a parameter that can be interpreted as proportional to
thee cannibalistic voracity. We find qualitatively different population dynamic patternss and individual life histories for different ranges of the cannibalistic voracity.
Too study the mechanisms that cause these patterns, the dynamics of both the total
abundancee and the size structure of the cannibalistic population are analyzed.
Thee results of the model analysis are confronted with data on time series and
individuall growth trajectories from a population of Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis)atilis) in a forest lake in central Sweden. Perch is the only fish species in this
lakee and perch are known to shift to piscivory, and hence cannibalism, at larger
bodyy sizes (Aim, 1952; LeCren, 1992; Persson, 1988; Christensen, 1997). We
arguee that the observed population dynamics and the emergence of a few giant individualss with "double" growth curves (sensu LeCren (1992)) are the result of the
dynamicc interplay between cannibalism and competition.

2.22 The model
Wee model the cannibalistic consumer population using a physiologically structuredd population model which describes the population dynamics explicitly in
termss of individual-level processes like growth, reproduction and mortality (Metz
andd Diekmann, 1986; de Roos et al., 1992; de Roos, 1997). Within this framework,, a clear distinction is made between state variables at the individual level
andd at the population level, often referred to as the "Vstate" and the "p-state" variables,, respectively. At the individual level, the model describes how individuals
mayy interact with each other and with the resource population, dependent on their
physiologicall state (estate). The population state is given by the distribution of
individualss over all possible individual states. The alternative resource is modeledd as an unstructured population. What interactions actually occur at a given
timee depends on both the individual state, the population state, and the resource
density. .
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Tablee 2.1: The model equations by subject. Equations and symbols are explained
inn the text. Only the subscripts i and j refer to the cohort index.
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The individual level model

Ourr model is an extension of the consumer-resource model described by Persson
ett al. (1998). Apart from the cannibalistic interaction, a full substantiation of the
modell can be found in their paper. Here we present a brief outline of the model
andd its biological assumptions. The cannibalistic interaction among individuals is
aa unique extension and therefore we discuss it in more detail. The model equations
aree given in Table 2.1.
Thee model parameters are presented in Table 2.2, and are valid for Eurasian
perchh {Perca fluviatilis) with size-dependent cannibalism and competition for a
zooplanktonn resource. We assume that a growing season lasts 90 days, as it does
inn Central Sweden. We assume that biological activity is negligible outside the
growingg season, and take the state of the system at the start of a growing season
("spring")) identical to that at the end of the previous one.
Thee feeding, growth, reproduction and mortality of an individual are assumed
too be functions of its body mass. In order to account for starvation and fecundity,, we distinguish between irreversible and reversible mass as independent istatee variables, referred to as x and y, respectively. Irreversible mass is structural
mass,, such as bones and vital organs, that cannot be starved away, as opposed to
reversiblee mass (i.e., the reserves). We assume that perch can starve away gonad
tissuee which hence is part of the reversible mass. We assume that the ratio y/x
iss a measure of the condition of an individual. Total body length, zooplankton
attackk rate, cannibalistic attack rate, and gut volume are assumed to depend on
irreversiblee mass only. In the following, weight and mass refer to wet weight. In
principle,, modeling and parameterization of consumption and digestion of prey
tissuee require conversions between volume, energy content and dry or wet weight
off the prey. To keep things simple, however, we always refer to wet weight.
Ann important part of the individual-level model concerns the channeling of
acquiredd energy. We assume that maintenance is covered first, such that net energy
productionn (Eg) equals the difference between the energy intake rate (Ea) and the
maintenancee requirements (Em) (Appendix 2.A) per unit of time :
EEgg{x,y){x,y) = Ea(x)-Em(x,y)
Wee assume that the energy intake rate Ea depends on the irreversible mass x (Perssonn et al., 1998), and the availability of conspecific prey and alternative food (Tablee 2.1). In case the energy intake exceeds the needs for maintenance, the surpluss (Eg) is allocated to increase in irreversible and reversible mass following a
rulee which is described in detail in Appendix 2.A. The most important feature
off the allocation rule is that as an individual grows, the ratio y/x asymptotically
approachess a limit, which is qs for juveniles and qA for adults. In case the energyy intake does not suffice to cover the requirements for maintenance (i.e, when
EgEg < 0), the individual starves and converts reversible mass into energy for maintenance.. Starvation mortality occurs when the ratio y/x drops below a critical
value,, referred to as qs. Then the individual suffers an additional mortality rate jis,

(2.1)
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Tablee 2.2: Model variables and parameters valid for Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis)viatilis) feeding on a zooplankton resource (Daphnia sp., length 1mm) and conspecifics.. All parameters except Y, r and K refer to individual level processes.
subject t

symbol l value e

i-i-state state

XX

Season n
Ontogeny y

yy
YY
Wb Wb

Xf Xf
QJ QJ
QA QA

kkr r
Len.-wt. .

Ai i

A2 2
Planktivory y a a
AA
Wopt Wopt

Piscivory y

aa

PP
SS
ee
ff

Handling g

Éi i

66
Metabolism m

Pi i
92 92
KKe e

Mortality y

(J-o (J-o
Qs Qs

ss
Resource e

RR
rr
KK
mm

interpretation n

unit t

irreveriblee mass
reveriblee mass
lengthh of year
eggg mass
maturationn size
juv.. max condition
adultt max condition
gonad-eggg conversion

gg
gg
day y
90 0
1.8E-03 3 g g
4.6 6
gg
-0.74 4
-1.37 7
0.5 5
-48.3 3
0.317 7
0.62 2
3.0E+04 4
8.2 2
0.6 6
varied d
0.06 6
0.45 5
0.2 2

mmm g'^ 2
--L d 11
gg
-Ldd l mm-°
----

5.0 0
-0.8 8

dg-<i+£2)

0.033 3
0.77 7
0.61 1

g

)

-(i-«)d-ii

--11

0.01 1
0.2 2
0.2 2

d"
---

0.1 1
100.0 0
3.0E-5 5

L-1 1
d- 1 1
d"1 1
gg

allometricc scalar
allometricc exponent
allometricc exponent
maxx attack rate
optimall forager size

ref. .

1,2 2
1,2 2
33
23 3

1,2 2
1.2 2
1,2 2
44
55

allometricc exponent
cannibalisticc voracity
min.. victim/cannibal
max.. victim/cannibal
opt.. victim/cannibal

66

allometricc scalar
allometricc exponent

2,15 5

allometricc scalar
allometricc exponent
intakee coefficient

16-19 9

backgroundd rate
starvationn condition
starvationn coefficient

1,2,6 6

resourcee density
populationn growth rate
carryingg capacity
wett wt 1,0mm Daphnia

66

7-14 4
7-14 4
10 0

2,15 5

16-19 9
16,18-21 1

22,23 3
1,2 2

References:: 1. Bystrom et al. (1998), 2. P. Byström (unpublished data), 3. Treasurer (1981),
4.. Persson (1987), 5. Persson and Greenberg (1990), 6. B. Christensen (unpublished data),
7.. Christensen (1996), 8. Persson et al. (2000), 9. Popova and Sytina (1977), 10. Lundvall
ett al. (1999), 11. Buijse and van Densen (1992), 12. van Densen (1994), 13. Willemsen
(1977),, 14. Eklöv and Diehl (1994), 15. Lessmark (1983), 16. Karas and Thoresson (1992),
17.. Kitchell et al. (1977), 18. Elliott (1976), 19. Beamish (1974), 20. Solomon and Brafield
(1972),, 21. Rice et al. (1983), 22. E. Wahlström (unpublished data), 23. L. Persson (unpublishedd data)
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whichh increases to infinity as the reversible mass y approaches zero:

( x/y
//
\
M*,v))
= f{ s(q
0 *
s

— 1)

< q„x
Jif y ^

(2.2)

wheree s is a constant. The cannibalistic mortality rate /JC will be discussed in
detaill below. A constant background mortality rate /x0 incorporates other causes
off death. Together, these three rates sum up to the total mortality rate /J:
fi(x,y)fi(x,y)

= fj,0 + iis(x,y)

+ fic(x)

(2.3)

Itt is commonly observed that perch mature at a specific size rather than a specificc age (Aim, 1952; Thorpe, 1977; Treasurer, 1981). In the model, we assume
thatt an individual becomes adult when it reaches the maturation size Xf. An adult
iss assumed to allocate a larger proportion of the surplus energy to reversible mass
thann a juvenile. Therefore the maximum ratio of reserves over structural mass for
ann adult (qA) is assumed to be larger than that for a juvenile, that is, qA > q3 (Appendixx 2.A). The reversible mass y of an adult consists of both somatic reserves
andd gonads. We assume that the maximum amount of somatic reserves that an
adultt can attain is q3x and that the amount of reversible mass it has on top of this
iss gonad mass. Hence the amount of gonad tissue equals (y - qjx). A consequence
off this assumption is that an individual starves away gonad tissue before somatic
reserves.. Reproduction is assumed to take place at the first day of a year. At that
timee the accumulated gonad tissue is converted into eggs. The number of eggs F
thatt an adult produces equals:
F(TF(T
v\
l X , 1 / J

_ / kr (V - Qjx)/wb
~ \ 00

ify>qjX
otherwise

(Z4)

wheree kr is a conversion factor that takes into account egg-respiration loss (15%)
andd loss of male gonad mass (35%), and wt, is the mass of an egg.
Thee total production of newborns is the sum of the per capita fecundities of
alll adult individuals. Together, the young-of-the-year form a new cohort. They
aree assumed to be born at the same moment, with identical initial weight Wb and
maximumm condition (y/x = q3). As long as they do not starve, these individuals
havee the maximum condition until they reach the maturation size. Because in the
modell all individuals in a cohort experience the same environmental conditions,
theirr development is identical and therefore also their i-state at any future time.
Thus,, an important consequence of pulsed reproduction is that the population consistss of discrete cohorts of identical individuals. In simulations, cohorts smaller
thann 10 9 individuals per liter ( « one individual per lake) were considered extinct.. Although in principle the number of cohorts in the population is unbounded,
withh this assumption the number of coexisting cohorts generally remained below
20.. Note that the number of cohorts may vary over time.
Thee z-state variables x and y and the functions that depend on them are, if
necessary,, indexed with respect to a specific cohort. For example, "xf refers to
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thee irreversible mass of individuals in the j-th cohort, where j may be any integer
betweenn 1 and the total number of cohorts. To parameterize processes that depend
onn body weight with data that are measured in total weight without knowing the
ratioo y/x, a standardized weight is introduced, referred to as w. For an individual
off a given length, w is defined as the maximum possible weight excluding gonad
tissue,, i.e., w = x(l + qj). We assume that empirical data of individual total
weightt refer to this standardized weight.

2.2.22.2.2

Interactions: planktivory and cannibalism

Thee capacity to forage for zooplankton and conspecific prey changes during perch
ontogeny.. For example, larvae are efficient planktivores but cannot cannibalize,
whereass very large individuals are poor planktivores but efficient piscivores. This
ontogeneticc niche shift is expressed in terms of attack rates that are functions of
bodyy size.
Thee zooplankton attack rate is modeled as a hump-shaped function of w. It
firstt increases with body weight mainly due to increased mobility. A maximum
attackattack rate A is reached at an optimal size wopt. The decrease of the attack rate
cann be related to a reduced ability to detect prey as a consequence of decreased rod
density.. Following Persson et al. (1998), the zooplankton attack rate of a consumer
withh a standardized weight of w gram is described by:

AAzz{w){w) = i f — e x p f l - — ^
VV Wopt

V

(2.5)

Wopt } }

Thee exponent a determines how fast the attack rate increases with body size for
smalll individuals. The population dynamic implications of different values of a,
AA and wopt are discussed in Persson et al. (1998). Experimental data on functional
responsess of differently sized perch show that Eq. (2.5) provides a good description
off the size-dependent attack rate (Byström et al., 1998).
ModelingModeling the cannibalistic interactions is complicated because the population
off potential victims is size-structured. Whether an individual classifies as prey
forr a potential cannibal depends on the lengths of both individuals (Willemsen,
1977;; Popova and Sytina, 1977; Buijse and van Densen, 1992; van Densen, 1994;
Christensen,, 1997; Mittelbach and Persson, 1998). Experiments and field observationss show that in perch, as well as other piscivorous fish species, the victim
hass to be large enough to be detectable and small enough to be catchable (Eklöv
andd Diehl, 1994; Christensen, 1996; Persson et al., 2000; Lundvall et al., 1999).
Fig.. 2.1 shows the length of the victim plotted against the length of the cannibal for
observedd cases of successful cannibalistic attack. The data are based on analysis
off stomach contents of perch from lakes (Persson et al, 2000) and observations
inn experimental ponds and aquaria (Eklöv and Diehl, 1994; Christensen, 1996;
Lundvalll et al., 1999). From this figure we can infer that successful cannibalistic
attackss occur when the combination of cannibal and victim length lies within a region,, roughly bordered by two straight lines (Fig. 2.1). Drawn in the figure are the
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Canniball length (mm)

Figuree 2.1: Victim length plotted against cannibal length for observed cases of successfull cannibalistic attack in perch. Symbols refer to data from (+) Persson et al.
(2000),, (A) Lundvall et al. (1999), ) Christensen (1996), ) B. Christensen (unpublishedd data), ) Eklöv and Diehl (1994). The solid lines indicate the assumed
lowerr limit (v = 5c) and upper limit (v = ec) of the size-dependent cannibalism
window.. The dotted line depicts the estimated optimal victim length (v = <pc) for
aa given cannibal length. Parameters are 5 = 0.06, e = 0.45, and ip = 0.2.

functionss v = 5c and v = ec, as a lower and an upper limit of this region, respectively,, v and c refer to the length of victim and cannibal, respectively, each being
functionss of irreversible mass (Table 2.1). For a specific cannibal length c there
iss a window of victim lengths that are vulnerable to cannibalism {5c < v < ec)
whichh we refer to as the "cannibalism window". Christensen (1996) suggests that
thee maximum prey size that a piscivore can capture, and hence the upper limit of
thee cannibalism window, is determined by the swimming speed of both victim and
cannibal.. Supported by results from laboratory experiments (Lundvall et al., 1999)
wee assume that the optimal victim length is a fixed proportion ip of the cannibal
length,, that is, v = ipc, with 5 < ip < e. The dashed line in between the upper and
lowerr limit in Fig. 2.1 indicates an estimate of this optimal victim length.
Too complete the description of the cannibalistic attack rate, we assume that
itss absolute value equals the product of a maximum and a relative attack rate.
Thee maximum attack rate is the attack rate for victims of the optimal size v =
tpc.tpc. We assume it to be an allometric function that increases deceleratingly with
canniball length, given by j3c" with a < 1. The relative attack rate accounts for
non-optimall victim sizes. From the optimal victim length v = ipc it decreases
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linearlyy with victim length v from one to zero at the boundaries of the cannibalism
window.. Over the cannibalism window the relative attack rate thus resembles a
tentt function. In summary, the cannibalistic attack rate can be expressed as:
/3C/3C

rr-

{if{if - 5)c

AAcc(c,v)(c,v)

if Sc < V < ipC

=
<
(3c°^^-(3c°^^00

(2 6)

if^c<v<Ec

-

otherwise

withh parameters <5, £ and </? as discussed above. The coefficient (3 scales the entire
cannibalisticc attack rate linearly. It is referred to as the cannibalistic voracity and
willl be varied to study the effect of cannibalism. For (5 = 0 the system reduces
too a non-cannibalistic consumer-resource system, analogous to the one studied by
Perssonetal.. (1998).
Wee assume that an individual in the i-th cohort encounters zooplankton prey
masss at a rate that equals the product of its attack rate Az (wt), the resource density
R,R, and the weight of a prey item m:
zz{xi){xi)

= Az(wi)Rm

(2.7)

Wee use r)z(xi) to denote the zooplankton mass-encounter rate. The encounter
ratee with potential victims in terms of victim biomass is a similar expression, but
summedd over all potential victim cohorts. This mass-encounter rate is denoted as
r)r)cc{xi): {xi):
ïfcfc)) = ^éAc{ciivi){xi+yi)Ni

(2.8)

33

Here,, (XJ + y3) refers to the total weight of a victim from the j-th cohort, Nj
too the density of the j-th cohort and Ac to the cannibalistic attack rate as defined
inn Eq. (2.6). The total encounter rate with prey mass equals the sum of the two
resourcee specific rates, rj{xi) = yz{xi) + r}r(xi). The actual intake rate is assumedd to be limited by the capacity to process food. An allometric function H{w)
describess the digestion time per gram of prey mass for an individual with standardizedd weight w (Appendix 2.B),
H{w)H{w) - Ziw&

(2.9)

Becausee gut size increases with body size, this digestion time is a decreasing functionn of body size, and thus £2 < 0. The total mass intake rate I(xl) is described by
aa Holling type II functional response, dependent on the total mass-encounter rate
andd irreversible mass:
I(xI(xtt))

= , ^ £Xi\
, ,
11 + H(wl)r]{xl)

(2.10)
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Thee rate at which individuals fall victim to cannibalism can be derived from
thee density of cannibals, their cannibalistic attack rate Ac, and their functional
response.. The per capita cannibalistic mortality rate /xc in cohort j is:
((

\

V^

Ac(ci,Vj)Ni

KMKM = E x + H{W(MXi)

<211>

inn which Nt is the density of the potential cannibal cohort i.
Thee planktivorous predation pressure imposed on the resource population can
bee calculated analogously to the cannibalistic mortality rate. We assume that in
thee absence of planktivory, the zooplankton population grows following semichemostatt dynamics. Semi-chemostat resource dynamics may be more applicablee than the commonly used logistic growth resource dynamics when the resource
hass a physical refuge and the resource includes invulnerable, smaller albeit mature
sizee classes that grow into vulnerable size classes, as is the case with zooplankton
fedd upon by planktivorous fish (Persson et al., 1998). The resource dynamics are
hencee described by:

J T C ^ - i q - f l VV
dtdt

v

;

^

A

^\N'

^

(2.12,

\ + H(wi)rj(xi)

wheree Az(wi) is the per capita planktivorous attack rate of a perch in cohort i,
H(wi)H(wi) is the digestion time, r](xl) the total mass-encounter rate and N{ the density
off individuals in this cohort.

2.33 Results
Thee dynamics of the model were studied with a numerical method for the integrationn of physiologically structured population models, called the "Escalator Boxcar
Train"" (de Roos et al., 1992; de Roos, 1997). In the presentation of the results,
individualss are referred to by their age in integer years with a "+" added, e.g.,
young-of-the-yearr individuals are referred to as "0+". The term "juveniles" indicatess immature individuals of at least one year old; it excludes the 0+, whereas
"adults"" refers to mature individuals.

2.3.12.3.1

The base line case: no cannibalism

First,, we consider the case without cannibalism (/3 = 0). It is useful to note that
forr an individual of irreversible mass x and reversible mass y = q3x, there is
aa critical resource density for which the energy intake rate exactly balances the
metabolicc rate, i.e., Ea(x) = Em{x,qjx). With the parameters for perch feeding
onn zooplanktonn (Table 2.2) the critical resource level increases monotonically with
bodyy size. This implies that smaller individuals can sustain themselves on a lower
resourcee level than larger ones. Consequently, a numerous cohort of small individualss (e.g., a pulse of newborns) may outcompete a cohort of larger individuals
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Figuree 2.2: Time series of the population dynamics predicted by the model for the
casee without cannibalism (/3 = 0), showing single-cohort, recruit-driven cycles.
Alll densities are in # / L . Upper panel: consumer density. Star (*): pulse of newborns.. Dashed line: density of 0+ individuals. Thick line: density of juveniles
>> 1 year old. Thin line: density adults > 1 year old. Note: the transition of the
thickk line into a thin line marks the maturation of all individuals. Middle panel:
resourcee population density. Open circles (o) indicate the resource density at the
firstfirst day of the year (spring). Lower panel: the growth trajectories (length in mm)
off all present cohorts. Parameters are as in Table 2.2.

(e.g.,, their parents) through exploitative competition. Persson et al. (1998) predict
thatt this situation leads to strong fluctuations with only a single cohort present,
so-calledd recruit-driven cycles.
AA time series of the recruit-driven population dynamics for the case without
cannibalismm is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Once every eight years, a large pulse of
newbornss is produced, that depresses the resource density to a level just above
theirr own critical resource level. This resource density is below the level that
adultss need to cover their maintenance metabolism. Thus, adults starve to death
whenn the 0+ are almost four weeks old. Because of the constant yearly survival of
40%,, set by the background mortality, the juvenile density declines exponentially.
Thee individuals grow slower in the beginning of the cycle, when their density is
stilll high and, consequently, the resource density low (Fig. 2.2). Since maturation,
att the age of 7+, occurs in the beginning of the season the matured individuals
havee plenty of time to accumulate gonad tissue and give rise to another strong
reproductivee pulse, which starts the cycle all over again.
Analysiss of the resource dynamics shows that throughout the cycle the resource
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populationn is in pseudo-steady state with the current consumer density. As the consumerss grow in size (Fig. 2.2), their per capita foraging capacity increases (Eq. 2.5,
Eq.. 2.9). Yet, total-population foraging pressure on the resource decreases over
timee because consumer density decreases sufficiently fast. Hence the resource
densityy increases over time. At the individual level, the joint effect of an increase
inn both foraging capacity and resource availability is that the per capita consumptionn rate, as well as the individual growth rate, increase during the cycle (Fig. 2.2).

2.3.22.3.2

Increasing the cannibalistic voracity

Wee will study the effect of cannibalism by gradually increasing parameter /?, the
cannibalisticc voracity. Fig. 2.3 shows a bifurcation diagram, that summarizes the
asymptoticc population dynamics of the system for values of f3 between 0 and 450.
Fourr distinct regions can be distinguished. In region I (0 < j3 < 19) the population
cycless through eight points, as described above for the case fi — 0. In region II
(199 < /3 < 45), the population cycles with a small amplitude, going through a seriesries of period doublings as p is increased. In region III (45 < /3 < 355) dynamics
aree irregular, alternating between phases with large and small amplitude cycles, respectively.. Finally, in region IV 0 > 355) the population cycles regularly through
ninee points with a large amplitude.
Too check for alternative stable dynamics, simulations were carried out for the
samee value of f3 using different initial states. Although the time to reach an attractorr may vary considerably, the system always showed the same asymptotic dynamics;; hence there is no evidence of alternative stable states. Each of the four regions
willl be discussed in detail below, starting with the regular patterns in regions I, II
andd IV.

Regionn I: Recruit-driven cycles
Thee system exhibits recruit-driven eight-year cycles for values of (3 in region I.
Becausee the adults cannibalize the newborns, the 0+ cohort temporarily suffers
ann additional, cannibalistic mortality which causes a faster decline of its density.
Sincee the recruits control the resource, an indirect result of cannibalism is a slightly
increasedd resource level, and an increased individual growth rate for recruits. Consequently,, the juveniles mature earlier in the year (at the age of 7+) and have a
longerr period until the next spring to accumulate gonad tissue. Thus, through the
indirectt effect on the growth rate, a higher cannibalistic voracity leads to earlier
maturation,, which in turn leads to increased per capita fecundity. The large pulse
off newborns, which drives the cycle, is maintained by the increased per capita fecundityy despite the decreased density of mature individuals. For a sufficiently high
cannibalisticc voracity the juveniles grow fast enough to mature already at the age
off 6+, just before the end of the year. At this point the recruit-driven eight year
cyclee destabilizes (Fig. 2.3).
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Figuree 2.3: The bifurcation diagram with cannibalistic voracity (/3) ranging from
zeroo to 450. Other parameters are as in Table 2.2. For any value of /3 the model
wass run for 500 years and the population state was sampled during the last 250
years.. The figure shows the population state at the first day of each year in each
run.. Each dot represents the number of individuals per liter, excluding the young
off the year (0+). Roman numbers refer to the four regions with different patterns
off population dynamics (see text). The eight-year cycle in region I, for example, is
representedd by eight points, denoting the population density at eight consecutive
years. .

Regionn II: Small-amplitude cycles
Whenn the recruit-driven cycles disappear (/3 « 19), a totally different pattern
emergess which is characterized by small oscillations and the absence of severe
resourcee depletions (Fig. 2.4). Mature individuals are continuously present in the
populationn and produce pulses of newborns yearly. Because the newborns are cannibalizedd by the other cohorts, the total population remains relatively small and the
resourcee density relatively high. The density of juveniles, adults and the resource
fluctuatefluctuate approximately in a two-year cycle. Survival of 0+ varies with a two year
period,, causing an alternation of strong (more abundant) and weak (less abundant)) cohorts. Due to the relatively constant resource density, individuals show a
concavee growth trajectory up to an asymptotic size, where energy intake balances
metabolicc needs. This ultimate size is determined by the density of the alternative
resource,, and is not significantly increased by the cannibalistic energy gain. Becausee the resource density is high, individuals grow fast, reaching maturity in their
secondd year.
Fig.. 2.5 shows that only the newborn cohort is cannibalized and that all other
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Figuree 2.4: Time series of the population dynamics predicted by the model for
(3(3 — 25, showing small-amplitude cycles with a period of two years. Upper panel:
thee dynamics of the cannibalistic consumers, showing the alternation of weak and
strongg cohorts. A faster decline of 0+ (dashed line) indicates a higher cannibalistic
mortalityy rate. Where trajectories end at non-zero densities, the individuals age or
maturee into the next class. Middle panel: the resource population. Lower panel:
thee lengths of all present consumer cohorts. Symbols as in Fig. 2.2, parameters as
inn Table 2.2.

yearr classes contribute to the cannibalistic mortality of the 0+. The snapshots also
illustratee the alternation of weak and strong 1+ year classes. When the 1+ cohort
iss weak (e.g., at T=2), it imposes a low cannibalistic mortality on 0+ individuals,
andd vice versa when the 1+ cohort is strong. Individuals reach the maturation size
att the age of 1+, but more abundant cohorts mature later in the season than less
abundantt cohorts due to intracohort competition.
Thee bifurcation diagram (Fig. 2.3) shows that as /3 is increased in region II, the
cyclee is destabilized through a series of period doublings, while the amplitude of
thee cycle increases slowly. Although the size-distribution becomes less regular as
(3(3 is increased, the population dynamic pattern remains essentially the same. With
moree voracious cannibalism the difference between the density of strong and weak
cohortss becomes more pronounced, as does the variation in their age at maturity.
Att the value of /? where the age at maturity of a strong cohort may exceed two
yearss the small amplitude-cycle is disrupted by an incidental, very large pulse of
newbornss that depletes the resource. Beyond this value of/? (region III) the smallamplitudee cycles are unstable.
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Figuree 2.5: The length distribution of the cannibalistic consumer population at
thee tenth day of two consecutive years in the small-amplitude cycles for (3 = 25,
correspondingg to the time series in Fig. 2.4. Each bar represents a cohort of identicall individuals. The population consists of thirteen cohorts; from left to right
onee newborn (0+), one juvenile (1+), and eleven adult (2+, 3+, etc.) cohorts. Additionall symbols: ( y ) per capita cannibalistic mortality rate, \xc (per day); (A)
perr capita cannibalistic intake rate (g/day). Note that only the youngest cohort is
cannibalized,, but that all other cohorts cannibalize.

Regionn IV: Dwarfs-and-giants cycles
Inn region IV a regular nine-year cycle is found which is characterized by the coexistencee of two size classes, referred to as "dwarfs" and "giants", respectively,
thatt differ in growth rate, maximum body size (Fig. 2.6) and diet. The dwarfs are
mainlyy planktivorous throughout their lives whereas the giants shift from planktivory,, via a mixed diet, to pure cannibalism. This enables them to reach body
weightss of up to ten times the maximum body weight of a dwarf.
Fig.. 2.6 shows a time series of the population dynamics for /3 = 360. A
strikingg feature is the pattern of reproduction: two strong pulses of newborns are
followedd by a series of small pulses. The figure shows that a single size-class maturess shortly after T=6, and produces the first strong pulse of newborns at T=7.
Intensee cannibalism during a short period decreases the density of the 0+ individualss dramatically, which in turn leads to a quick recovery of the resource (Fig. 2.6)
andd prevents starvation of adults. Under such abundant food conditions the survivingg 0+ grow very fast (Fig. 2.6) and mature just after T=8, when the second
strongg pulse is produced. The constant exponential decline of the cohort born at
T=88 shows that these individuals suffer neither starvation nor cannibalistic mortality.. Consequently, the resource does not recover and most adults starve to death.
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Figuree 2.6: Time series of the dwarfs-and-giants cycle for/3 = 360. Upper panel:
thee dynamics of the cannibalistic consumer population, showing the characteristic
patternn of reproduction and the drop in the adult density. Where trajectories end at
non-zeroo densities, the individuals age or mature into the next class. E.g., at T=8,
99 and 10 the dashed line disappears because the cohort ages into the juvenile class.
Middlee panel: the resource population. Lower panel: the lengths of all present
consumerr cohorts. Symbols as in Fig. 2.2, parameters as in Table 2.2.
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Whilee the density of the few survivors of the cohort born at T=7 declines exponentiallyy due to background mortality, they produce small pulses of offspring each
year,, which have no significant impact on the resource dynamics.
AA closer inspection of the population structure (Fig. 2.7) reveals the mechanism
behindd this pattern of population dynamics. The adults which cannibalize the 0+
cohortt at T=7 have become too big to "see" the newborns at T=8 (Fig. 2.7). Shortly
afterr T=8 the 0+ deplete the resource population (Fig. 2.6) and outcompete the
largee cannibals before becoming vulnerable to them. Meanwhile, this strong 0+
cohortt induces a shift from planktivory to piscivory in the 1+ adults. Although
cannibalismm by the few 1+ has a negligible effect on 0+ mortality (Fig. 2.7, T=8),
thee cannibalistic energy gain enables the 1+ to survive the resource depletion. For
obviousobvious reasons (Fig. 2.6), the few survivors of the first strong pulse of newborns
willl be referred to as giants, whereas the second strong pulse is referred to as
dwarfs. .
Thee dwarfs are the main food source for the giants. Because the density of
dwarfss decreases exponentially due to background mortality (Fig. 2.6), growth and
evenn survival of giants is possible only if the dwarfs grow at a suitable rate. As they
grow,, dwarfs become more vulnerable and contain more energy per individual.
Theyy should grow fast enough to ensure a sufficient energy intake for giants. Yet,
theyy should grow slow enough (relative to the giants' own growth rate) not to
escapee from the giants' cannibalism window. Since the growth of giants is induced
byy growth of their victims, the giants can be said to "surf" on a wave of dwarfs.
Thee planktivorous dwarfs drive the cycle like the recruits drive the cycles in
regionn I (Fig. 2.2), that is, the dwarfs control the resource population because of
theirr abundance, keeping the resource density close to their own critical resource
level.. As a result, the growth trajectory of the dwarfs is similar to that of the
recruitss in the recruit-driven cycles (Fig. 2.2). Due to their abundance, the dwarfs
alsoo dominate overall population fecundity; the majority of individuals in both the
giantt and the dwarf cohorts are the offspring of the previous dwarfs cohort. Despite
thee high per capita fecundity of giants (up to 1.7-104 eggs vs. 3.3-10 3 for dwarfs),
thee total density of their offspring in the years T = 9 , . . . , 12 is low (Fig. 2.6). Only
aa few offspring from the giants (born T=9) converge to the dwarf size-class; most
offspringg (T=10,..., 12) are cannibalized by dwarfs (Fig. 2.6).
Withh more voracious cannibalism (even j3 > 450) the cycle remains qualitativelyy the same although the density of giants that survive cannibalism following
thee first strong pulse of newborns is smaller. At a high value 0 « 1500) the
populationn goes extinct.
Regionn III: Mixed dynamics
Inn region III there is no regular population dynamic pattern discernible (Fig. 2.3).
Yet,, in time series periods with dynamics that resemble small-amplitude cycles
cann be distinguished from periods with dynamics similar to dwarfs-and-giants cycles.. An example of the population dynamics in this region is shown in Fig. 2.8,
forr (3 = 100. During the first eight years the population dynamics resemble the
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Figuree 2.8: An example of the mixed dynamics in region III. The population dynamicss predicted by the model for (3 = 100 resembles small-amplitude cycles
beforee T=8 and after T=14, and a dwarfs-and-giants cycle from T=8 to T=14. Upperr panel: cannibalistic consumer density. Middle panel: resource density. Lower
panel:: the lengths of all present consumer cohorts. Symbols as in Fig. 2.2, parameterss as in Table 2.2.

small-amplitudee cycles (cf. Fig. 2.4); 0+ individuals grow fast towards an asymptoticc size and mature in their first or second year, while a number of adult year
classess is cannibalizing them. Compared to the small-amplitude cycles in region
III (Fig. 2.4), however, the fluctuations are irregular and have a large amplitude.
Thee cannibalistic mortality rate of newborns fluctuates strongly from year to year,
resultingg in varying rates of decrease of the 0+ density (Fig. 2.8). Also, the initial
densityy of newborns fluctuates considerably from year to year.
Wheneverr a large pulse of newborns depresses the zooplankton resource below
thee critical level of the adults while the adults fail to cannibalize the newborns, the
dynamicss change in character (Fig. 2.8, T=8). The abundant juveniles keep the
resourcee density close to their critical resource level and thus inhibit their own
growthh rate. In the years T = 8 , . . . , 14 the dynamics resemble a dwarfs-and-giants
cyclee (cf. Fig. 2.6). The sudden drop in the adult density at T=8 indicates that a
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majorityy of the adults starve to death because of resource depletion. The remaining
adults,, that belong to two different cohorts, switch to cannibalism. As individuals
inn the juvenile size-class ("dwarfs") grow slowly in size, growth of the adults acceleratess and the adults become giants (Fig. 2.8). When the dwarfs are mature and
reproducee (at T=14), the system starts to fluctuate with a small amplitude again.
Thee dynamics have been studied on longer time intervals for various values
off cannibalistic voracity (/?) within region III. Independent of the value of f3, the
transitionn from periods resembling small-amplitude cycles to dwarfs-and-giants
cycless is initiated by a successful 0+ cohort that depresses the resource for a prolongedd period. For higher values of ft the resource and population densities tend to
changee more dramatically at such transitions. The simulations also show that the
fractionn of time that the system fluctuates with a small amplitude decreases while
thee dwarfs-and-giants cycles become more stable. The dominant period of the
fluctuationss gradually increases from two to nine years when /3 is increased. Both
thee growth rate and the ultimate length that giants attain increase with (3 because
thee intake rate from cannibalism increases.

2.3.32.3.3

Parameter sensitivity

Wee have studied the sensitivity of the system to changes in the parameters of resourcee dynamics (K, r), individual physiology {qj, qA, Ai, A2, £1, £2), and the
cannibalismm window (J, e, ip). Changing these parameters mainly has a quantitativee effect. The same population dynamic patterns, including growth trajectories,
aree obtained but transitions between regions occur at different parameter values.
Forr example, the transition between regions III and IV shifts to higher /3 values as
eitherr K or S is increased. The system is most sensitive to the parameter S, because
itt determines whether newborns are within or outside the cannibalism window of
adults,, which is crucial to dwarfs-and-giants cycles.
Preliminaryy results from pond experiments suggest that the cannibalistic voracityy of perch lies in a range of 100 < ,8 < 200 (B. Christensen, unpublished
data).. We conclude that with parameter values realistic for perch (Table 2.2) the
fourr regions, and especially region III, occur in a plausible range of {3.

2.44

Discussion

Thee interplay between size-dependent cannibalism and competition
Ourr analyses show that the combination of size-dependent cannibalism and competitionn yields results that were hard to expect on the basis of knowledge of either
interactionn separately. The most striking example is the case where in a certain
phasee of a population cycle cannibalism lifts a few individuals beyond the asymptoticc size determined by alternative food, resulting in "double" growth curves. Althoughh it has been shown that cannibalism may have a positive effect on a cannibal'ss growth rate (DeAngelis et al., 1979; Simon, 1984; Wilbur, 1988; Fagan and
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Odell,, 1996; T. J. Maret and Collins, 1997), the mechanism of such a population
dynamicc bottleneck has not been demonstrated before.
Inn intraspecific competition smaller individuals are often superior to larger
oness because of size-dependent scaling of foraging and metabolic rates (Persson,, 1987; Werner, 1988; Persson et al., 1998). In the absence of cannibalism,
suchh intercohort competition causes recruit-driven, single-cohort cycles (Persson
ett al., 1998). The mechanism that causes the cycles implies that the resource densityy increases during the cycle. Given the size-dependent foraging and metabolic
ratess as found in laboratory experiments this results in an accelerating growth rate
(Fig.. 2.2). Examples of recruit-driven cycles are given in Persson et al. (1998) and
includee the fish species roach (Rutilus rutilus) and cisco (Coregonus albula). Despitee evidence of intercohort competition (Persson, 1987), recruit-driven cycles or
acceleratingg growth curves are not found in perch (e.g., see below). We therefore
hypothesizee that the presence of other interactions, such as consumption of a secondd resource (macroinvertebrates) or cannibalism, interferes with size-dependent
competition.. We investigate the effect of cannibalism in the present paper, while
thee influence of a second resource will be the subject of future research. Note,
however,, that the accelerating growth curves are not essential to the effects of cannibalismm we find, as analogous results are obtained with a continuous-time model
wheree the growth curves are decelerating (see below, Fig. 2.9).
Ourr results show that cannibalism may serve as a mechanism by which larger
individualss compensate their competitive inferiority to smaller individuals. When
cannibalisticc voracity is moderate (region II; Fig. 2.3), the single-cohort cycles
disappearr and the population reaches a state with a large, slightly fluctuating adult
size-classs that consists of many cohorts (Fig. 2.4, Fig. 2.5). Although a considerablee amount of eggs is produced each year, many of the 0+ are cannibalized.
Thiss stabilizing effect is, however, not unique to cannibalism since the same result
couldd be obtained by other mechanisms that cause a high mortality of young-ofthe-year.. Such size-dependent mortality could result from, for instance, infanticidee (Hausfater and Hrdy, 1984), size-dependent predation risk (Tripet and Perrin,
1994),, interference competition (Borgström et al., 1993), or sensitivity to starvationn (Post and Evans, 1989). Similar results were found by Cushing (1991), and
alsoo by van den Bosch and Gabriel (1997), who found cannibalism to dampen
single-generationn cycles in an age-structured population model.
Withh more voracious cannibalism (region IV; Fig. 2.3) the interplay between
size-dependentt cannibalism and competition generates a bimodal size-distribution
(Fig.. 2.7). Individuals in the two modes of this distribution, referred to as dwarfs
andd giants, respectively, are characterized by two very different life histories, that
resultt from a reversal in importance of cannibalism and competition. Whether
individuall growth is determined by competition or cannibalism depends on the
populationn structure at the time of birth. Shortly after birth, the cohort of individualss that will become giants is almost entirely wiped out due to cannibalism
byy older cohorts. Intracohort competition is thus negligible and such individuals
groww very fast. The giants are forced to switch to cannibalism in their second year
andd manage to grow beyond the asymptotic length set by a planktivorous diet. The
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Figuree 2.9: Dynamics predicted by the continuous-time, Kooijman-Metz model
withh size-dependent cannibalism (see text). Upper panel: total population density
off cannibalistic consumers. Middle panel: resource density. Lower panel: individuall growth curves (not all cohorts are shown). Note the divergence of lengths
betweenn "dwarfs" and "giants" at T=490, T=645 and T=800. Individuals that
aree born slightly later are inhibited by competition and grow slowly, whereas the
slightlyy older individuals grow fast due to a cannibalistic energy gain and become
giants. .

growthh of dwarfs, on the other hand, is inhibited by severe intracohort competition,, since their abundance is not decreased by cannibalism. Because the giants
"surf"" on the dwarf size-class, growth of giants is possible only if the dwarfs grow
att a suitable rate. Without the severe intracohort competition, such as in smallamplitudee cycles (Fig. 2.4), victims grow too fast to support giants (cf. Fig. 2.8,
T=15).. Hence, cannibalism and competition together cause the typical phenomena
off dwarfs-and-giants cycles.
Thee analyses to test model sensitivity showed that the different types of dynamicss that are found with the default parameters for perch are robust to changes
inn parameter values. As a more far-reaching test of the robustness of the results
too the assumptions of the model, we investigated a strongly simplified variant of
thee model, which is basically a Kooijman-Metz model (Kooijman and Metz, 1984;
dee Roos et al., 1992) extended with size-dependent cannibalism (D. Claessen and
A.M.. de Roos, unpublished data; cf. Chapter 4). This model of a continuously
reproducing,, structured population has a single i-state variable (length £), and
iss based on the assumptions that: individuals have a linear functional response;
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foodd intake scales with body surface (ex £2); metabolic rate scales with total body
weightt (ex £3); a fraction of assimilated energy is allocated to reproduction; the
cannibalisticc attack rate is a continuous, smooth, dome-shaped function of the ratio
off cannibal to victim length. The emergence of dwarfs and giants in the population
dynamicss predicted by this model (Fig. 2.9) shows that the phenomenon is not a
productt of the specific assumptions of the perch model, such as the energy allocationn rule, discrete reproduction, or a type II functional response. On the contrary,
itt suggests that the phenomenon is bound to occur more generally in populations
withh both size-dependent cannibalism and competition.
Inn this study we do not consider intracohort cannibalism. Yet, in case an intracohortt size distribution is wide enough to allow for cannibalism (cf. Fig. 2.1),
itt may lead to strongly diverging individual growth rates and survival (DeAngelis
ett al., 1979; Fagan and Odell, 1996). A laboratory study with single cohorts of
Largemouthh bass {Micropterus salmoides), showed that an entire year-class may
bee decimated by such intracohort cannibalism, with the cannibals reaching much
largerr sizes than individuals in trials with a narrower size distribution (DeAngeliss et al., 1979). On the other hand, the scope for intracohort cannibalism may be
limitedd by a size-dependent growth rate. Intense competition among dwarfs, for instance,, ensures that individuals grow towards a (time-dependent) asymptotic size,
whichh results in convergence of sizes. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.8,
wheree the sizes of different cohorts converge quickly to the dwarf size-class. Yet,
itt cannot be ruled out a priori that cannibalism enables an "intracohort giant" (cf.
DeAngeliss et al. (1979)) to escape a first asymptotic size, set by competition for
thee alternative resource, and to converge towards a second asymptotic size, set by
cannibalism.. This possibility and its population dynamic consequences remain to
bee investigated.
Modell results and empirical data on population dynamics
LeCrenn (1992) observed "exceptionally big perch" in Lake Windermere, where
perchh usually reached an asymptotic length of approximately 18 cm. Yet, repeatedly,peatedly, a small number of perch had a "double" growth curve with an ultimate
asymptoticc length of around 46 cm. These big perch were mainly piscivorous,
feedingg largely on smaller perch. Strikingly, most big perch accelerated their
growthh in years with large numbers of 0+ perch surviving, frequently followed
byy years when 0+ perch were scarce. LeCren (1992) suggests that the big perch
remainedd feeding on the cohort that initiated their acceleration while both the canniball and the victims grew larger (i.e., "surfing" on the cohort of smaller perch).
Thee shape of the growth trajectories of the big perch, their diet and timing of accelerationn are hence in agreement with the giants predicted by the model (regions
IIII and IV). Moreover, the cohorts that stimulated the growth of these big perch
showedd similarities with dwarf cohorts, i.e., high density, reduced growth rate and
exceptionallyy large contribution to next generations (Craig, 1980). Double growth
curvess have also been reported from other perch populations (McCormack, 1965;
Perssonn et al., 2000, see below).
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Figuree 2.10: Back-calculated growth trajectories of different year classes in the
studiedd perch population from 1984 to 1997 (from Persson et al., 2000).

Empiricall field data of the effect of cannibalism and intercohort competition on
populationn dynamics are rare, mainly because in many systems other interactions,
likee interspecific predation and competition, are also present. A notable exception
iss a study by Persson et al. (2000) of a perch population in a lake (Abborrtjarn 3,
centrall Sweden) where no other fish species are present. This study is of particular
interestt in the present context because it includes detailed information on perch
populationn density and its size-structure, growth trajectories of individual perch
andd resource levels. Fig. 2.10 shows that in this lake up to 1994 the individuals
reachedd a maximum length of around 180 mm. In 1994, however, some individuals
thatt had reached the normal asymptotic length accelerated their growth, which
resultedd in "double" growth curves (Fig. 2.10). Stomach content analyses showed
thatt these individuals had a cannibalistic diet (Persson et al., 2000). The growth
curvess of these large individuals are strikingly similar to the growth curves of
giantss predicted by the model (Fig. 2.6, Fig. 2.8).
Thee timing of acceleration of giants coincided with the first successful 0+ cohort,, that served as a rich food supply, just like in the model where in region III
giantss accelerated at the disturbance of small-amplitude cycles by a successful
0++ cohort. From 1991 up to 1994 the population was dominated by an abundant
size-classs of individuals that were between two and six years old and produced
largee pulses of 0+ each spring (Fig. 2.11 A). Despite high resource levels, annual
survivall of 0+ perch was very low, which resulted in a very low density of 1 +
perchh (Fig. 2.11 A). According to Persson et al. (2000) cannibalism by the perch
>22 years caused the high mortality of 0+ in these years. The dynamics were
hencee reminiscent of the small-amplitude cycles occurring in regions II and III
(Fig.. 2.4, Fig. 2.8). In 1994 this pattern was disrupted. The 0+ remained abundant
throughoutt the year and depleted the resource population (Fig. 2.11 A). Persson
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Figuree 2.11: Comparison of population dynamics in the lake and population dynamicss predicted by the model. A. Upper panel: dynamics of the studied perch
population:: spring (May) density (#/ha) of hatching newborns (*), of 1+ perch
(D)) and perch >2 years (A) in the years 1991 to 1997. Annual 0+ survival can
bee deduced by comparing newborn density with 1+ density one year later. Lower
panel:: summer (July-August) resource biomass (jug/L) during the period 1992 untill 1997 in the studied lake. Data from Persson et al. (2000). B. The dynamics of
thee model for (3 = 100 showing T = 5 , . . . , 11 from the same time series as Fig. 2.8.
Upperr panel: density (#/L) newborns, 1+ and perch >2 years at the first day of
eachh year (spring). Lower panel: the resource biomass (/xg/L) halfway each year
(dayy 45; summer). Note that in the model only one prey size is considered whereas
thee empirical data represents the sum of all present zooplankton species and size
classes.. The times T were chosen such that the breakthrough of a dense 1+ cohort
(att T=9 and in 1995, respectively) was synchronized with 1995.

ett al. (2000) explained the high 0+ survival with reduced cannibalism by perch >2
years;; the spring density of perch >2 years was only half that in the previous years
(Fig.. 2.11 A). Due to the resource limitation the majority of the perch >2 years
starvedd to death before spring 1995. Individuals that survived the starvation had a
"double"" growth curve (Fig. 2.10).
Basedd on the identical timing of giants, and supported by the preliminary estimatee of 100 < 0 < 200 for perch (B. Christensen, unpublished data), we compare
thee empirical data to our example of region III (/3 = 100; Fig. 2.8) in more detail.
Thee exact value of j3 is not relevant since the mechanism that caused acceleration is
thee same throughout region III. To facilitate comparison we have obtained the same
populationn statistics from the model as those measured in the field (Fig. 2.1 IB).
Comparisonn of our model results with the empirical data shows striking similarities,, both qualitatively and quantitatively. In both cases, the transition between
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thee two patterns of dynamics was marked by a series of related events: a drop in
thee resource density (at T=8 and in 1994) coinciding with a high 0+ annual survivall (T=8 to 9, 1994 to 1995); and a drop in the density of perch >2 years (at T=9
andd in 1995), coinciding with a breakthrough of a dense 1+ cohort and a decrease
inn population fecundity. At T=8 and in 1994, the sudden increase in 0+ annual
survivall coincided with the acceleration of giants (Fig. 2.8, Fig. 2.10). This comparisonn suggests not only that the timing is identical, but also that the mechanism
responsiblee for the emergence of giants is the same in the lake as in the model. In
thee model, a high density of 0+ outcompetes most of the adults whereas the few
survivingg adults utilize the 0+ as their main food resource, and become giants. The
dataa in Fig. 2.11A verify this interpretation for the lake as well.
Afterr the acceleration of giants, however, there is an important discrepancy. In
thee model the cohort born at T=8 is not affected by competition with the cohorts
bornn at T=9, 10 and 11. In the lake, on the other hand, the competition between
0++ and 1+ caused high mortality of the 1+ in the years 1995 - 1997 (but not 1998),
despitee the occurrence of cannibalism by 1+ (Persson et al., 2000). Whereas in the
modell the giants "surf" on the slowly growing dwarfs, in the lake the giants fed
mainlyy on the successive young-of-the year, thus "jumping" from one 0+ cohort
too the next. Several mechanism may contribute to this discrepancy between the
modell and the data; the absence of a second resource (macroinvertebrates); or
thee absence of size-dependent winter mortality. In the lake, winter mortality is
considerablyy higher for 0+ than for older individuals (Persson et al., 2000).
InIn conclusion, the timing and the shape of the growth curves of the giants
(Fig.. 2.10), together with the similarities between the model and the empirical data
withh regard to the transition in dynamics provide strong support for the model, and
insightt into the mechanism that induces giants in the lake. The comparison with
thee empirical data (Fig. 2.11) also points out interesting aspects of the system that
stilll warrant further investigations.
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Appendixx 2.A

Assimilation and energy allocation

Thee ingested food is taken up with an efficiency ke, which incorporates assimilationn efficiency and cost (SDA, specific dynamic action). Thus the energy intake
ratee equals:
EEaa{x)=kJ{x){x)=kJ{x)

(2.A1)
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Thee metabolic demands for maintenance Em depend on total body mass (x +
y).y). Based on the literature we assume an allometric relationship (Beamish, 1974;
Kitchelll et al., 1977):
EEmm{x,y){x,y) =pi{x + y)p*
(2.A2)
Assimilatedd energy is assumed to be allocated to reversible and irreversible mass
accordingg to the following rule. If the energy intake (Ea) exceeds the metabolic
demandss for maintenance (Em) a fraction ƒ,
f{x,y)f{x,y)

=

(1+

V ^ % .f

"

f

(2.A3)

off the surplus energy (Egj eq. 2.1) is allocated to growth in irreversible body mass
andd the residual fraction to growth in reversible mass.

Appendixx 2.B The digestion time
Thee size-dependent digestion time can be estimated from feeding experiments performedd under excessive food conditions, where the intake rate can be assumed to
bee close to its maximum, i.e., I « Imax- From the assumption that weight incrementt equals net ingestion (AW = keImax — Em, see Table 2.1) and the assumptionn that maximum intake rate equals the inverse of the digestion time per unit of
preyy weight, the handling time can be estimated as:
H(w)H(w) = ke/(AW(w)

+ Em{w))

Usingg this relation, an allometric function for the size-dependent handling time
wass fitted to data from feeding experiments with perch (Bystróm et al., 1998; Lessmark,, 1983):
H(w)H(w) = &W*2

withh £i - 5.0 and £2 = - 0 . 8 (Table 2.2).
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Thee impact of size-dependent
predationn on population
dynamicss and individual life
history y
Davidd Claessen, Catelijne van Oss, André M. de Roos and Lennart Persson (2002) Ecology 83 (6)

Abstract t
Inn size-structured predator-prey systems, capture success depends on the sizes
off both predator and prey. We study the population dynamic consequences of sizedependentt predation using a model of a size-structured, cannibalistic fish populationn with one shared, alternative resource. We assume that a prey can be captured
byy a predator if the ratio of prey length to predator length is within a specific
range,, referred to as the "predation window". We find that lower limit of the predationn window (Ö) has a major impact on population dynamics, whereas the upper
limitt (e) mainly affects population structure and individual life history. For large
ö,ö, cannibalism cannot decimate YOY cohorts. Size-dependent competition then
resultss in recruit-driven, single-cohort cycles. With low 6, cannibalism regulates
recruitment,, resulting in coexistence of many year classes. With intermediate ö,
periodss of regulation by cannibalism are alternated by periods with severe competition.. Occasional high densities of small individuals enables a few cannibals to
reachh giant sizes, producing a bimodal population size distribution. With small e,
alll individuals remain small; the population is stunted. Large piscivores can exist
onlyy if induced dynamically in population fluctuations. Above a critical c, large
piscivoress are present permanently, even in stable populations. The critical effect
off e relates to the ontogenetic niche shift from planktivory to piscivory. Observed
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populationn dynamics of Eurasian perch, yellow perch and Arctic char, described
inn the literature, are discussed and can, based on our modeling results, be related
too differences in the predation windows of these species. We argue that the effects
off Ö and e relate to two fundamentally different and mutually exclusive aspects of
cannibalism. .

3.11

Introduction

Thee ability of a predator to capture, kill and handle prey depends on both predator
sizee and prey size in many species (Wilbur, 1988; Shine, 1991; Sousa, 1993; Tripet
andd Perrin, 1994; Hirvonen and Ranta, 1996; Mittelbach and Persson, 1998). This
iss especially evident in cannibalism, where even the roles of predator and prey are
oftenn determined by the (relative) sizes of interacting individuals (Fox, 1975; Polis,
1981;Orretal.,, 1990; Fagan and Odell, 1996; Dong and DeAngelis, 1998; Persson
ett al., 2000). The minimum prey size a predator can take has been be attributed
too the predator's ability to detect (Lovrich and Sainte-Marie, 1997; Lundvall et al.,
1999)) or retain (Persson, 1987) its prey. Several mechanisms may explain the
maximumm prey size a predator can take, such as the predator's gape size relative
too prey body depth (Werner, 1974; Nilsson and Brónmark, 2000), or the relative
speedd of predator and prey (Christensen, 1996). In a review of size-dependent
piscivoryy among diverse fish species, Mittelbach and Persson (1998) show that
bothh the mean, maximum and minimum sizes of captured fish prey increase with
predatorr size. They found that, across species, the maximum prey length ranged
betweenn 35% and 70% of the predator's length, and the minimum between 5%
andd 25% (see also Lundvall et al. (1999); Persson et al. (2000)). Within species,
thee maximum and minimum prey sizes scale roughly linearly with predator length,
suchh that the ratio of prey length to predator length is a good predictor of predation
success.. We refer to the range of prey sizes that a predator of a given size can take
ass its "predation window".
Thee predation window is an important link between processes at the individual
levell and at the population level. It connects prey mortality with the predator size
distributionn and predator growth rate with the size distribution of prey (Wilbur,
1988;; Rice et al., 1997). The predation window is therefore likely to have consequencess for both individual life history and population dynamics. Life history
consequencess may result from the effect of the predation window on the age and
sizee at ontogenetic niche shift (Mittelbach and Persson, 1998). Most piscivorous
fishfish have to pass through an invertebrate-feeding stage before entering the piscivorouss stage. The size at which a predator can enter the piscivory niche depends
onn the size-scaling of the upper limit of the predation window and the availabilityy of prey sizes. Population dynamic consequences may result from the effect of
thee predation window on prey mortality and predator growth. Such effects may,
inn turn, influence other density- and size-dependent interactions between predator
andd prey, such as competition (Claessen et al., 2000).
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Modelingg studies of intraspecific competition in size-structured populations
havee shown that the dynamics of such populations depend critically on the strength
off intercohort competition and how competitive ability changes with body size
(Perssonn et al., 1998). Due to ontogenetic scalings of metabolic and foraging
rates,, smaller individuals can often sustain themselves at lower resource levels
thann larger ones, and are hence competitively superior (Persson et al., 1998; Hjelm
andd Persson, in press). This physiological relationship typically induces populationn cycles in which abundant recruits control the resource density, and outcompetee adult cohorts (Persson et al., 1998). With intraspecific predation, however,
adultss can decimate the recruit density and hence reduce intercohort competition.
Byy this mechanism cannibalism can dampen population cycles (Claessen et al.,
2000).. Obviously, this is possible only if newborns are within the predation windoww of adults. The relation between the lower limit of the predation window, size
att reproduction and size at birth will thus influence whether cannibalism has the
potentiall to regulate population dynamics.
Modelingg studies have further shown that the dynamic interplay between sizedependentt competition and cannibalism may result in the emergence of size dimorphism,, with giant cannibals and dwarf-sized non-cannibals coexisting in a single
populationn (Claessen et al., 2000). The dimorphism is induced by a transition from
aa phase with weak competition to a phase with strong competition. Before the transitionn cannibalism by the adult size class decimates the recruits and the absence of
intercohortt competition allows a range of juvenile and adult sizes to coexist. The
transitionn to severe intra- and intercohort competition occurs when cannibalism
failss to control recruitment. Competition for the primary resource causes retarded
growthh of the recruits and starvation of larger individuals. Of the larger individuals,
onlyy those having the recruits within their predation window can switch to cannibalismm and survive. By feeding on the slowly growing, dwarf-sized recruits these
individualss reach giant sizes. Evidence for giant growth of cannibals induced by
populationn dynamics is found in Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis) (LeCren, 1992;
Claessenn et al., 2000; Persson et al., 2000).
Giantt cannibals are also observed in single-species Arctic char (Salvelinus
alpinusalpinus L.) populations (Parker and Johnson, 1991; Griffiths, 1994; Hammar, 2000).
Inn contrast with the perch populations, however, it has been claimed that in Arcticc char populations giant cannibals are not the result of population fluctuations
butt rather occur permanently in a stable population size distribution (Parker and
Johnson,, 1991; Johnson, 1994). This contrasts with our previous modeling study
off size-dependent cannibalism, which predicted that giants and a bimodal populationn size-structure are inherently associated with population fluctuations (Claessen
ett al., 2000). Explanations of the observed population structure of Arctic char
havee included ecological factors like cannibalism and parasitism (Hammar, 2000),
ass well as evolutionary factors such as trophic specialization (Parker and Johnson,
1991).. One of the goals of this article is to investigate whether both dynamically
inducedd giants, permanent giants and bimodality can be explained as consequences
off size-structured population dynamics, without assuming individual specializationn such as learning or flexible behavior. We will investigate whether the dif-
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ferentt patterns can be explained as population dynamic consequences of different
species-specificc scalings of the predation window.
Wee explore the implications of the predation window for population dynamics
withh a physiologically structured population model of a cannibalistic fish populationn and its primary, zooplankton resource, developed in Claessen et al. (2000).
Wee determine how the expected type of population dynamics depends on the minimumm and maximum prey sizes taken. Based on our previous results (Persson
ett al., 1998; Claessen et al., 2000), we expect that the lower limit of the predation
windoww determines the ability of cannibals to control recruitment. It may hence
affectt population dynamics by modifying the scope for intercohort competition.
Sincee the induction of giants by population fluctuations also relates to the ability
off cannibals to control recruitment, we expect that the minimum prey size influencess the existence of giant cannibals as well. Because, in a stable population,
thee size at which an individual can enter the piscivory niche depends on the maximumm prey size it can take, we will investigate how the existence of permanent,
largee piscivores in stable populations depends on the upper limit of the predation
window.. We aim to apply our results by linking differences in observed population
dynamicss between several piscivorous fish species, to differences in their predation
windows. .

3.22 Model and methods
3.2.13.2.1

The model

Ourr population dynamic model of cannibalistic Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis
L.)) and its primary, zooplankton resource, is built within the modeling frameworkk of physiologically structured population models (Metz and Diekmann, 1986;
dee Roos, 1997). Such models involve state variables at the individual level and the
populationn level (Table 3.1). The core of our model is an individual-level model
off perch that describes the dynamics of the physiological state of individuals dependingg on its current value and the state of their environment. The environment
consistss of the resource population, but also includes the structured population itself,, representing all potential cannibals and victims. The state of the population
iss defined as the distribution of the individuals over all possible individual states.
Thee dynamics of the population are calculated by bookkeeping the demographic
actionss (birth, death, growth) of the individuals. In our model we keep track of cohortss of individuals, rather than individuals separately. The dynamics of the state
variabless in our model are specified in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 lists the equations that
definee the individual level model. The model parameters, valid for Eurasian perch,
aree given in Table 3.3.
Consideringg the pulsed nature of reproduction in Eurasian perch, we assume
inn our model that continuous-time growing seasons are alternated by discrete steps
fromm autumn to spring, in which individuals possibly reproduce (Table 3.1). We
assumee that a growing season, in which individuals feed, grow, starve and possibly
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Tablee 3.1: The model. Definition of state variables and specification of their dynamics.. The functions defining mortality (/i), energy balance (Eg), allocation (ƒ),
fecundityy (F), attack rate on zooplankton (Az), handling time (H) and encounter
ratee (77) are listed in Table 3.2.

PopulationPopulation level
Numberr of cohorts

kk

Densityy of cohort i

Ni,i€{l,k}Ni,i€{l,k}

(#/litre)

IndividualIndividual level
Irreversiblee mass

XiXi (gram)

Reversiblee mass

yyzz (gram)

Environmental Environmental
Resourcee density

RR (#/litre)

Within-yearWithin-year dynamics
Cohortt mortality0
Cohortt growth in x

dNj dNj

dt dt
dxi dxi

(f(x(f(xii,y,yii)E)Egg(x(xll,y,yll))
otherwise

if Eg > 0

~dJ ~dJ 100

Cohortt growth in y

dm. dm.
dt dt

Resourcee dynamics

dR dR
==
~dl ~dl

Reproduction Reproduction

((l-f(xi,yi))E((l-f(xi,yi))Egg(xi,yi)(xi,yi)
EEn n

otherwise e

r(K-R)-RJ2
T
JTiJTi

M*j)Nj M*j)Nj

1

+

H X

( J)V(XJ)

(between(between years)

Addd one cohort
k-1 k-1

Newbornn density
Resett adults' mass
aa

NNkk==
Vi=Vi=

^Fixt^Ni
qjXi, i e {l,k-l}

if

Cohorts with a density below a trivial treshold (e.g., N = 10
extinct. .

F(xi,yi)>0
12

) are considered

if Eg > 0
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Tablee 3.2: Individual level functions and their units, representing cannibalistic
perch.. Only the subscripts i and j refer to the cohort index.

Bodyy length (mm)
Zooplanktonn attack rate

A ^ 22

L

A(-^-exp(l--^-))A(-^-exp(l--^-))a a

Az (x)

\Xopt\Xopt
JJJJ

Cannibalisticc attack rate

Ac(c,v)

°P* J )

v — Sc

=
00

otherwise e

V(x) V(x)

Foodd intake rate

I(x)I(x) =

Digestionn time

H{x)H{x) =

Totall encounter rate

X

^ V

11 + H(x)r,(x)

T){x)T){x)riri
= zz(x)(x) +r]c(x)

Zooplanktonn encounter

Vz{x)Vz{x) AA
= zz(x)(x)

Rm

Cannibalisticc encounter

r)c{xi)r)c{xi)^A^A
= cc{a,Vj){a,Vj)

{xj + Vj) Nj

jj

Energyy balance

EEgg{x,y){x,y) EE=aa(x)(x) -

Acquiredd energy

EEaa{x){x) kk
= eeI(x) I(x)

Metabolicc rate

+ y)p2
EEmm{x,y){x,y) Pi{xPi{x
=
RR

Fractionn allocated to x

f{x,y)f{x,y)

Fecundity y

F(x,y) F(x,y)
__

=

AA

Starvationn mortality
Cannibalisticc mortality

^^1

iff x < xj
otherwise

((eAeA?~J?~JjXjX??

if a; > x / a n d - * - >x

J

J

xb{l+qj)

11 0
Totall mortality

Em{x,y)

(i{x,y) (i{x,y)
==
tiQ +

fJL8(x,y)+iAc(x)

(s{q(s{q88x/y-l)x/y-l)
if
l*s{x,y) l*s{x,y)
]] 0
otherwise
(ic{xj)—

E..

qj

otherwise

AAcc{ci,Vj)Ni {ci,Vj)Ni

\ + H{xi)r){xi)

y<qsx
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Tablee 3.3: Model variables and parameters valid for Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis)viatilis) feeding on a zooplankton resource (Daphnia sp., length 1mm) and conspecifics.. All parameters except Y, r and K refer to individual level processes.
Forr the parameters that are varied between runs of the model, the default value is
givenn in parentheses.
unit t

interpretation n

90 0
0.001 1
4.6 6
0.74 4
1.37 7
0.5 5

dd
gg
gg
----

lengthh of year
xx at birth
xx at maturation
juvenilee max condition
adultt max condition
gonad-offspringg conversion

57.6 6
0.317 7
0.62 2
3.0E+04 4
4.7 7

allometricc scalar
allometricc exponent
allometricc exponent
maxx attack rate
optimall forager size

0.6 6
(200) )
(0.06) )
(0.45) )
(0.2) )

mmm g~A2
--Id" 1 1
gg
-ld _ 1 mm _ < T T
----

allometricc exponent
cannibalisticc voracity
min.. of predation window
max.. of predation window
opt.. of predation window

5.0 0
-0.8 8

dg-<1+fc> >
--

allometricc scalar
allometricc exponent

0.033 3
0.77 7
0.61 1

g(l-P2)d-l l

-""

allometricc scalar
allometricc exponent
intakee coefficient

ss

0.01 1
0.2 2
11

d^ ^
-~~

backgroundd rate
starvationn condition
starvationn coefficient

rr
KK
mm

0.1 1
100.0 0
3.0E-5 5

d"1 1

populationn growth rate
carryingg capacity
wett wt 1.0mm Daphnia

subject t

symbol l value e

Season n
Ontogeny y

YY
xxb b
Xf Xf
QJ QJ
QA QA

eer r
Len.-wt. .

Ai i
A2 2
Planktivory y a a
AA
XX00pt pt

Piscivory y

aa

PP
66
ee

Digestion n

<P <P
66
66

Metabolism m p i i
P2 2
KKe e

Mortality y

oo

Qs Qs

Resource e

Note.. For references: see Table 2.2.
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die,, lasts 90 days, as it does in Central Sweden. We assume that biological activity
iss negligible outside the growing season, and take the state of the system at the time
off reproduction at the start of a growing season identical to that at the end of the
previouss one. Our model is described in full detail in Claessen et al. (2000), and
aa closely related model was presented in Persson et al. (1998), where more details
onn the population level formulation can be found. Here we restrict our description
too the biological assumptions of the model, and focus on two aspects that are of
centrall importance for this article: the predation window and individual growth
andd starvation.
Inn our model, the physiological state of an individual is characterized by its
bodyy mass, which we divide in two state variables; irreversible mass x and reversiblee mass y (Table 3.1). Reversible mass can be starved away when maintenancee requirements exceed the energy intake rate whereas irreversible mass cannot.. Individuals are assumed to be born with a fixed amount of irreversible mass
Xb,Xb, and the maximum amount of reversible mass for that size, y = qjxt, (Table
3.3).. The ratio of reversible mass over irreversible mass (y/x) is assumed to be a
measuree of the condition of an individual. Body length (L) is assumed to depend
onn irreversible mass alone (Table 3.2).
Alll functions of individuals are assumed to depend on their body mass. Attack
ratess on both zooplankton prey (Az) and conspecific prey (Ac) are assumed to dependd on irreversible mass only, as empirical data show that they relate strongly to
bodyy length (Byström and Garcia-Berthou, 1999; Persson et al., 2000; Wahlström
ett al., 2000). The attack rate on zooplankton is modeled as a dome-shaped curve,
reachingg a maximum at the optimal size xopt (Persson et al., 2000; Claessen et al.,
2000).. The feeding rate (/) is assumed to be limited by the encounter rate with prey
masss and the capacity to digest prey mass. We assume that the mass-encounter rate
(77)) equals the product of the consumer's attack rate, prey density and prey weight.
Limitationn by digestion capacity is assumed to result in a Holling type II functional
response,, in which the "handling time" corresponds to the digestion time per gram
off prey weight (H). The digestion capacity is assumed to increase with irreversible
bodyy mass, unaffected by the condition of the individual. The energy intake rate
(E(Eaa)) is found by multiplying the feeding rate with a constant, prey-type independentt conversion efficiency, ke. We assume "production allocation" (as opposed
too assimilation allocation, see Gurney and Nisbet, 1998) of the acquired energy,
whichh means that the acquired energy is used to cover metabolic needs (Em) first,
afterr which the remainder (Eg) is allocated to irreversible (x) and reversible mass
(y).(y). The proportion (ƒ) of the remainder that is allocated to irreversible mass dependss on the individual's condition (y/x) (Table 3.2). The complement is allocated
too reversiblee mass y. An individual is assumed to allocate a larger proportion to reversiblee mass if it currently has a lower condition. The allocation rule is designed
suchh that as irreversible mass increases, the ratio y/x increases asymptotically towardss a maximum, which is qj for juveniles and qA for adults (see Persson et al.,
1998). .
Wheneverr the acquired energy does not suffice to cover maintenance requirementss (i.e. Eg < 0), an individual converts reversible mass into energy to balance
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thee metabolic rate. Note that starving individuals decrease in body mass while
theirr length remains constant, since length is a function of irreversible mass. Maturee individuals are assumed to starve away their gonads before starving somatic
reserves.. Individuals suffer starvation mortality when their condition decreases
beloww a critical threshold. We assume that the mortality rate rate due to starvation
(/j,(/j,ss)) is positive whenever the condition drops below y = qsx, and increases to
infinityy as y decreases to zero (Table 3.2).
Thee size-at-maturation is defined in term of irreversible body mass, Xf. Mature
individualss (x > x/) allocate a larger proportion of their energy to reversible mass
thann juveniles (that is, q^ > qj)- We assume that the maximum amount of somatic
reversiblee mass that an adult can attain is y — q3x and that the amount of reversible
masss it has on top of this is gonad mass. At the start of a growing season, all mature
individualss which have built up gonads (i.e., y > qjx) reproduce. Fecundity is
calculatedd by dividing the amount of gonad mass (i.e., y — qjx), multiplied with a
conversionn efficiency (e r ), by the weight of a single newborn.
Thee mortality rate is assumed to be the sum of the starvation mortality rate
(// s ),, a mortality rate due to cannibalism (//.c) and a background mortality rate (fi0)
(Tablee 3.2). The rate at which individuals fall victim to cannibalism (JJLC) depends
onn the density of potential cannibals and their attack rates, which in turn depend
onn the lengths of both victim and the cannibals. The cannibalistic interaction will
bee discussed in more detail below.
Inn spring, the total production of newborns is the sum of the per capita fecunditiess of all adult individuals. Together, the young-of-the-year (YOY) form a
neww cohort. They are assumed to be born at the same moment, with identical body
mass.. An important consequence of pulsed reproduction is that the population consistss of discrete cohorts. We assume that individuals within a cohort experience the
samee environmental conditions, such that their development is identical. In simulations,, cohorts with a density below a trivial threshold (which was varied between
100 20 and 10~ 12 individuals per liter) were considered extinct. This assumption
resultedd in that the number of coexisting cohorts generally remained below 50 althoughh the number of cohorts in the population in principle is unbounded. Note
thatt the number of cohorts may vary over time.
Thee primary, zooplankton resource is modeled as an unstructured population
withh semi-chemostat dynamics (Table 3.2). Size-dependent competition for this
resourcee emerges from the scaling of individual vital rates with body size. Smaller
individualss have an energetic advantage to larger ones, because metabolic requirementss increase faster with body size than the foraging capacity. The decrease of
thee attack rate beyond the optimal size (i.e., L = 94 mm) enhances the effect, but
iss not necessary for it. As a consequence, smaller individuals can sustain themselvess at a lower resource density than larger ones. Given the dependence of the
resourcee density on consumer density, abundant small individuals may therefore
outcompetee larger ones by depletion of the zooplankton population. The populationn dynamical consequences of size-dependent competition are treated in detail
inn Persson et al. (1998).
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Figuree 3.1: The cannibalistic attack rate Ac (Table 3.2) as a function of canniball length (c) and victim length (v), parameterized for for Eurasian perch
(8(8 = 0.06,0 = 0.2,e = 0.45,cr = 0.6,/3 = 100; cf. Fig.1 in Claessen et al.,
2000).. The two thick lines at the base represent the lower (v = 8c) and upper
(v(v = ec) limits of the predation window, respectively. For victims of the optimal
lengthh (v = <f>c), cannibals of length c have the maximum cannibalistic attack rate
(A(Acc = (3c°), indicated by the thick curve at the ridge of the surface.
Thee predation window
Basedd on empirical data on Eurasian perch and other piscivorous fish species
(Christensen,, 1996; Mittelbach and Persson, 1998; Lundvall et al., 1999; Perssonn et al., 2000) we assume that an individual can take conspecific prey of a given
sizee if the ratio of prey length and predator length is between a lower limit (8) and
ann upper limit (e) (Claessen et al, 2000). We refer to the range of prey lengths a
predatorr can take as the predation window. Supported by results from laboratory
experimentss (Lundvall et al., 1999) we assume that the optimal victim length is a
fixedd proportion 0 of the cannibal length, with 8 < cf> < e (Fig. 3.1).
Wee assume that the attack rate of a cannibal on victims of a given length dependss on the lengths of both cannibal and victim. For the sake of clarity, we
introducee the symbols c and v as synonyms for the lengths L of cannibal and victim,, respectively (Table 3.2). We model the cannibalistic attack rate as the product
off a maximum and a relative attack rate. The maximum attack rate is the attack
ratee for victims of the optimal length v = éc. We assume it to be an increasing,
allometricc function of cannibal length, given by /3cCT with a — 0.6 (Fig. 3.1). The
relativee attack rate accounts for non-optimal victim sizes. From the optimal victim
lengthh v — 4>c it decreases linearly with victim length v from one to zero at the
boundariess of the cannibalism window. Over the cannibalism window the relative
attackk rate thus resembles a tent function (Fig. 3.1).
Forr a given shape of the predation window (that is, for given values of 8, e
andd 0), the parameters /3 and a determine the absolute value of the cannibalistic
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attackk rate function. With j3 — 0 the model reduces to a size-structured consumerresourcee model without cannibalism (cf. Persson et al., 1998). A higher value of
f3f3 corresponds to more voracious cannibalism. The attack rate of a cannibal of
aa given size on a victim of a given size depends linearly on ƒ?. Therefore, (3 is
referredd to as the cannibalistic voracity.

3.2.23.2.2

Methods

Thee model was studied numerically using the Escalator Boxcar Train method developedd by de Roos et al. (1992) and de Roos (1997). In order to investigate the
effectt of the predation window, we study the dependence of the asymptotic populationn dynamics on the parameters /?, Ö and e. The patterns of dynamics are
summarizedd in bifurcation diagrams, by delineating regions in parameter space
withh qualitatively similar population dynamics (e.g., Fig. 3.2). The patterns in the
bifurcationn diagrams are interpreted by closely studying time series of population
dynamicss in different parts of parameter space. This enables us to identify biologicall mechanisms that are responsible for the different types of population dynamics.. Thus we can explain differences between patterns of populations dynamics
inn terms of processes at the individual level, such as the presence or absence of
cannibalisticc interactions between abundant cohorts in the population.

3.33 Results
Thee impact of cannibalism on population dynamics can be studied by comparing
populationn dynamics excluding cannibalism 0 = 0) with population dynamics
thatt result from various levels of cannibalism 0 > 0). In a recent publication,
Claessenn et al. (2000) studied the impact of cannibalism on population dynamics
forr the case of S — 0.06 and e — 0.45, corresponding to the piscivory window of
Eurasiann perch. We shortly review their results, introducing three types of populationn dynamics. In the next section we give a more elaborate description of the types
off population dynamics and map their occurrence depending on the parameters f3
andd 5.
Claessenn et al. (2000) found that without cannibalism, as well as with weak
cannibalism,, 8-yr large-amplitude cycles prevail with only one cohort present in
thee population, referred to as single-cohort (SC) cycles (Fig. 3.2a). These cycles
aree analogous to generation cycles (Gurney and Nisbet, 1985), and result from
thee competitive superiority of small individuals. With intermediately voracious
cannibalism,, larger individuals reduce intercohort competition by killing small individuals.. Cannibalism may thus reduce size-dependent competition, resulting in
coexistencee of juveniles and 100-200 mm long adults. We refer to this type of populationn dynamics as cannibal driven (CD) dynamics (Fig. 3.2a). For high values
off the cannibalistic voracity (/?), Claessen et al. (2000) found large-amplitude 9-yr
cycless (Fig. 3.2a). In these cycles the population has a bimodal size-distribution.
Individualss in the so-called "giant" size class grow fast and reach giant sizes (>300
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Figuree 3.2: Bifurcation diagrams for two different values of the lower limit of the
predationn window. Panel (a): S - 0.06. Panel (b): 5 = 0.0. In both panels
ee = 0.42,<\> = 0.15 and other parameters as in Table 3.3. For any value of j3, the
modell was run for 800 yr, and the population state was sampled during the last
4000 yr. The figure shows the number of individuals in the population, excluding
YOY,, at the first day of each year. Abbreviations: SC=single-cohort cycles, CD =
canniball driven dynamics; DG = dwarfs-and-giants dynamics.

mm)) on a cannibalistic diet. Individuals in the "dwarf" size class grow slowly and
remainn relatively small. Such cycles are referred to as dwarfs-and-giants (DG) cycless (Claessen et al., 2000). For lower j5 irregular dynamics are found (Fig. 3.2a)
wheree periods of cannibal driven dynamics, without giants, are alternated by periodss resembling DG cycles, with giants. We refer to this irregular dynamics as well
ass the 9-yr cycles as dwarfs-and-giants (DG) dynamics.

3.3.13.3.1

Effects of the minimum prey size ratio (6)

Thee effects of the minimum prey size ratio will be studied by varying 6 and (3
whilee holding the other parameters of the predation window constant at e = 0.42
andd 4> = 0.15. These values deviate slightly from the default set for Eurasian
perchh (e = 0.45 and 0 = 0.2), but they produce qualitatively the same results. The
patternss are more transparent with the chosen values because the effect of changing
thee lower limit S becomes more outspoken when the optimum ratio <j> is closer to
thee lower limit.
Wee first illustrate the effect of S by comparing two different S values (Fig. 3.2).
AA striking effect of lowering 6 from 0.06 to 0 is that all DG dynamics are replaced
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Figuree 3.3: Regions with qualitatively similar population dynamics in the P — ö
plane.. (j> = 0.15, e = 0.42, other parameters as in Table 3.3. SC=single-cohort cycles;; DG=dwarfs-and-giants dynamics; CD=cannibal-driven dynamics. At smaller
j3j3 values (/3 < 300), the DG region includes dynamics where dwarfs-and-giants
cycless alternated with periods of cannibal-driven dynamics. For explanation of the
boundariess Si and <$2, see Results section. Grid lines indicate parameter values of
thee used bifurcation transects. In horizontal transects /3 is varied with steps of 5.
Inn vertical transects 5 is varied with steps of 0.002.
byy CD dynamics. The amplitude of fluctuations is much smaller with S = 0 than
withh S = 0.06. This is a first indication that the stabilizing influence of cannibalismm is stronger with smaller values of S. Fig. 3.3 summarizes a large number of
bifurcationn diagrams as presented in Fig. 3.2, with 0 and S as bifurcation parameters.. We have subdivided the /3 — S plane into three regions, delineating the three
typess of population dynamics mentioned above. In the next section we explain the
patternss of population dynamics in each region in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3. Understandingg the mechanisms that cause the different patterns helps to understand the
boundariess between the different regions.
Typess of population dynamics
Forr very weak cannibalism (low j3) or a high lower limit of the predation window
(Ö(Ö > Si), our model predicts single-cohort (SC) cycles (Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3). An extensivee study of such dynamics can be found in Persson et al. (1998) and de Roos
andd Persson (2001). An example is given in Fig. 3.4. This type of population dynamicss results from the competitive superiority of small individuals to larger ones.
Becausee of their lower metabolic rate newborns can sustain themselves on a lower
zooplanktonn density than adults, despite the newborns' lower attack rate (Persson
ett al., 1998; Hjelm and Persson, in press). Each new generation outcompetes the
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Figuree 3.4: Single-cohort (SC) cycles for /3 = 0. Upper panel: total population
densityy of newborns (stars), YOY (dashed line), juveniles >l-yr old (thin solid
line)) and adults (thick solid line). Middle panel: resource (zooplankton) density.
LowerLower panel: growth trajectories of all present cohorts. The vertical dashed line
markss the time of extinction of the adult cohort (year T = 5, day r s = 36).
Thee arrows point out the length of the adults (Lx = 115 mm) and of the recruits
(L(Lss = 8.85 mm) at that time.
previouss one by depleting the resource density below the level that adults require
forr their maintenance. In these cycles individual growth is slow (Fig. 3.4) due
too high intracohort competition. Individuals reach maturity in their seventh year,
whichh explains the cycle period of eight years. The mechanism of SC cycles does
nott depend on the dome shape of the planktivory attack rate function, but the cycle
periodd depends on the optimum size xopt (Persson et al., 1998). Critical to the SC
cycless is that cannibalism by adults does not cause a high mortality rate on YOY.
SCC cycles are hence found for low (3 or high 6. Below, the prolonged resource
depletionn caused by a dense, juvenile cohort is referred to as a "long-term resource
depletion". .
Forr intermediate values of j3, and a sufficiently small 5 (Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3), the
modell predicts cannibal driven (CD) dynamics. Within the CD region we found
regularr cycles with periods between one and six years, as well as irregular dynamicss (Fig. 3.2). Although details may differ, dynamics in this region are alwayss governed by the cannibalistic interaction, in the sense that high cannibalistic
mortalityy of YOY prevents that YOY outcompete the adults through long-term re-
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Figuree 3.5: Example of a stable 4-yr cycle in CD region (J3 = 700, 5 = 0.054, e =
0.42,, <f> = 0.15). Symbols as in Fig. 3.4. Growth trajectories of two successive
dominantt cohorts (born at T=l, T=5) are drawn thicker.
sourcee depletions. In Fig. 3.5 the high YOY mortality is reflected by the steep
declinee of YOY density, compared to the constant background mortality of the
adultt size class. The cannibals of the YOY are large juveniles and small adults
(L(L sa 80 — 200 mm). The population has a relatively stable size-distribution and
thee density of the adult size class fluctuates with a small amplitude compared to
SCC dynamics. The CD dynamics are characterized by coexistence of many cohorts
andd fast individual growth during the first two or three years, followed by several
yearss of slower growth (Fig. 3.5).
Wee illustrate some details of CD dynamics with an example of a 4-yr cycle
(Fig.. 3.5), which is found in a large part of the CD region (/3 > 320 in Fig. 3.2b).
Everyy four years a cohort is born that, despite its low initial density, dominates
thee population numerically during the next four years (e.g., Fig. 3.5, T=l). The
reasonn for its abundance is that is suffers relatively low cannibalistic mortality as
YOYY (Fig. 3.5). It controls the resource level except during the short depletions
causedd by reproductive pulses. During its first year, the dominant cohort serves
ass an ample food source for the largest individuals in the population. This causes
thee cannibals to grow beyond the maximum sustainable size on zooplankton, and
thee cannibals starve to death when the victims have left their predation window
(Fig.. 3.5, T?a2-3). Cannibalism by the dominant cohort decimates the next three
yearr classes of which very few individuals survive to maturity (Fig. 3.5). The
densityy of the dominant cohort decreases by background mortality and when the
fourthh pulse is born (T=5) the impact on YOY survival is relatively small. As a
consequence,, this YOY cohort will be the next dominant cohort. Although this
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cohortt is numerically dominant, it is not abundant enough to outcompete the older
yearr classes, which is typical for CD dynamics.
Iff the lower limit of the predation window is between two critical values (Si >
55 > 62), dwarfs-and-giants (DG) dynamics are found for most (3 values (Fig. 3.2b,
Fig.. 3.3). In the /3/J-plane the DG region forms the transition zone between the
SCC region and the CD region (Fig. 3.3). Features of both SC and CD dynamics,, i.e., severe intercohort competition on the one hand and YOY regulation by
cannibalismm on the other, are important aspects of DG dynamics. DG dynamics
aree characterized by emergence of dynamically induced giants feeding on a slowly
growing,, planktivorous size-class, referred to as dwarfs (Claessen et al., 2000). DG
dynamicss can be either regular or irregular (Fig. 3.2a). In a regular dwarfs-andgiantss cycle, an abundant, slowly growing cohort of dwarfs produces two pulses
off offspring in two subsequent years (Fig. 3.6, e.g. T=2, 3). Each pulse of newbornss results in a sudden depletion of the resource. The dwarf cohort survives
competitionn with their first pulse of offspring because they cannibalize most of it.
Consequentlyy the resource density recovers, enabling the adult dwarfs to grow to
aa larger size before they reproduce again (Fig. 3.6, lower panel). The second time
(T=3)) the resource depletion causes their starvation death before the YOY enter
theirr predation window. The few survivors of the first pulse of offspring (now 1 -yr
old)) survive the long-term resource depletion caused by the second pulse because
theirr size allows them to cannibalize the newborns. Cannibalism on the new dwarf
cohortt enables these individuals to reach giant sizes (Fig. 3.6, lower panel). Close
too the boundary of the CD region (ft < 300, Fig. 3.2a) dwarfs and giants cycles
aree irregularly alternated by periods with dynamics resembling CD dynamics. The
dynamicss not shown here, but see Fig. 8 in Claessen et al. (2000) for an examplee and extensive discussion. The CD-like periods are ended when an abundant
YOYY cohort depletes the resource density for a prolonged period, outcompeting
thee cannibal size-class which maintained the population in the stabilized state. A
feww individuals from the cannibal size-class survive and become giants by feeding
onn the abundant dwarf cohort.

Boundariess between regions
Thee boundary between the SC-region and the DG-region (Fig. 3.3; curve 5\) can
bee understood by considering the interaction between newborns and their parents
inn stable SC cycles (Fig. 3.4). Immediately after reproduction, the offspring cohort
depletess the resource which forces the mature individuals to starve away their reserves;; their reversible mass y decreases whereas the irreversible mass x remains
constant.. Because length is assumed to be a function of x only, the length of adults
remainss constant, referred to as Li (Fig. 3.4). After r s days the reversible mass of
adultss reaches the starvation threshold y = qsx, and the adult cohort goes extinct
duee to starvation mortality. The length of the young-of-the-year at that moment
willl be referred to as Ls (Fig. 3.4).
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Figuree 3.6: Example of a stable dwarfs-and-giants cycle (/3 = 400, S = 0.056, e =
0.42,00 = 0.15). Symbols as in Fig. 3.4. At first reproduction (e.g., T=2), the
lengthh of dwarfs (L\ = 114) is small enough to decimate the YOY cohort. At
secondd reproduction (e.g., T=3), the length of the dwarfs is too large (L 2 = 150)
too cannibalize the YOY. The dwarf cohort goes extinct (at day TS = 42), whereas
thee survivors of the first offspring pulse utilizes the new dwarf cohort to become
giants. .

Noww consider the prospects for cannibalism in the context of these SC cycles.
Iff the length at birth L(, is outside the adults' predation window (that is, if L& <
SLi,SLi, see Table 3.2), then newborns are temporarily invulnerable to cannibalism.
Ass long as the YOY are invulnerable (i.e., their length < 5L{) their abundance
ensuress that the adults continue to starve at the constant length of L\. The YOY
willl not be cannibalized at all if the adults die of starvation before the YOY reach
thee length 5L\. In other words, adults never encounter the YOY if
6> 6>

UU

(3.1) )

If,, on the other hand, the lower limit of the predation window is smaller than
LLss/L\,/L\, newborns are cannibalized by adults and the mechanism of the SC cycles
iss weakened. Thus, for sufficiently high (3 we expect no SC cycles below this
criticall value of S. Fig. 3.4 shows that with the perch parameters Ls/Li = 0.077,
andd bifurcation runs show that the boundary between the SC-region and DG-region
approachess this value asymptotically as 0 is increased (Fig. 3.3; curve <5i).
Simulationn studies show that the values of L\, TS and Ls are independent of
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thee resource parameters r and K except for very small values of r and K (i.e.,
closee to the persistence boundary of the cannibal population). This means that the
boundaryy between SC and DG population dynamics relates to characteristics of
thee cannibal species alone, and not to the specifics of the zooplankton dynamics.
Thee boundary between the DG dynamics and the CD dynamics (Fig. 3.3; curve
£2)) can be understood in a similar way. As described above, in stable dwarfs-andgiantss cycles the dwarf cohort produces two pulses of offspring in two subsequent
yearss (Fig. 3.6). The lengths of the adult dwarfs at these two reproduction events
willl be referred to as Li and L2, respectively. We have already seen that since
SS < Ls/L\ the first newborns are decimated by the dwarfs. Because the resource
densityy is high in between the two reproduction events the adult dwarfs grow and
hencee L2 > L\. In a stable dwarfs-and-giants cycle, the dwarfs starve to death
beforee the second cohort of newborns enters their predation window. In analogy
withh the above reasoning for öi, our conjecture is that the critical value S2 is that
valuee below which newborns enter the predation window of dwarfs of length L 2
beforee the latter starve to death. From Fig. 3.6 we can obtain the values TS — 42
days,, L2 — 150 mm and Ls = 9 mm. The expected value of 62 is hence Ls/L2 —
0.06. .
Fig.. 3.3 shows that the asymptotic value of S2 is lower. There are three reasonss why our estimate of S2 is not very accurate. First, the length L2 and the
correspondingg values of rs and Ls are not independent of the parameters /3 and S
becausee L2 depends on cannibalism on the YOY. Second, the dynamics on either
sidee of the boundary £2 are most often not regular so that we cannot obtain generall estimates of L2, r s and Ls. Third, due to the large metabolic demands of an
individuall of length L2 = 150 mm (which corresponds to an irreversible mass of
xx = 20.8 g) such an individual needs much more energy to recover from starvationn than an individual of length Lx = 114 mm (x = 8.8 g). The boundary should
hencee not be expected at 6 = Ls/L2 but at a somewhat smaller value.

3.3.23.3.2

Effects of the maximum prey size ratio (e)

Wee first study the effect of the upper limit of the predation window assuming
SS — 0, 4> — 0.2, and a fixed cannibalistic voracity f3 = 200. With the default value
off e, these parameters are in the CD region and result in stable fixed point dynamics
(cf.. Fig. 3.2b, /3 = 150 . . . 210). Generally, if the lower limit of the predation
windoww (S) is chosen such that cannibal-driven (CD) population dynamics result,
thee effect of the upper limit on overall population densities is relatively small. For
example,, Fig. 3.7a shows that in a large range of e fixed point dynamics are found.
Alsoo outside this range the population density remains below 10~ 2 , characteristic
off CD dynamics (cf. Fig. 3.2).
Contraryy to the small effect on overall population densities, the effect of e on
populationn size distribution and individual life history is rather drastic. The dependencee of the length of the oldest individuals in the population on e reflects this
resultt (Fig. 3.7b). Near a critical value of e* PS 0.65 the ultimate of size of individualss suddenly increases to a size which is similar to the ultimate size of giants
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Figuree 3.7: Bifurcation diagram of parameter e, with /3 = 200,6 = 0,0 = 0.2 and
otherr parameters as in Table 3.3. For any value of e, the model was run for 800
yr,, and the population state was sampled during the last 400 yr. Upper panel: populationn density at the first day of each year, excluding YOY. Lower panel: length
off the longest individual at the first day of each year. For all values of e in the
rangee 0.2... 1 cannibal driven (CD) dynamics are found (fixed point in the range
0.33 < e < 0.71). The lower panel shows that around the critical value e* = 0.65
thee asymptotic length in the population increases drastically.

inn DG dynamics (Fig. 3.6). Note that the change in individual length occurs in a
rangee of e values without significant change of overall population densities (Fig.
3.7a).. Individuals with L > 200 depend fully on piscivory, since their planktivorouss attack rate is negligible. Apparently, in the region with e > e* individuals can
reachh giant sizes without the dynamic induction such as in DG dynamics.
Wee investigate the mechanism for the sudden change in population structure
byy considering population size distributions for five different e values within the
rangee of stable fixed point dynamics (Fig. 3.8). Fig. 3.8a shows the population
structuree at the first day of each year for e = 0.4. From the figure it can be inferred
thatt individuals grow fast during the first two years and then gradually reach an
ultimatee size of L^ = 186 mm. The decreasing per capita fecundity of the larger
cohortss indicates that these individuals have a low condition. Fig. 3.9a shows that
planktivoryy provides the major contribution to the individual growth rate, and that
thee effect of the energy gain from cannibalism (of YOY victims only) on ultimate
individuall size is small. The population structure for e = 0.5 (Fig. 3.8b), is very
similarr to the case of e = 0.4, except that the ultimate size is slightly higher, which
cann be attributed to an increased contribution of the cannibalistic energy gain (Fig.
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3.9b).. Fig. 3.9b also indicates that, if there were any individuals with a length
betweenn 400-530 mm, they had a positive net growth rate, solely due to the energy
gainn from cannibalism. We refer to this length interval with positive average net
growthh due to cannibalism as the piscivory niche. The length interval for which
planktivoryy has a significant contribution is referred to as the planktivory niche
(i.e.,, L < 200, Fig. 3.9). With e = 0.5 the planktivory and piscivory niches are
separatedd from each other by a size interval with negative growth rates, which
makess the piscivory niche unreachable. With e — 0.4, the piscivory niche does not
existt at all (Fig. 3.9a).
Forr e — 0.6 most individuals still do not grow beyond 200 mm (Fig. 3.8c).
Yett the actual ultimate individual size is drastically larger (> 400 mm, Fig. 3.8c).
Thee population contains a very few very long individuals, whose density is too
loww to appear in Fig. 3.8c. Their existence is apparent from the graph of fecundity
vs.. length. It appears that starvation enables individuals to grow through the bottleneckk between the planktivory and piscivory niches. While for individuals with
thee maximum amount of somatic reserves {y — qjx), the net average growth rate
inn the gap between the two niches is negative (Fig. 3.9c), for individuals at the
starvationn threshold (y = qsx) it is positive (not shown). Note that in our model
wee assume that metabolic costs depend on the sum of irreversible and reversible
masss (Table 3.2). Fig. 3.8c shows that the individuals in the gap cannot reproduce,
whichh implies that they have a low condition (y < qjx). Thus, by starving away
reservess (and gonads), and thereby reducing metabolic costs, individuals can reach
thee piscivory niche, although it takes them so long that only a very few survive untill that time. Once in the piscivory niche (L > 300 mm, Fig. 3.9c) their condition
increases,, and they start reproducing again (Fig. 3.8c). For even larger values of e,
thee interval with negative net growth at y = qjx disappears (Fig. 3.9d) and individualss reach the piscivory niche without completely losing fecundity (Fig. 3.8d).
Closee to the critical e value (e.g., e = 0.64) the bottleneck is still noticeable by the
reducedd fecundity and a decreased growth rate. Here, the number of individuals
reachingg the piscivory niche is still very small (Fig. 3.8d). For large values of e the
effectt of the bottleneck is negligible; the population size distribution is very wide
andd relatively many individuals reach the piscivory niche (Fig. 3.8e).
Ass mentioned before, despite the impact of e on population structure and individuall life history, the effect on overall population densities is minor. The main
reasonn for this is that the population dynamics in the CD region are almost completelyy determined by the interaction between YOY, 1-yr old and 2-yr old individuals.. A large value of e mainly affects individuals of L > 180 mm, which are often
att least three years old (e.g., Fig. 3.8e).
Thee generality of the effect of e is investigated by comparing a large number of
bifurcationn diagrams with e and j3 as bifurcation parameters, summarized in Fig.
3.10.. Cannibal-driven (CD) population dynamics are found for most values of (3
andd €. Only for very small /3 we find SC cycles. Bifurcation diagrams such as
Fig.. 3.2b are qualitatively the same for different values of e. Only the locations
(/3-values)) of the bifurcations depend on e. From this we conclude that e has little
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Figuree 3.8: The population states at the first day of each year, for different values
off the upper limit of the predation window, (a) e = 0.4, (b) e — 0.5, (c) e = 0.6,
(d)) e = 0.64, (e) e = 0.7. Other parameters: /3 = 200, <5 = 0, <j) = 0.2 and Table
3.3.. For these parameter values, the population dynamics converge quickly to a
fixedd point (Fig. 3.7). The histograms indicate densities of size classes. The open
circless indicate the per capita fecundity of individuals in each cohort (age class).
Althoughh the densities of size classes < 1 0 ~ 1 2 / - 1 are not shown, their fecundity
iss plotted as an indication of the presence of individuals, and their condition.

impactt on overall population dynamics. The critical value of e where the populationn size distribution changes abruptly (e.g., Fig. 3.7; e RS 0.65) is marked as the
curvee e* in Fig. 3.10. The curve separates a parameter region (e > e*) where the
piscivoryy niche is permanently reachable (cf. Fig. 3.8e) from a region (e < e*)
wheree the piscivory niche is unreachable.
Twoo important conclusions about the piscivory niche can be drawn from Fig.
3.10.. First, the negative slope of the curve e* shows that more voracious piscivores
cann enter the piscivory niche with a smaller upper limit of the predation window.
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Figuree 3.9: The size-dependent annual energy balance for different values of e, (a)
ee = 0.4, (b) e = 0.5, (c) e = 0.6, (d) e = 0.64, (e) e = 0.7. Other parameters as in
Fig.. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8. The net growth rate (thick solid line) is obtained by adding
thee intake rate (gray area) to the (negative) metabolic rate (dotted line). The distancee between the dotted and thick solid line corresponds to the total energy intake
rate.. The contributions from planktivory (dark gray) and piscivory (light gray) are
indicated.. All rates are averaged over the whole growing season and expressed in
growthh per day. For the calculations we assumed standard condition (y = qjx).
Thee size range with a significant contribution from planktivory is referred to as
thee "planktivory niche" (i.e., L < 200mm). The size range with positive energy
balancee beyond the planktivory niche is referred to as the "piscivory niche".

Second,, the existence of the curve e* for all values of (3 > 50 implies that the
abruptt opening of the piscivory niche at a critical value e* occurs independently of
thee periodicity or regularity of the CD dynamics. Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 hence representt the simplest case of a more general phenomenon, which does not require fixed
pointt dynamics. Even with non-fixed point dynamics Fig. 3.9 proves to be a usefull metaphor in understanding the system because it explains (i) the abruptness of
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Figuree 3.10: The occurrence of large piscivores in population dynamics, depending
onn the parameters 0 and e. Other parameters are 6 = 0, <f> = 0.2 and as in Table 3.3.
Inn the region above the curve indicated with e* piscivores are present permanently
inn CD dynamics. In the region below e* they are absent. The curvee e* is dashed for
smalll /3 because in that region the effect of cannibalism on the asymptotic length
iss hard to distinguish. Grid lines indicate parameter values of the used bifurcation
transects.. In horizontal transects ft is varied with steps of 5. In vertical transects e
iss varied with steps of 0.02.
thee change in asymptotic length, and (ii) the possible existence of an unreachable
piscivoryy niche for e values close to the critical value e*.
Inn fact, the unreachable piscivory niche is the reason why the asymptotic length
changess so abruptly at e*. At this value of e the maximum size in the planktivory
nichee "merges" with the minimum size in the piscivory niche (cf. Fig. 3.9), resultingg in a single growth trajectory towards the maximum size in the piscivory niche
forr e > e*. In analogy with bifurcation theory, the merging of the two extreme
sizess at e* corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation. For values of e in the range
withh the unreachable piscivory niche (e.g., 0.45 < e < 0.62 in Fig. 3.9) there is
"bistability"" of growth trajectories, in the sense that the asymptotic length depends
onn the initial conditions. However, since all life history trajectories start with the
samee initial conditions (i.e., size at birth), all growth trajectories converge to the
firstt asymptotic length, which corresponds to the maximum size in the planktivory
niche. .

3.44

Discussion

Wee studied the impact of the lower (S) and upper (e) limits of the predation windoww on size-structured population dynamics. Although these parameters represent
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closelyy related individual-level aspects of predators and prey, we found that the
systemm reacts very differently to changes in S or e. Whereas the lower limit has
aa strong impact on population dynamics, by determining the stabilizing potential
off intraspecific predation, the upper limit primarily affects the individual level,
byy determining important life-history characteristics. The difference in population
dynamicc impact of 6 and e relates to the importance of YOY for population dynamics.. Since the size of newborns is close to the minimum prey size for the bulk of
thee cannibal size class (L — 80 — 180 mm), a small change in 6 can have major impactt on the YOY survival rate. Changing e has no direct impact on YOY survival,
andd hence little impact on population dynamics. The much larger impact of e on
populationn structure is explained by the importance of the ontogenetic niche shift
fromm planktivory to piscivory for individual life history. Whereas e determines the
sizee at which individuals can switch to piscivory, 5 only has a minor effect on the
ultimatee size within the piscivory niche.
Wee argue that the different reactions of the system to changes in S and e reflect
twoo different aspects of cannibalism, which we refer to as "the two faces of cannibalism".. The negative face of cannibalism is the additional mortality inflicted
uponn victims. The positive face is the energy gain obtained by cannibals. Our resultss suggest that there is a mutually exclusive relation between these two aspects.
Onn the one hand, if victim mortality is an important effect of cannibalism, then the
cannibalss do not gain much energy from it. This type of cannibalism may best be
referredd to as infanticide. On the other hand, the energy gain from cannibalism can
onlyy be substantial if cannibalism does not have a major impact on victim mortality.. In these terms, a small 5 promotes the negative face of cannibalism whereas a
largee e promotes the positive face. Note that within one population the two faces
off cannibalism can be important simultaneously, yet not for the same individuals.
Thee ontogenetic niche shift from planktivory to piscivory corresponds to a switch
betweenn the two "faces" of cannibalism. For example in Fig. 3.9e, cannibalism by
1000 mm long individuals is mainly infanticide, regulating YOY survival, whereas
cannibalismm by individuals > 200 only affect their own growth rate.
Forr many freshwater fish macroinvertebrates are an important second resource,
accessiblee mainly for larger individuals (Werner and Gilliam, 1984). With a shared,
secondd resource competition still leads to SC cycles (de Roos and Persson, 2001).
Alsoo with a second resource exclusive to larger individuals SC dynamics still predominatee (M. Vlaar and D. Claessen, unpublished data). We expect that sizedependentt cannibalism stabilizes SC dynamics with two resources under the same
conditionss as with a single resource. Therefore we anticipate that the results regardingg 5 still hold with a second resource. There are indications that macroinvertebratess are important for growth and survival of perch > 150 mm (Persson et al.,
2000).. This may have implications for the effects of e, which we plan to address
inn future research.
Below,, we compare our model predictions with field data. The first section
focussesfocusses on 8, the second on e.
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Model and data: cannibalism vs. intercohort competition

Comparingg empirical data on the lower limit of the predation window for specific
speciess with Fig. 3.3 and (eq 3.1), one can predict whether population dynamics
aree likely to be stabilized by cannibalism. Whereas values of L\ and rs may be
relativelyy easily obtained from field or laboratory data for different species, Ls is
hardd to estimate due to its dependence on population dynamics and the interaction
withh the resource density. With a size-structured model of the competitive interaction,, parameterized for the species of interest, Ls can be predicted. With our
modell for perch we found that the observed lower limit (S = 0.06, Claessen et al.,
2000)) is in between the two critical values 6\ and 62. Alternatively, using size at
birthh (or size at first feeding, if more appropriate) as an approximation of Ls we
cann formulate a crude "rule of thumb". Intraspecific predation may regulate populationn dynamics only if the lower limit of the predation window (S) is smaller than
thee ratio of length at birth and length at maturation, or is at least close to it. As
ann example, for Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) length at reproduction is 100-149
mmm (Hammar, 2000) and length at first feeding w 20 mm (Jens Andersson, pers.
comm.).. The critical value for the lower limit is hence 20/100. The actual lower
limitt of the predation window is approximately 0.15 (Amundsen, 1994), which is
welll below the critical value. On the basis of 6, L^ and L\ alone, cannibal driven
dynamicsdynamics can be expected. However, a thorough analysis using a char-specific
paramerizationn of the bioenergetics in the model is necessary before more firm
predictionss can be made.
Inn the context of our model predictions it is interesting to compare the singlespeciess population dynamics of two closely related piscivorous fish, yellow perch
(Perca(Perca flavescens) and Eurasian perch {P. fluviatilis). The dynamics of the yellow
perchh population in Crystal Lake are characterized by cohort dominance (Sandersonn et al., 1999). Repeatedly, a single abundant cohort dominates the population
sizee distribution for several years. Recruitment is virtually absent as long this cohortt is juvenile. After maturation of the dominant cohort, high densities of YOY
depresss the resource density. The die-off of adults is attributed to intercohort competitionn with YOY (Sanderson et al., 1999). Despite the presence of cannibalism
inn this population, the most important interaction between YOY and adults seems
too be competition, favoring YOY (Sanderson et al., 1999). The observed populationn dynamics resemble single cohort (SC) cycles. In contrast, a detailed empirical
studyy of the dynamics of a Eurasian perch population shows a prominent role for
cannibalismm and no cohort dominance (Persson et al., 2000). For several years,
adultss are constantly present and reproduce each year. Despite the evidence for the
competitivee superiority of YOY, cannibalism reduces YOY densities sufficiently
forr the adults to survive. However, after a major die-off in the adult size class, successfull survival of YOY is observed. This change from an adult-dominated state
too a juvenile-dominated state is associated with the emergence of giant cannibals
(Claessenn et al., 2000; Persson et al., 2000). This pattern of population dynamicss resembles the alternation of cannibal-driven dynamics and dwarfs-and-giants
cycles,, which our model predicts for parameter values in the DG region.
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Ourr results on the effect of 6 on population dynamics offer an explanation
forr these differences in population dynamics. In their interspecific comparison
off piscivorous fish, Mittelbach and Persson (1998) show that yellow perch have
aa smaller gape width than Eurasian perch of the same size. Yellow perch need
moree time to manipulate prey than Eurasian perch, especially for small relative
preyy sizes. Data on prey sizes in the diet show that yellow perch has a narrower
predationn window, with both a higher lower limit (S) and a smaller upper limit (e)
(Mittelbachh and Persson, 1998, although it should be noted that the data on yellow
perchh covers a small predator size interval only). The estimation of 5 — 0.06 for
Eurasiann perch predicts the alternation of cannibal-driven dynamics and dwarfsand-giantss cycles (DG dynamics). With a higher value of 5, yellow perch should be e
closerr to or even beyond the boundary of the SC region (Si). Although cannibalism
iss present in yellow perch, the population dynamic pattern is more reminiscent of
SCSC dynamics than DG dynamics. Thus we conclude that the observed patterns
off population dynamics confirm our expectation on the basis of a higher 6 for
yelloww perch. More detailed information on 6 (and e) of different species would
bee most useful with the perspective of predicting population dynamics based on
thesee species characteristics.

3.4.23.4.2

Model and data: permanent or dynamic giants, or stunting

Byy showing that giant cannibals can occur in stable populations, our results complementt our previous conclusion that cannibalistic giants can emerge in fluctuation
populationss (Claessen et al., 2000). In the case of dynamic giants that emerge in
fluctuatingg populations, the mechanism is inherently population dynamical. In the
casee of permanent giants (e.g., in a stable population) the mechanism relates to the
individuall capacity to include 1-yr old victims. This raises the question of how
wee can distinguish between these two mechanisms in observed populations with
giantt cannibals. First, in the case of dynamic giants, giant growth is induced by
thee breakthrough of an abundant YOY cohort which causes a long-term resource
depletion.. In the case of permanent giants induction of giant growth does not
correlatee to such a population dynamic event. Second, the emerging population
sizee distributions in the two cases are very different. The dynamic mechanism
givess rise to a pronounced bimodal size distribution (or size-dimorphism), but the
mechanismm of permanent piscivores results in a population size distribution that is
approximatelyy exponential (cf. Fig. 3.8e). These different predictions offer opportunitiess for empirical testing of our model.
InIn two cases of giants observed in Eurasian perch, the empirical evidence suggestt that giants were induced dynamically. In both cases, the appearance of giantss was associated with the breakthrough of a dense YOY cohort, which was
exploitedd by a small number of successful cannibals that became giants (LeCren,
1992;; Claessen et al., 2000; Persson et al., 2000). Moreover, in the period prior to
thee breakthrough of YOY, giant cannibals were absent. These observations are in
concordancee with the estimate of € — 0.45 for perch, which predicts that giants do
nott occur in stable populations (since e < e*).
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Thee Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) is another example of a piscivorous fish
speciess in which giant cannibals are observed in single-species populations (Parker
andd Johnson, 1991; Griffiths, 1994; Hammar, 2000). In this species, giant cannibalss are claimed to occur permanently in stable population size distributions
(Parkerr and Johnson, 1991; Johnson, 1994) rather than being induced dynamically.
Ourr results show that this hypothesis requires that the upper limit e is sufficiently
highh that individuals can grow directly from the planktivory niche into the piscivoryy niche. Considering the estimate of e « 0.47 based on data from Amundsen
(1994),, this does not seem very likely at first sight. Two things should be mentionedd here. First, species-specific metabolic parameters may tune the effect of
e.. Future research will show whether char-specific parameters lead to a lower or
higherr value of e*. Second, the effect of e relates to the duration of the starvation
periodd between two subsequent passages of YOY through the predation window of
cannibals.. The starvation period is shortened by reducing the duration of the growingg season, under the assumption that starvation is negligible outside the growing
seasonn due to low temperatures. Simulations with our model show that on a gradientent of the duration of the growing season the population size distribution changes
abruptlyy at a critical season length (D. Claessen, unpublished data), similar to the
effectt of e (cf. Fig. 3.7). Populations with permanent piscivory occur at the shortseasonn end of the simulated gradient and 'stunted' populations at the long-season
end.. We hence cannot rule out the possibility of permanent piscivory even with a
relativelyy low e. It has been claimed that large, cannibalistic Arctic char {Salvelinusnus alpinus) are common only at high latitudes and high altitudes (Griffiths, 1994).
Thee confounding effect of more coexisting species in lakes at lower latitudes and
altitudess is a likely explanation of this pattern. Yet the effect of starvation associatedd with season length can be seen as an alternative hypothesis for this gradient.
Althoughh we can explain the presence of giant cannibals in stable populations,
itt is hard to explain the claimed bimodal size distribution in stable Arctic char populationss with giant cannibals (Parker and Johnson, 1991; Johnson, 1994; Hammar,
2000).. Population size distributions that are found beyond the critical upper limit
e** are essentially exponential distributions such as given in Fig. 3.8e. Required
forr a bimodal population size distribution, is the combination of (i) stagnation of
thee growth rate near the maximum length in the planktivory niche, and (ii) rapid
increasee of the growth rate beyond this size. This situation can be obtained, for example,, by assuming an exclusive food resource for individuals of intermediate size
(D.. Claessen, unpublished data). Alternatively, an explanation of bimodality may
bee found by relaxing the assumption that all individuals in a cohort are identical.
Thiss allows for other mechanisms such as individual specialization due to flexible
behavior,, learning or genetic variation. In future work we hope to explore these
mechanismss in a population dynamic context. Alternatively, we can hypothesize
thatt the bimodal populations are not stable after all. At least in one of the Arctic
charr lakes with giants and a bimodal size distribution, Lake Korsvatnet in Sweden,, there is evidence for cohort dominance (Hammar, 1998), which may reflect
cohortt cycles. However, empirical evidence to show whether or not the induction
off giants is associated with the breakthrough of YOY is lacking.
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Chapterr 4

Bistabilityy in a size-structured
populationn model of
cannibalisticc fish - a
continuationn study
Davidd Claessen and André M. de Roos, submitted to Theoretical Population Biology

Abstract t
Byy numerical continuation of equilibria, we study a size-structured model for
thee dynamics of a cannibalistic fish population and its alternative resource. Becausee we model the cannibalistic interaction as dependent on the ratio of cannibal
lengthh and victim length, a cannibal experiences a size distribution of potential
victimss which depends uniquely on its own body size. We show how equilibria of
thee resulting infinite dimensional dynamical system can be traced with an existing
methodd for the numerical continuation of physiologically structured population
models.. With this approach we found that cannibalism can induce bistability associatedd with a fold or saddle-node bifurcation. The two stable states can be qualified
ass 'stunted' and 'piscivorous', respectively. We identify a new ecological mechanismm for bistability, in which the energy gain from cannibalism plays a crucial
role.. Whereas in the stunted population state cannibals consume their victims, on
average,, while they are very small and yield little energy, in the piscivorous state
cannibalss consume their victims not before they have become much bigger, which
resultss in a much higher mean yield of cannibalism. We therefore refer to this
mechanismm as the 'Hansel and Gretel' effect. We argue that studying dynamics of
size-structuredd population models with this new approach of equilibrium continuationn extends the insight that can be gleaned from studying numerical simulations.
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'Everyy morning the woman crept to the little stable, and cried: "Hansel, stretch out
yourr finger that I may feel if you will soon be fat".'

4.11

Introduction

Theoreticall studies have shown that the population dynamic consequences of cannibalismm may be manifold. Gurtin and Levine (1982) showed that cannibalism
cann regulate a population that would otherwise grow exponentially. Cannibalismm may have various effects on the stability of populations; on the one hand it
mayy induce population cycles (Diekmann et al., 1986; Hastings, 1987; Magnüsson,
1999)) or chaos (Costantino et al., 1997), on the other hand it may dampen cycles
thatt are caused by other interactions (van den Bosch and Gabriel, 1997; Claessen
ett al., 2000). Cannibalism is also known to induce multiple stable states (Botsford,
1981;; Fisher, 1987; Cushing, 1991, 1992). A striking example of the latter is the
so-calledd life boat mechanism, which enables a cannibalistic population to persistt under conditions where a non-cannibalistic, but otherwise identical population
wouldd go extinct (van den Bosch et al., 1988; Henson, 1997). Finally, cannibalism
cann have major impacts on population size distribution and individual life history
(Fisher,, 1987; Claessen et al., 2000, in press, and below).
Althoughh there are exceptions, cannibals are generally larger than their victimss (Polis, 1981). As a consequence, many theoretical studies of cannibalism
usee physiologically structured population models (e.g., Diekmann et al., 1986;
vann den Bosch et al., 1988; Cushing, 1992; Claessen et al., 2000), in which the
roless of cannibals and victims are determined on the basis of stage, age or size
(butt see Kohlmeier and Ebenhoh, 1995, for an unstructured case). In order to obtainn analytically tractable or numerically solvable models, very clever simplifying
assumptionss have been made. For example, by assuming that only the rate of recruitmentt is affected by egg cannibalism, Gurtin and Levine (1982) were able to
reformulatee their age-structured model as three ODEs (see also Diekmann et al.,
1986).. The conditions for the life boat mechanism have been derived for a general
age-structuredd model (van den Bosch et al., 1988). Yet van den Bosch et al. (1988)
didd the numerical study of the dynamics for a special case, in which they could
rewritee the model as a system of six delay differential equations.
Inn this article we study a model which is basically a simplification of a sizestructuredd model, studied in Claessen et al. (2000, in press), for the population dynamicss of cannibalistic Eurasian perch. Two ingredients that we consider essential
inn the biology of our system have been left unaltered; size-dependent cannibalismm and size-dependent competition for a dynamic, alternative resource. Due to
ourr choice to model these ecological interactions realistically, our size-structured
modell cannot be reduced to a finite set of (delay) differential equations. The main
reasonn for this is that we assume that the cannibalistic interaction depends on the
ratioo of cannibal length and victim length. As a consequence, a cannibal experiencess a size distribution of potential victims which depends uniquely on its own
bodyy size. Since body size is a continuous variable, the cannibalistic interactions
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cann only be described by an infinite dimensional object (i.e., a function of body
size). .
Soo far the dynamics of this system have been studied with numerical simulationss (Claessen et al., 2000, in press), using the Escalator Boxcar Train (EBT)
methodd (de Roos et al., 1992; de Roos, 1997). By studying the dependence of
asymptoticc dynamics on parameter values, several interesting effects of size dependentt cannibalism and competition on population dynamics have been revealed.
Forr example, in competition-induced population cycles cannibalism may result in
thee coexistence of a 'dwarf' size class and a 'giant' size class (Claessen et al.,
2000).. Not only the effect of the tendency of cannibalism per se but also the effect
off its size-dependent nature have been addressed. For example, in cannibalismregulated,, stable populations, the maximum victim size that cannibals can capturee may determine whether the population is stunted or contains giant cannibals
(Claessenn et al., in press). An obvious drawback of simulations is that only stablee equilibria and other attractors can be found. Yet, finding unstable equilibrium
curvess can be helpful to understand the dependence of population dynamics on parameters,, for example if an attractor may disappear through a fold or saddle-node
bifurcationn (e.g., van den Bosch et al., 1988; Cushing, 1992). In this article our aim
iss to complement our previous results with an analysis of equilibrium curves, and
thuss to provide more insight into the population dynamics observed in simulations.
Sincee we cannot explicitly express the equilibrium of our model in terms of its
parameters,, we study equilibrium curves by numerical continuation (i.e., by tracingg an equilibrium while varying one or more parameters). For models of ODEs or
discretee maps numerical methods for continuation of equilibria and stability analysiss are readily available (e.g. Kuznetsov, 1995), but this is not the case for physiologicallyy structured population models ('PSPMs' hereafter, Metz and Diekmann,
1986).. One difficulty with PSPMs is that they are in principle infinite dimensional,
ass functions of individual state (e.g., size distribution) enter the definition of the
populationn state. Recently however, Kirkilionis et al. (2001) introduced a general
methodd for numerical equilibrium continuation of PSPMs. Their method is based
onn the fundamental distinction in PSPMS between the state of an individual and
thee condition of its environment. The idea is that if the environment is characterizedd properly, the life history of an individual (in terms of the development of its
bodyy size, survival, energy reserves, etc.) can be calculated without direct knowledgee of other individuals. In this view, 'environment' reflects all interactions that
affectt the state of an individual. The set of rules which dictates how the state of an
individuall changes in response to the environment is referred to as the individual
levell or i-level model (Metz and Diekmann, 1986). With such a distinction betweenn environment and individual state, an equilibrium of the PSPM is defined by
ann environmental condition which gives rise to a life history which is consistent
withh this environmental condition.
Wee illustrate this with an example. Consider a size-structured population in
whichh individuals interact with each other only through exploitative competition,
i.e.,, through their impact on food density (e.g., de Roos et al., 1992; de Roos,
1997).. The environment of an individual is then fully characterized by the food
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density.. Once a constant food density is given, the life history of an individual is
determinedd as well because it depends on the food density alone. This shows that if
thee environment is known, individuals can be considered independently. Once the
lifee history is known, we can formulate the necessary conditions for equilibrium.
Inn this example, they are the requirements that (i) each individual exactly replaces
itselff and (ii) that the total population consumption rate equals renewal rate of the
foodd resource. We refer to the variables that characterize the environment as input
(I)(I) variables, and to the equilibrium conditions as output (O) variables (Diekmann
ett al., 1998, note that our definition of output is slightly different). Then mathematicallyy the calculation of the life history and the equilibrium conditions can be
regardedd as a map,
f:Rf:Rkk-+R-+Rkk;;
1^0
(4.1)
whichh we call the 'life history map'. An equilibrium can be defined as an input
I*I* <E Rk for which ƒ(/*) = 0. In our example this is a two dimensional map,
withh the food density and the population birth rate as input variables and the two
equilibriumm conditions as output variables. (Note that the population birth rate is an
inputt variable because the total consumer population constitutes the environment
forr the food population). The condition f (I) = 0 can subsequently be used in
numericall continuation. Applying the method of Kirkilionis et al. (2001) would
resultt in tracing the equilibrium food density and the total population birth rate
whilee varying one free parameter. In this case the continuation problem is hence
onlyy two dimensional, although the population size distribution is still an infinite
dimensionall object.
Ass pointed out above, in our model of size-dependent cannibalism the interactionss depend directly on body size. This means that the definition of environment
shouldd include functions of body size, such as the size-dependent mortality rate
duee to cannibalism, denoted p.c{x) where x is body size. The input variable for
ourr model of cannibalism is therefore infinite dimensional. Kirkilionis et al. (2001)
developedd their continuation method for cases in which the environment is finite
dimensional.. In this article we define our model with an infinite dimensional interactionn environment and show how it can be studied with the method of Kirkilionis
etal.. (2001).
Wee first formulate our model in terms of a PDE. Then we show how to obtainn a life history map as eq (4.1) which can be used for numerical continuation.
Wee show results obtained with continuation and compare them with results from
EBTT simulations. Finally, we discuss these results in the context of the population
dynamicall consequences of cannibalism.

4.22

The model

Ourr model describes the dynamics of a size-structured, cannibalistic population
andd its unstructured, alternative resource population. The parameter values we
usee (Table 4.1) are based on piscivorous fish, in particular Eurasian perch (Perca
fluviatilis),fluviatilis), and zooplankton (Daphnia spp.) (Claessen et al., 2000). In our model,
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Tablee 4.1: Model symbols: state variables'1 and constant parameters. Parameterizationn b for Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis) feeding on a zooplankton resource
(Daphnia(Daphnia sp., length 1mm) and conspecifics. All parameters except r and K refer
too individual level processes.
interpretation n

symbol l defaultt value unit t
-n(x) n(x) --RR
77
Xb Xb
115 5
xxf f
9-10"6 6
AA
7.0-- 10"4
aa
160.0 0
Xp Xp
0.5
5
00
0.06 6
66
0.5 5
€€
4> 4> 0.2 2
0.6 6
CCa a
0.5 5
CCr r
1.7-- 106
tt
2.5-100 7
PP
0.7 7
KK
0.01 1
/*o o
11
55
0.1 1
rr
3-10~ 3 3
KK
XX

aa
bb

mm m
I"1 1
gl" 1 1
mm m
mm m
gg mm' 3
11 d _ 1 mm 4
mm m
Id" 11 mm- 2
-----d g _ 11 mm 3
gg d _ 1 mm' 3
-d"1 1
g"1 1
d"1 1
gl" 1 1

individuall length
populationn size distribution
resourcee density
lengthh at birth
lengthh at maturation
length-weightt scaling constant
planktivoryy attack rate scaling const.
maximumm length of planktivory
cannibalisticc voracity
lowerr limit of predation window
upperr limit of predation window
optimumm of predation window
assimilationn efficiency
efficiencyy of offspring production
digestionn time scaling constant
metabolicc rate scaling constant
allocationn coefficient
backgroundd mortality rate
starvationn mortality coefficient
zooplanktonn population growth rate
zooplanktonn carrying capacity

The time argument has been left out from notation of variables.
For references: see Claessen et al. (2000).

wee assume that the physiological state of an individual is completely determined
byy its body length (x). Vital rates such as food ingestion, metabolism, reproduction
andd mortality are assumed to depend entirely on body length and the condition
off the environment. The population size-distribution is denoted by n(x) and the
densityy of the alternative resource by R. All individuals are born with the same
lengthh x^ and are assumed to mature upon reaching the size xf. Reproduction is
assumedd to be continuous (in time) which implies that the size distribution n(x) is
continuous.. Note that in our notation we ignore all time dependencies (e.g., n(x)
ratherr than n(t, x)) because we consider equilibria only.
Thee assimilation rate is assumed to follow a size-dependent, type II functional
response, ,
F(x) F(x)

ll + H{x)-){x)

(4.2) )
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Tablee 4.2: The model: individual level functions.
Bodyy mass

w(x) =

Zooplanktonn attack rate

Xx'
axax22 (x — xp)

A{x)—

if x < x

00

otherwise

' ( ^ f f ee
Cannibalismm tent function

T(c, v) =

iföc<v<<j>c
ifif 4>c < v < ec

00

Cannibalisticc max. attack rate
Totall encounter rate

=

Zooplanktonn encounter

la{x) =

Cannibalisticc encounter

lc{x) =

Foodd intake rate

F{x) =

Digestionn time

H(x) =

Maintenancee requirements

M(x) =

Growthh rate in length

otherwise

is(x) = OxOx2 2

g(x) =

A{x)R A{x)R
/3x/3x22 T(x, y) w{y) n(y) dy
CaaC

7(a~) )

1 + H(x)7(x)
-3 3

par
ff 0

if

x

II 3~X^ l F( )

Reproductivee rate

b(x) —

— M(x)\

Starvationn mortality

ifx>

otherwise

(i(x) =
X/SX/S

Cannibalisticc mortality

otherwise

(sAi^mii(sAi^mii
II 0

Totall mortality

< M{x)

KF(X)
K

Hc(x]

- //

^s(a*) =

££

00

Py2T(y,x)
n{y)dy n{y)dy

i + tf(s,bfo)
if

ss [M{x)

KF{X)
— KF(X)]

> M(x)
otherwise

wheree ca is the assimilation efficiency, j(x) is the sum of the encounter rates with
conspecificc and alternative prey mass, and H(x) is the size-dependent digestion
timee per gram of prey mass (Table 4.2). The encounter rate with alternative prey
masss is assumed to be
1a{x)=1a{x)=

A(x)R

Wee assume that the attack rate on the alternative resource A(x) is dome shaped,
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positivee for the length interval (xb, xp) and reaches a maximum at length xp/2. At
lengthh xp the function A(x) and its slope become zero (Table 4.2).
Thee encounter rate with conspecific prey mass is obtained by integration over
thee size distribution of potential victims. We assume that a cannibal of length x can
capturee victims with lengths y in the range ox < y < ex, and that the encounter
ratee with conspecific prey mass hence is
piX piX

lc(x)=lc(x)= I

px2T(x,y)w{y)n{y) dy

(4.3)

JJ óx

Thee term 0x2 is the maximum cannibalistic attack rate of a cannibal of length x,
reachedd only for the optimal victim size y = (fix (with 5 < (fi < e). The parameter
j3j3 hence reflects the species-specific tendency to cannibalize, which we refer to as
thee cannibalistic voracity. The tent-shaped function T(x, y) accounts for the effect
off suboptimal victim sizes y / (fix. It takes values between 0 and 1 ifSx < y < ex,
andd is zero outside this range (Table 4.2). We refer to the parameters Ö and e as the
lowerr and upper limits of the cannibalism window, respectively (Chapters 2 and
3).. Thus, the product 0x2T(x, y) equals the attack rate of a cannibal of length x
onn a victim of length y. The mass of an individual of length x is assumed to scale
withh body volume, w(x) — Xx3.
Notee that in in Chapters 2 and 3 it is assumed that the maximum attack rate
scaless with length to the power of 0.6. For individual of 140 mm, the maximum
cannibalisticc attack rate (u(x) in Table 4.2) in the current model and in the model
inn those chapters differ by a factor 1000. Thus, for cannibals of this lenght the
maximumm attack rate in the present model assuming j3 = 0.2 is comparable to its
valuee with ƒ? = 200 in those chapters.
Wee assume that a fraction K of assimilated energy is allocated to growth (Kooijmann and Metz, 1984), and the remainder to reproduction. The growth rate in mass
iss obtained by subtracting the metabolic rate from the energy intake rate. Assumingg that the metabolic rate scales with body volume like px3, the growth rate in
lengthh becomes
9(X)9(X) = ^(KF(X)-PX3)

(4.4)

Thee length for which the metabolic rate equals the intake rate allocated to growth
3
(KF(X)(KF(X) = px ) is referred to as the maximum length, xmax.
Wee assume that all individuals allocate the fraction 1 — K of the assimilation
ratee to reproduction. For juveniles (x < Xf), this energy is assumed to be used for
developmentt of reproductive organs (Kooijman, 1993). For adults, the per capita
birthh rate (b(x)) is calculated by dividing the investment in reproduction by the
energyy cost of producing a single newborn,
J c r ( ll -K)F(x)w{xb)'1
b{x)b{x) = <
00

ifx>xf
.
otherwise

(4.5)
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wheree Xf is the length at maturation and the conversion efficiency cr takes into
accountt losses due to egg respiration.
Thee mortality rate is assumed to be the sum of a constant background mortality
ratee /io, a size-dependent mortality rate caused by cannibalism, and a starvation
mortality, ,
V{x)V{x) = Ho + Hc{x) + f*s{x)
(4.6)
Inn accordance with eq (4.3), the cannibalistic mortality rate is defined as
ffx/sx/s 0x2T(y,x)
, %,
^(x)=^(x)=
i , „ / ?' f My)dy
l
Jx/eJx/e
+ H{y)~f{y)

(4.7)

Lnn equilibrium individuals cannot grow beyond the maximum sustainable size, so
forr an equilibrium analysis we do not have to consider starvation mortality. However,, in population cycles individuals may go through periods of food shortage
andd starvation. For such cases we assume that starvation mortality rate increases
linearlyy with the difference between the metabolic rate and the food assimilation
rate, ,
f s \px3

,, ,

- KF(X)]

11 0

if

KF(X)

<

px3

otherwise

wheree s is a proportionality constant. The individual-level model is summarized
inn Table 4.2 and the PDE formulation for the population-level model is presented
inn Table 4.3.
Wee assume that the alternative resource population is unstructured. In our
modell it follows semi-chemostat dynamics extended with a term to account for the
effectt of consumption by the structured population,
****

=

HK - R) - r

A{X)R

n(s)dr

withh A(x), H(x) and 7(2;) as defined in Table 4.2.

4.33 Life history as an input-output map
Inn this section we show how elements from the z-level model outlined in the previouss section can be used to construct a life history if the appropriate input is given.
Wee subdivide the life history into three aspects; survival, growth and reproduction.. The probability to survive to age a is denoted S(a) and can be calculated by
integrationn of the ODE
JJ Q

—— = -fi{x{a))S{a)
da da

(4.8)
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Tablee 4.3: The model: specification of the dynamics of model state variables". The
individual-levell functions are listed in Table 4.2. Parameters are listed in Table 4.1.

dndn
P D EE

M

Boundaryy condition

+

dgn

, ,
{X)

-to" = -»

g(xb)n(xb)

. .
n(x)

— I

b(x)n(x)dx

JJ X f

dRdR
,„
^
fXma*
A(x)R
. , ,
Resourcee dynamics
—- = r(K — R) - /
—-———n{x)dx
yy
v
dt
JXb
1+H{x)>y(x)
aa
Note that the time argument has been left out from variables and functions.
withh initial condition 5(0) = 1. The function fi(x) is the size-dependent mortality
rate.. The growth trajectory, denoted x(a), can be calculated by integration of
77 = 3 »
(4-9)
da da
withh initial condition x(0) = x^ and g(x) the growth rate in length. The expected,
cumulativee reproduction up to age a, denoted B(a), is
^^ =b(x(a))S(a)
(4.10)
da da
withh initial condition B(Q) = 0 and b(x) the size-dependent, per capita birth rate.
Thee expected, life-time reproductive output, denoted #0, is then given by:
RR00 = B(oo)

(4.11)

Duee to the occurrence of x(a) in eq (4.8) and eq (4.10) the ODEs eqs (4.8-4.10)
havee to be solved simultaneously.
Together,, S(a), x(a) and R0 define a life history. It should be noted that the
ratess n(x), g(x) and b(x) may depend on the environment. If the latter is known
thee life history is set. Below we make the dependence on the environment explicit.

4.3.14.3.1

In the absence of cannibalism

Inn equilibrium in the absence of cannibalism (i.e., 0 = 0) the mortality rate (eq
4.6)) reduces to the constant background mortality rate, fi(x) = yu0 (due to the
assumptionn of equilibrium there is no starvation). The growth rate g(x) and the
fecundityy b(x) depend on the alternative resource density only (eq (4.4) and eq
(4.5)).. This implies that the resource density R alone is required as input to inte-
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gratee eqs (4.8-4.10).
Inn equilibrium each individual must exactly replace itself which translates into
thee condition that RQ — 1. Additionally, the total consumption rate of the sizestructuredd population must equal the renewal rate of the alternative resource. This
requirementt constitutes the second equilibrium condition. To obtain the total consumptionn rate from the life history, we use the fact that in equilibrium the consumptionn rate of the entire population equals the total (lifetime) consumption of a single
individuall multiplied with the population birth rate. This follows from the fact that
inn equilibrium we can write the population age distribution as m(a) = S(a)P,
wheree P is the population birth rate. We can use this to calculate integrals over the
sizee axis by integrals over the age axis,
rX-maxrX-max

//

POO

z(x)n(x)dx

=P

JxJxbb

z(x(a))S(a)da

(4.12)

JO

wheree z(x) is some weighing function, e.g., the per capita consumption rate of
alternativee resource.
Wee denote the expected, cumulative consumption up to age a with 6(a). It can
bee calculated in parallel with eqs (4.8-4.9) by integrating
dOdO

A{x{a))R
1 , ^ TT, , w d\a)

~T~~T~ — '-,

(4.13)

v ;
dada
1 + ~f(x(a))H(x(a))
withh 6(0) — 0 (cf. eq (4.2)). The total population consumption rate of alternative
resourcee is then the product of P and 6(oo). Note that P is required as an input
variable,, since it cannot be derived from the life history.

Noww we can formulate the input (ƒ) and output variables (O) used for the life
historyy map (eq 4.1). As input we need the resource density R and the population
birthh rate P ,
hh

=

R

(4.14)

hh

=

P

(4.15)

Thee output variables are the equilibrium conditions,
Oii
0022

=

RQ-1
=

r(K -R)-P6(oo)

(4.16)
(4.17)

Then,, for the non-cannibalistic case we have a two dimensional map, ƒ : M2 —> M2
likee eq (4.1). The equilibrium condition ƒ(/*) = 0 can be used to continue an
equilibriumm I * with one free parameter by applying the method of Kirkilionis et al.
(2001). .
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4.3.24.3.2

In the presence of cannibalism

Withh cannibalism (/? > 0) the rates fi(x), g(x) and b(x) in eqs (4.8-4.10) all
dependd on the environment in a size-dependent manner. This dependence results
fromm the occurrence of the cannibalistic mortality rate fic{x) in eq (4.6) and of the
encounterr rate with conspecific prey 7 c (x) in eq (4.4) and eq (4.5). This implies
that,, in addition to h and I2 (eqs 4.14-4.15), these two functions are required as
inputt for the calculation of a life history,
I^x)I^x)
I^x)I^x)

= nc(x)
= lc(x)

(4.18)
(4.19)

Onn the basis of this extended input / we can again calculate the life history with
(eqss 4.8-4.10). Since from the obtained survival function S(a), the growth trajectoryy x(a) and the population birth rate P it is possible to construct the population
sizee distribution, it is also possible to calculate a new estimate of the functions
fificc(x)(x) and 7c(a:) (cf. eq (4.12)). If we denote the new estimates by /ic(:c) and
7c(x)',, respectively, we obtain two more output relations:
O^x)O^x) = I^x) - fic{x)'
OOyy(x)(x) = Iy(x)-lc(x)'

(4.20)
(4.21)

Withh these input and output variables we can now define a life history map like (eq
4.1),, such that ƒ(/*) — 0 defines an equilibrium point. However, because / and O
containn functions of body size, the map is infinite dimensional.

4.3.34.3.3

Continuation

Forr continuation purposes the infinite-dimensional life history map has to be approximatedd by a finite-dimensional one. In order to obtain a finite-dimensional
map,, we represent the functions iic(x) and 7c(a:) by their values at the fixed sizes
x\,X2-,x\,X2-,
, Xk- The values // c (^i) are used as input,
733

h+2h+2

=

Hc{xx)

=

Vc{xk)

(4.22)

Wee choose Xk such that xmax < x^- In the calculation of the life history (eqs
4.8-4.10),, the value of fic(x) is approximated by linear interpolation between the
twoo nearest values at Xi and xl+\. Because we assume that cannibals are always
largerr than their victims, the function "yc(x) is not actually needed as input; when
duringg the integration of eqs (4.8-4.10) the growth rate of a cannibal must be calculated,, the size distribution of its potential victims can be reconstructed from results
calculatedd previously in the integration (see appendix)
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Thee output variables are then defined by (eqs 4.16-4.17) together with

0 44

=

OOkk+2+2

h- M ^ ) '
=

h+2-Vc(xk)'

(4.23)

Inn the appendix we give more details of the finite-dimensional approximation and
showw how to calculate the new estimates iic(xi)'. The life history map (eq 4.1), the
inputt and output variables (eqs 4.22-4.23), and the life history as specified with eqs
(4.8-4.11)) and eq (4.13) were used for numerical continuation to obtain the results
inn the next section. We can apply numerical continuation techniques (Kuznetsov,
1995),, for example to continue the equilibrium with 0 as bifurcation parameter. An
initiall estimate of I * for the case /3 = 0 was obtained from numerical integration.

4.44

Results

Thee results of a continuation analysis with /3 {the cannibalistic voracity) as free
parameterr are shown in Fig. 4.1, in which the equilibrium state is characterized by
thee input variables R and P as well as the ultimate length xmax. The figure shows
thatt initially P increases rapidly with /3, which is associated with an increase in
perr capita fecundity as well as an increase of the number of adults. The initial
decreasee of the alternative resource density is associated with an increase of the
numberr of small individuals, which consume the resource. The resource density
thenn increases up to a maximum which reflects that the total consumption rate
decreasess up to that point. After /? = 0.144, both P and the number of adults
decline,, whereas the average per capita fecundity increases with j5. The lower
panell shows that the maximum size in the population always increases with ft,
whichh relates to combined effect of more alternative resource and the energy gain
fromm cannibalism. The vertical, dotted line in Fig. 4.1 marks a critical value of
pp where R attains a maximum and the equilibrium curve changes slope abruptly
(/?? = 0.3316). This point corresponds to the point where the maximum length in
thee population (xmax) equals the size for which the attack rate on the alternative
resourcee becomes zero. This occurs at length xp (— 160 mm; Table 4.2 and Table
4.1). .
Forr /3 = 0.25 and {3 = 0.4 (below and above the critical value) the populationn structures are represented in Fig. 4.2. The figure shows the population size
distributionn n(x), but also the input function fj.c{x) (eq 4.7). For both values of
j3j3 the population size distribution is U-shaped. The reason is the high growth rate
att intermediate sizes (g(x), Fig. 4.2), which causes accumulation of individuals
closee to the ultimate size. In the lower panels the contributions from feeding on
conspecificss and on the alternative resource to the individual growth rate g(x) are
indicated.. With a j3 below the critical value even the largest individuals feed on
thee alternative resource (Fig. 4.2a), whereas for a 3 beyond it the largest indi-
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Figuree 4.1: One-parameter continuation of the equilibrium with 0 (the cannibalisticc voracity) as free parameter. Continuation started in the absence of cannibalism
(0(0 = 0, R = 7.44 10" 5 and P = 1.29 1CT5). Parameters: S = 0.06, Table 4.1.
vidualss feed exclusively on conspecifics (Fig. 4.2b). The size interval for which
is referred to as
individualss feed exclusively on conspecifics, that is, (xp,xmax),
thee 'piscivory niche' (cf. Claessen et al., in press). The size interval with a positivee food intake rate from the alternative resource is referred to as the 'planktivory
niche'.. Thus, the vertical dotted line in Fig. 4.1 marks the opening of the piscivory
niche. .

4.4.14.4.1

The effect of the cannibalism

window

Inn our model the body length of the smallest victims that a cannibal can take is
definedd as a fraction S of its own length (eq (4.3) and Table 4.2). For five values
off 6, Fig. 4.3 shows results of continuations with 0 as free parameter. Note that
Fig.. 4.1 was made with 6 = 0.06, the estimate for Eurasian perch (Claessen et al.,
2000).. For reference, in Fig. 4.3 also the constant maturation size (xf) and the
maximumm size of planktivory (xp) are indicated, together with the maximum size
(Xmax)(Xmax) which depends on 0. We make four observations from Fig. 4.3:
1.. If 0 is decreased to zero, the maximum length approaches xj.
2.2. If 0 is increased from zero and S is large, the maximum size increases with
00 and at high 0 individuals reach giant sizes
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Figuree 4.2: Aspects of the equilibrium size-structure, (a): (3 = 0.25. (b): (3 = 0.4.
Upperr panels: population size-distribution n(x). Middle panels: the interaction
variabless (eq 4.22), representing the cannibalistic mortality rate (j,c(x). Lower panels:: the growth rate subdivided by food type. With j3 = 0.25, individuals cannot
groww beyond the "planktivory niche" - even the largest individuals consume the
alternativee resource. With j3 = 0.4 individuals x > 160 mm are in the "piscivory
niche"" - they consume conspecifics exclusively.

3.. If (3 is increased from zero and 5 is small, the maximum size approaches xp,
orr a value just below it.
4.. If f3 is increased from zero and 6 is intermediate the intersection of
withh xp is followed by a fold bifurcation.

xmax

Beloww we address these four results separately.

Resultt 1. To understand the first result, consider a population that consists of
individualss that start reproducing at age A with constant rate b. Assume a constant
mortalityy rate p,. The lifetime reproduction is then
-fj,A -fj,A
« o == / be-**da be-**da
JJ A
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Thee condition Ro = 1 implies that the relation A — 4 In (4 J must hold in equilibrium.. From this we can see that if the mortality rate becomes very small, the
equilibriumm condition requires that A becomes very large and/or b becomes very
small,, i.e., population regulation occurs either through decreasing juvenile survival
orr adult fecundity.
Noww consider our full model. One effect of letting j3 go to zero is that the total
mortalityy rate decreases toward the background mortality rate. Of course, in this
modell both the maturation age and the birth rate are not parameters but they depend
onn the resource density R. The age at maturation decreases with R and fecundity at
aa given size increases with R. This correlated dependence of age at maturation and
fecundityy implies that if we assume i3 = 0 and let the background mortality rate // 0
becomee very small, the equilibrium condition can be fulfilled only by decreasing
thee resource density. The resource density in equilibrium, however, should be at
leastt sufficiently high to attain an ultimate size, xma.x, larger than the maturation
size,, xj. Analogous to the age-structured case discussed above, we can hence expectt that with decreasing /^o the resource density approaches the minimum density
requiredd to reach Xf. In turn, this implies that the maximum size approaches Xf
ass the mortality rate approaches zero. We have verified this by choosing the backgroundd mortality rate as free parameter and assuming f3 = 0. Continuation shows
thatt if no is decreased and 0 = 0, the resource density indeed approaches the level
att which growth becomes zero at size xj (see also de Roos et al., 1990).
Inn conclusion, if we let the cannibalistic voracity (/3) decrease to zero, the maximumm length in the population approaches the maturation length because the total
mortalityy rate becomes very small. This result therefore depends on our assumptionn of a low background mortality rate.
Resultt 2. In Fig. 4.3a and b the maximum size in the population is positively
correlatedd with j3 over the entire range of/3. Before the intersection of xmax and
xxpp this is partly because the density of the alternative resource increases with j3 (cf.
Fig.. 4.1). Beyond this point, however, it is entirely due to the cannibalistic energy
gainn which increases with ƒ?. The latter is true despite that the total biomass of the
populationn decreases with /3.
Resultt 3. The convergence of the maximum length xmax to a value just below xp
whenn the cannibalistic voracity (ƒ?) is increased from zero (e.g., Fig. 4.3e) is easily
explainedd if we assume that cannibals do not gain energy by eating conspecifics.
AA negligible energy gain from cannibalism may result if cannibals consume very
smalll victims only, which is a possibility if 6 is sufficiently small. Killing conspecificss without an energy gain is often referred to as 'infanticide' (Hausfater and
Hrdy,, 1984). Under this assumption, increasing (5 merely increases the mortality
ratee of victims, resulting in a lower overall population density. As a consequence,
thee rate of consumption of alternative resource by the population decreases with
P,P, and hence the density of this resource increases. As the resource approaches
itss carrying capacity the consumers attain a maximum size which turns out to be
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closee to the size where the attack rate on this resource becomes zero, i.e., close to
Xp. Xp.

Iff we make the assumption of infanticide and also that the resource is at its
carryingg capacity, then with the parameters in Table 4.1 the maximum size is
XmaxXmax = 151.86 mm. In our model and assuming 5 — 0, the maximum size
convergess to 155.13 mm when ft is increased (Fig. 4.3e). The difference between
thesee two values is due to the gain from cannibalism in the latter case. Even though
thee density of victims decreases to zero when (3 becomes very large, the per capita
energyy gain from cannibalism at a given size turns out to converge to a constant
value.. The reduced victim density appears to be exactly balanced by the increased
cannibalisticc attack rate, which scales with (3.
Withh a gain from cannibalism, the asymptotic value of xmax when (3 becomes
veryy large depends on S. For example, with <5 = 0.03 this value is x = 156.89,
andd with 5 = 0.04 it is even larger (cf. Fig. 4.3d and e). A heuristic explanation of
thiss is that if Ö is small, many victims will be killed while they are still very small
andd hence have low energetic value. Cannibals with a higher 5 'spare' the smallest
victims,, but consume them when they have become more nutritious. Thus, at the
samee overall rate of killing, the gain from cannibalism is larger with a larger 6
becausee the captured victims are larger.
Thee fact that the asymptotic value (for (3 —> oo) of xmax increases with S impliess that there is a critical value of S, for which the maximum size in the populationn equals the maximum size for planktivory (xp). A population with a maximum
sizee in the planktivory niche (xrnax < xp) we characterize as 'stunted'. Above this
criticall 5 the curve of xrnax intersects with xp at some value of (3. For example,
withh 6 = 0.042 this intersection occurs at (3 = 0.6555 (Fig. 4.3c). Although in
Fig.. 4.3d it seems that with 5 = 0.04 the maximum size approaches an asymptotic
valuee below xp, it intersects with xp at 0 — 3.40. What happens after intersection
withh xp is the subject of the next paragraph.
Resultt 4. Whereas with S = 0.1 and 6 — 0.05 the intersection with xp merely
increasess the slope of the equilibrium curve, with ö — 0.042 and 5 = 0.04 the
intersectionn is followed by a fold bifurcation (Fig. 4.3). In the latter two cases, the
foldd bifurcation occurs at j3 = 0.7131 and ƒ? = 6.139, respectively. In both cases,
thee maximum size at the fold bifurcation is just above the maximum size in the
planktivoryy niche, xmax ~ 163.
Iff the size distribution of a population extends into the piscivory niche (i.e.,
x m ( ] ïï > xp) we say the population is in the 'piscivorous' state, as opposed to
thee stunted population state in which piscivory (i.e., cannibalism) is only a minor
contributionn to the energy budget of individuals (e.g., Fig. 4.2a). Fig. 4.3 shows
thatt the transition from the stunted to the piscivorous population states can be
associatedd with a fold bifurcation. An important consequence of the occurrence of
foldd bifurcations in the equilibrium curve is bistability. That is, for a given set of
parameterss (i.e., a given species in given conditions) the population can be in either
onee of two states; stunted or piscivorous. In the next section we study the stunted
andd piscivorous states in more detail, and address the question of what determines
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whetherr the intersection of xmax and xp is followed by a fold bifurcation or not.

4.424.42

Comparison of 'stunted' and 'piscivorous' population states

Inn the regions with bistability (Fig. 4.3c and d) numerical integration of the model
showss that the equilibria at the upper branch, corresponding with piscivorous populationn states (i.e., largest xmax), are stable near the left fold bifurcation (section
4.4.4)) only. Equilibria at the middle branch (i.e., intermediate xmax) are found to
bee always unstable, while equilibria at the lower branch, corresponding to stunted
populationn states, turn out to be stable. In this section we therefore restrict ourselvess to comparing stunted population states from the lower equilibrium branch
withh the stable, piscivorous equilibrium states near the left fold bifurcation at the
upperr branch.
Forr a specific choice of the parameters in a region with bistability (5 — 0.04
andd (5 = 0.7, cf. Fig. 4.3d) we compare the stunted and the (upper) piscivorous
populationn states (xmax — 158.1 and 295.4 mm, respectively). Fig. 4.4 shows
differentt aspects of the size structure of the two states. First of all, the size distributionn (Fig. 4.4a) is U-shaped in both cases but obviously wider in the piscivorous
state.. The total biomass of the structured population in the piscivorous state is
approximatelyy twice the total biomass of the population in the stunted state (not
shown).. Fig. 4.4a shows that this difference is associated with (i) a larger density
off small individuals in the piscivorous state, and (ii) the existence of individuals in
thee piscivory niche. The aspects (i) and (ii) are not independent since more individualss in the piscivory niche leads to a higher population fecundity, and thus to a
higherr inflow of small individuals.
Thee different population size distributions in the two equilibrium states give
risee to different size-specific, cannibalistic mortality rates (Fig. 4.4b). In the piscivorouss state the peak of the cannibalistic mortality rate occurs at a higher victim
sizee than in the stunted state (x = 54.5 versus 31.5 mm, respectively). The magnitudee of the rate is comparable in both states (0.096 and 0.108 d _ 1 in piscivorous
andd stunted, respectively). Yet the shift to larger victim sizes gives cannibals in
thee piscivorous state a much larger gain from cannibalism than in the stunted state.
Evenn if we discount the effect of the higher victim density in the piscivorous state,
thee expected benefit from cannibalizing a single individual is higher in this equilibriumrium (see below and Fig. 4.5). This effect is entirely due to the fact that cannibals
'spare'' victims until they are more nutritious.
Onn the 'stunted' branch of the equilibrium curve the resource density approachess the carrying capacity as {3 is increased (see result 3 above), whereas on
thee 'piscivorous' branch the resource remains relatively low (Fig. 4.6). In a stunted
populationn the density of alternative resource is therefore higher than in a piscivorouss population. A consequence of this is that juveniles grow faster in the stunted
statee than in the piscivorous state (Fig. 4.4c), despite the fact that in the latter case
thee diet is supplemented with cannibalistic food.
Inn order to compare the size-specific harvesting by cannibals in the stunted
andd piscivorous population states, we define a function that describes the length
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Figuree 4.4: Comparison of the population structure in the stunted (dashed curves)
andd piscivorous (solid curves) equilibrium states, for 5 = 0.04 and (3 = 0.7 and
otherr parameters as in Table 4.1. (a) Population size distribution n(x). (b) Cannibalisticc mortality rate /J.C(X). (C) Growth rate g{x). (d) Relative distribution of
ingestedd victim mass over victim length (V(x, y)), as found in the diet of three
typess of individuals. Dashed: the largest cannibals in the stunted population (i.e.,
xx = 158.1 mm). Thick solid: the largest cannibals in the piscivorous population
(x(x = 295.4 mm). Thin solid: cannibals of length x = 158.1 mm in the piscivorouss population. The distribution is scaled such that the area under the curve
equalss unity.

distributionn of the conspecifics in the stomach of a cannibal of length x, denoted
byy V(x, y) where y refers to victim length,

V(x,y) V(x,y)

T(x,y)w(y)n(y) T(x,y)w(y)n(y)

J^J^TT((xx''zz))ww((zz))nn((zz))

dz

Notee that the distribution is defined as a relative frequency (i.e., area under the
curvee equals unity), and is weighted by victim mass. Fig. 4.4d shows the distributionn of ingested conspecific prey mass over victim length for three types of individuals.. It shows that for the largest cannibals in both population states the bulk of the
ingestedd conspecific prey mass comes from victims that are smaller than 50 mm:
96%% in the stunted state, and 69% in the piscivorous state. Yet in the piscivorous
statee the victim distribution is wider and the peak occurs at a larger victim length
thann in the stunted state. Even cannibals of the same size take larger victims in the
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piscivorouss state than in the stunted state. This reflects that on average cannibals
'spare'' victims until they have reached a larger size in the piscivorous state. Of
coursee this is not the result of a choice of the cannibals but is entirely due to the
differentt population size distributions in the two states. Combined with the higher
victimm density (Fig. 4.4a), this explains the larger ingestion rate from cannibalism
and,, eventually, the larger growth rate of cannibals in the piscivorous state than in
thee stunted state (Fig. 4.4c).

4.4.34.4.3

Costs and benefits of cannibalism

Too quantify the verbal argument of 'sparing' victims by cannibals, we compare
thee costs and benefits of cannibalism for equilibria at the different values of 6 and
PP shown in Fig. 4.3. Diekmann et al. (2002) derive expressions for the costs and
benefitss in case only adult individuals cannibalize juvenile conspecifics. We followw their derivation, adding corrections for the fact that in our model cannibalism
byy juvenile individuals can take place as well. Consider a newborn individual.
Onee effect of cannibalism is that its survival probability is reduced, such that the
survivall probability up to a specific age is always lower in the presence of cannibalism.. Let Sc (a) denote the probability that the newborn individual has escaped
cannibalismm upon reaching age a. Sc(a) can be calculated analogously to eq (4.8)
byy integration of the ODE:
^ = - / i c ( x ( a ) ) 5 c ( o ))
(4.24)
da da
withh initial condition £ c (0) = 1. Note that in this ODE we only take into account
thee cannibalistic mortality fic(x(a)). The costs of cannibalism can be represented
byy the probability that the newborn individual at one or the other time during its
lifee falls victim to a cannibal (and hence does not die of background mortality).
Thesee costs equal
11 - 5 c (oo)
(4.25)
Consideringg a newborn individual the benefits can be represented by the expected
perr capita biomass loss due to cannibalism, which equals the integral

ff

(i(icc(x(a))(x(a)) w(x(a)) S(a) da

Jo Jo

Thee value of this integral, and those following below, can be calculated using the
approachh presented in eq (4.12). This expected biomass loss to cannibalism can
bee expressed in terms of the quantity of food which is required for the production
off a single offspring, that is, in units of
c r ( ll

ccpp =

K)Ca

—=

gram.
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Inn this expression, ca converts the amount of ingested biomass into the amount of
assimilatedd biomass, 1 — n equals the fraction of assimilated energy that an adult
spendss on reproduction and cr represents the conversion efficiency with which offspringg with weight Xxi,3 are produced from the energy allocated to reproduction.
Sincee cannibalism by juvenile individuals occurs as well, not all biomass loss due
too cannibalism is directly converted into new offspring. To correct for juvenile
cannibalismm we calculate the fraction of cannibalistic biomass loss ingested by
juveniless as:
ƒƒ Fc{x{a))S{a)da
CjCj = ^
ƒƒ Fc(x(a)) S{a) da
oo

(4.26)

inn which Fc(x(a)) represents the cannibalistic feeding rate:
c l ))

"

a

l +

H(x)j(x)

(cf.. eq (4.2) and eq (4.3)) and a3 is the age at which the maturity threshold is
reached,, i.e.,
x{ax{a33)) = xf
Takenn together, the benefits of cannibalism in terms of newly produced offspring
equal l
$$ = cp{l-Cj)

fic(x{a))w(x{a))S{a)da
(4.27)
Jo Jo
Wee refer to the difference between the benefits and costs of cannibalism $ — (1 —
SScc{oo)){oo)) as the net benefit. This net benefit measures the balance between the
additionall reproduction and additional mortality due to cannibalism. Fig. 4.5a
depictss the net benefit of cannibalism for equilibria at the different values of Ö
andd j3 shown in Fig. 4.3. First, this figure shows that the net benefit in terms of
additionall reproduction and mortality is always negative. Second, it shows that
thee net benefit sharply decreases from 0 and reaches a minimum for values of /3
aroundd 0.05. Third, for higher values of j3 the net benefit ultimately approaches 0,
butt remains significantly lower if ö — 0. Fourth, if the equilibrium curve is folded,
thee figure clearly shows that in thee piscivorous state the net benefit is close to 0 but
significantlyy higher than in the stunted state.
Obviously,, for ƒ? = 0 both costs and benefits equal 0. As Fig. 4.5c shows, for
loww values of ft up to 80% of all biomass loss due to cannibalism is ingested by
juvenilee individuals. These juvenile individuals do not produce offspring, but use
thee energy for the development of reproductive organs (see section 4.2). In terms
off new offspring the benefits of cannibalism are therefore low, while the costs in
termss of the expected reduction in survival are increasing. Even though the net
benefitt in terms of additional reproduction and mortality is negative, cannibalism
cann be seen as a positive density-dependent mechanism for these values of /3 on
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Figuree 4.5: (a): The net benefit of cannibalism as a function of the cannibalistic
voracityy j3. The net benefit equals the difference between the cannibalistic benefits,, i.e., the expected number of offspring per newborn individual resulting from
cannibalismm and the cannibalistic costs, i.e., probability that an individual during
itss lifetime falls victim to a cannibal (see section 4.4.3). (b): Resource density, (c):
Fractionn of the biomass loss to cannibalism, which is ingested by juvenile individuals,, (d): Probability for a just maturing individual to die of cannibalism during its
adultt life. Thick solid: 8 = 0.1, Dashed: S = 0.05, Thin solid: S = 0.042, Dotted:
66 = 0.04, Dot-dashed: 6 = 0.0.
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thee grounds that a cannibalistic population (i.e., one with (5 > 0) can persist at
lowerr values of alternative resource than a non-cannibalistic population (i.e., one
withh j3 = 0; see Fig. 4.5b). This positive effect apparently operates more strongly
forr larger values of 6 and is entirely due to the indirect benefit of cannibalism
increasingg juvenile (and adult) growth.
Forr larger values of /? the density of alternative resource needed for persistence
off a cannibalistic population is always larger than the resource density required by
itss non-cannibalistic counterpart (Fig. 4.5b). Hence, cannibalism acts as a negative
density-dependentt mechanism. The higher resource densities observed for higher
PP values imply that the net benefit of cannibalism in terms of additional reproductionn and mortality is necessarily negative. This negative net benefit becomes
negligible,, however, with a piscivorous population state for very high values of ƒ?.
Forr these values of j3 adult reproduction on the basis of alternative resource intake
becomess negligible (results not shown). Hence, the model approximates a situationn in which the alternative resource is used for juvenile growth and development
only,, while adults have an use exclusively cannibalistic diet.
Overalll Fig. 4.5a shows that the net benefit of cannibalism is larger if 6 is larger,
thatt is, if cannibals 'spare' victims until they have become more nutritious. Interestingly,, this effect can also occur due to the population size distribution alone, as
iss shown for the cases with bistability. Here, a wider size distribution implies a
largerr net benefit. The occurrence of bistability and the associated fold bifurcationss suggests the presence of a positive feedback mechanism. A likely candidate
forr this mechanism is the fact that the benefits of cannibalizing a large victim are
higherr in the sense that it leads to a higher production of new offspring as well as to
increasedd growth of the cannibals, which in turn means that they will capture even
largerr victims. Since the piscivorous state depends on a high population fecundity,
aa high net benefit may be essential in maintaining this population state. In the
piscivorouss state even adult individuals are increasingly likely to become a victim
off cannibalism (Fig. 4.5d). In comparison with the stunted population state, the
piscivorouss state is also characterized by that a larger fraction of the cannibalistic
intakee is ingested by juvenile individuals (Fig. 4.5c). Hence, cannibalism by both
large,, adult and small, juvenile individuals is increased in the piscivorous state at
thee expense of cannibalism by large juveniles and small adults.

4.4.44.4.4

Comparison with the Escalator Boxcar Train method

Withh the EBT method we have examined dynamics of our model for specific parameterr values (e.g., Fig. 4.6). First of all, the congruence of the two methods
confirmss the validity of the continuation method laid out in this article. Second, it
allowss us to judge the local stability of the equilibria in different parts of the equilibriumm curve. Close to the left fold bifurcation (e.g., (3fo[d = 0.519 in Fig. 4.3d),
equilibriaa on the upper branch are stable whereas equilibria on the lower branch
fromm the fold bifurcation (i.e., intermediate xmax) are not. This behavior is consistentt with the exchange of stability which genetically occurs at fold bifurcations
(Halee and Kocak, 1991).
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Figuree 4.6: Comparison of continuation results with results obtained with numericall simulations with the Escalator Boxcar Train (EBT) method. 5 = 0.03.
Fig.. 4.6 also shows that the piscivorous equilibrium destabilizes at f3 « 0.755
andd that a limit cycle results. The amplitude of the cycle increases with /3 and
thee cycle disappears at j5 ~ 0.875. Beyond this point trajectories started from the
piscivorouss state end up near the stunted state. With other choices of parameters a
similarr pattern was found (results not shown).

4.4.54.4.5

Robustness

Wee tested the robustness of our results by trying many different parameter combinations.. Different values of £, /io, K and xp all gave the same qualitative pattern.
Ann interesting result is that when xv is smaller, the 5-range of bistability is larger
(andd shifted to higher 5).

4.55

Discussion

Itt is well known that cannibalism may induce alternative stable states in structuredd population models (Botsford, 1981; Fisher, 1987; van den Bosch et al., 1988;
Cushing,, 1991). Fisher (1987) has found bistability in a discrete-time model of a
fishh population with size-dependent cannibalism and competition. The ultimate
sizee that individuals reach differs between the two stable states. Interestingly, in
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thee equilibrium with large individuals the population density is low whereas in the
equilibriumm with small individuals the density is high, a result opposite to our results.. The 'stunted' state in his model is maintained by severe intracohort competitionn among young-of-the-year (YOY) individuals, which retards their own growth
att high densities. Cannibalism is restricted to one year old individuals on YOY,
andd increases with the body size of cannibals. In this model, bistability occurs
onlyy if the rate of cannibalism increases sufficiently abruptly with cannibal length
(Fisher,, 1987). This can be understood as follows. A lower YOY density leads
too less competition and hence larger, but fewer, cannibals next year. If the rate
off cannibalism increases sufficiently rapidly with cannibal length, this outweighs
thee effect of the reduced number of cannibals, and the net effect of a lower YOY
densityy is an increased YOY mortality. Thus, a sufficiently strong dependence of
cannibalisticc attack rate on cannibal body size leads to a positive feedback loop
betweenn current and next year YOY density, which can induce bistability.
AA major conceptual difference between the way cannibalism is modeled in
Fisher'ss model and our model concerns the energy gain from cannibalism. Cannibalismm in the model of Fisher (1987) can be considered infanticide (Hausfater and
Hrdy,, 1984) because cannibalism does not provide a direct energy gain. Consequently,, individual growth and fecundity are not directly affected by cannibalism,
onlyy indirectly through competition.
Inn our model the energy gain from cannibalism creates a positive feedback
loopp via fecundity and growth. Basically, a high victim density may result in a
largee intake rate from cannibalism, leading to high fecundity, which in turn leads
too a high victim density. The immediate effect of a large intake rate on instantaneouss fecundity is complemented by an indirect effect via individual growth. A
highh intake results in a high individual growth rate, and hence large body sizes.
Increasedd body size strengthens the feedback loop in two ways which relate to
absolutee and relative body size, respectively. First, with absolute body size the
handlingg time per unit of prey mass decreases and the maximum cannibalistic attackk rate increases (Table 4.2). Consequently, the intake rate generally increases
withh body size. Since fecundity is proportional to the intake rate (eq 4.5), fecundity
alsoo increases with body size. Second, the effect of relative body size is that larger
individualss exploit their victims at a larger size and hence more efficiently. The
nett benefit of cannibalism is higher in the piscivory state than in the stunted state
(Fig.. 4.5), because in the piscivory state cannibals 'spare' victims until they have
becomee bigger. We refer to this effect as the 'Hansel and Gretel' effect because,
too our best knowledge, that tale is the first account of the idea to postpone cannibalismm until the victim has become more nutritious. The Hansel and Gretel effect
addss to the positive feedback loop and is hence one of the mechanisms responsible
forr the observed bistability.
Fisherr (1987)'s model and our model are examples of two different mechanismss that may give rise to bistability in cannibalistic (or infanticidal) populations.
Inn Fisher (1987)'s model the feedback between cannibalistic mortality and competitionn for food plays a crucial role, whereas in our model the energy gain-mediated
feedbackk between victim density, fecundity and growth is essential. Other authors
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havee reported bistability through cannibalism as well (Botsford, 1981; van den
Boschh etal., 1988;Cushing, 1991,1992). The model proposed by Botsford (1981)
incorporatess infanticide and the mechanism of bistability is similar to the one in
thee model of Fisher (1987). The models of van den Bosch et al. (1988) and dishingg (1991, 1992) deal with cannibalism with an energy gain. The positive feedback
betweenn population density and per capita fecundity or survival is the driving force
off bistability in these models. In conclusion, we argue that the different reports of
multiplee equilibria in structured models of cannibalistic populations fall into two
groups,, one that deals with infanticide and one that incorporates the energy gain
fromm cannibalism.
Ourr model belongs to the second group. There are, however two important
differencess with the models of van den Bosch et al. (1988) and Cushing (1991,
1992).. The first and most important is that in our model the size-dependent nature
off cannibalism introduces an additional feedback, by increasing the net benefit of
cannibalismm as the size distribution of cannibals shifts to larger sizes (the Hansel
andd Gretel effect), which has not been identified before. Second, in our model we
didd not find the life boat effect. That is, we found no subcritical bifurcation at the
extinctionn threshold when the carrying capacity was decreased, although we tried
aa wide range of values of the parameters /?, S and /x0- Of course we cannot rule
outt the possibility of the life boat effect for all parameter combinations, but at least
forr values that are relevant for perch and possibly other piscivorous fish it does not
occur. .
Basedd on empirical data (Mittelbach and Persson, 1998; Persson et al., 2000)
wee assume in our model that a cannibal cannot capture con specifics with body
lengthss smaller than a fraction S of its own length. We can compare the results
withh different values of S in the light of the 'Hansel and Gretel' effect. A cannibalisticc population with a higher value of ö consumes on average larger victims,
resultingg in a higher net benefit of cannibalism (Fig. 4.5). If one would start with
aa population in the piscivorous state (e.g., with S = 0.042, f3 — 0.6) and if by
somee process the range of potential victims would be enlarged by decreasing the
lowerr limit of the cannibalism window, then at some critical point (in this case,
SS = 0.033) the piscivorous state would disappear through a fold bifurcation, leavingg the population in the stunted state. This scenario illustrates the crucial role of
postponingg cannibalism for the maintenance of the piscivorous population state.
Ass an example of such a process, removal of submerged vegetation reduces the
opportunityy of YOY to hide from cannibals and may effectively lead to a lower 5.
Alternatively,, individuals with a lower 6 (but otherwise the same) have larger accesss to food; one might expect, therefore, that natural selection favors individuals
withh lower 6, resulting in evolution toward the fold bifurcation.
Inn our discussion we frequently make use of the distinction between cannibalismm and infanticide, based on the presence or absence of an energy gain to
cannibalism,, respectively. From a modeling perspective, ignoring the energy gain
fromm cannibalism can be a welcome simplification, which may explain its frequent
usagee (e.g., Hastings, 1987; Costantino et al., 1997; van den Bosch and Gabriel,
1997;; Briggs et al., 2000). From a biological point of view infanticide may be a
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reasonablee approximation to cannibalism. However, our results indicate that 'infanticide',, in the form of a small or even negligible gain from cannibalism, may
bee the result of population dynamics, rather than a generic aspect of the species
underr study. In our model, if the cannibalistic population is in the 'stunted' state
thee energy gain from cannibalism plays an insignificant role. However, perturbing
thee system may cause the population to reach the piscivorous state, a phenomenon
whichh would have been impossible to predict under the assumption of infanticide.
Thus,, a model that assumes infanticide as a stand-in for cannibalism may miss
somee interesting results.

4.5.14.5.1

Continuation versus simulation

Inn the first part of this article we have described a method for numerical continuationn of a physiologically structured population model with a complex (infinite
dimensional)) interaction environment. In the second part we have shown results
obtainedd with this method. We think our results clearly illustrate how using this
methodd can increase the level of understanding about the dynamics of a populationn model, as compared to studying simulations alone. First, since both stable
andd unstable equilibria can be continued, two fold bifurcations could be localized.
Moreover,, continuation revealed that both fold bifurcations lie on the same equilibriumm curve (although the second fold bifurcation may disappear to infinity).
Second,, Fig. 4.6 suggests that from numerical simulations alone one might
concludee that piscivorous equilibria exist only in a small interval of parameter values,, and do not exist at high values of the cannibalistic voracity (0). Our continuationn study shows, however, that the equilibria do exist but that they are unstable
afterr a limit cycle arises.
Third,, the fact that we study equilibria allowed us to use the conditions for
equilibriumm to interpret observed patterns. We applied this in the explanations of
resultss 1 and 3 (see section 4.4.1). It allowed us to compare biologically meaningfull summary statistics, such as the cannibalistic net benefit, over the entire range
off parameter values. The latter would have been impossible in simulations of our
modell since equilibria are unstable for large portions of parameter space (e.g., Fig.
4.6),, and the interpretation of 'net benefit' in the context of population cycles is a
lott more complicated than in the case of equilibria. In short, the discovery of the
'Hansell and Gretel effect' as an explanation of bistability in cannibalistic populationss has to be attributed to this new method.
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Appendixx 4.A Discretization
Ass mentioned in section 4.3.3, for numerical continuation the function fic(x) is
representedd by its values at the fixed sizes xi, x2,.. , Xk- Here we show how in
principlee from given estimates fic(xi) and /yc(xi) new estimates can be calculated.
Too facilitate the distinction between the size x(a) of the 'focus' individual, whose
lifee history is calculated, and the fixed sizes used in the discretization, we denote
thee fixed sizes by yt rather than Xi.
Duringg the integration of eqs (4.8-4.10), we can calculate the cumulative cannibalisticc mortality rate inflicted on a victim of length y^, denoted by M{{a), as:
éM^a)éM^a) = 0X(afT{x(a)y,)
dada
1 + H(x(a))i{x(a))

=
W

KJ

AA new estimate of (ic{yi) is then given by fic(yiY = Mj(oo). Note that x refers
too cannibal length, and that the function j(x) occurs in the right hand side of this
differentiall equation. The latter means that the current, discretized estimate jc{yi)
iss used in the calculation of the new estimate ^c{yi)' Also, the current estimate
Hc{yi)Hc{yi) is used in this calculation, because it affects S{a).
Inn a similar way the cumulative mass-encounter rate, Gl(a), with a cannibal of
fixedfixed length yi can be calculated as
0yt2T{yl,x{a))
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Notee that x is now victim length. The new estimate of jc(yi) is then given by
lc{yi)'lc{yi)' = Gi(oo). Again, the current estimates 7c(t/t) and jic{yi) have to be used
inn the right hand side of this ODE.
Sincee the functions fic(x) and 7 c (x) are represented at k fixed body lengths,
wee need to solve 2k ODEs simultaneously with eqs (4.8-4.10). Although this
iss possible, it is computationally costly if the number of discretization points
, Xk is large. An alternative method is based on the idea that during
XiXi,, X2,
thee calculation of the life history we can reconstruct the entire population size distributionn (see section 3.1 and below). This allows for the derivation of a discrete
approximationn to the function n(x) while integrating the ODEs eqs (4.8-4.10).
Thee values jc{Vi) and Vc(Vi) of the cannibalistic encounter rate and cannibalistic
mortalityy rate at length yi can subsequently be obtained by substituting for n(x)
itss discrete approximation into eq (4.3) and eq (4.7), respectively. This method is
computationallyy more efficient and was used to obtain the results in section 4.4.
Analogouss to the representation of the size distribution in the EBT method
forr numerical integration (de Roos et al., 1992), the continuous population size
distributionn is approximated by a number (q) of ö-functions: we divide the size
distributionn into q length classes of width A and represent each length class by the
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totall number of individuals it contains, denoted Ni,
Ni=Ni=
n(x) dx
JxJxbb + {i-l)A

for i = 1 . . . q,

(4.A3)

andd by the average length of these individuals, denoted Xlt
X{X{ — — /
x n(x) dx
NiNi Jxb+(i-i)A

for i — 1 . . . q

(4.A4)

Thee calculation of the life history provides us with exact values for Nt and Xz.
Too calculate Ni we integrate the product of survival function and population birth
rate, ,
^=S(a)P^=S(a)P

(4.A5)

withh <T(0) = 0, simultaneously with the integration of eqs (4.8-4.10). The integrationn proceeds in stages over the length intervals from Xb -\- {i — 1)A to x& + iA
andd is stopped exactly at reaching the last value using an ODE integration techniquee with event localization (Hairer et al., 1993). Let a, refer to the age at which
thee length x^ + iA is reached, with i = 1 , . . . ,q and ao = 0. The number of
individualss N{ is then obtained as
TV,, = cr(oi) - o-(oi_i)

for

i = l,...,q

(4.A6)

Forr the calculation of the average length in each size class A\, we keep track of
thee integral of the product of length and survival,
-^=x{a)S(a)-^=x{a)S(a)
da da
withh 7r(0) — 0. Then the average length is given by
(7T(a,)) - 7 T ( f l j _ i ) ) P

Aff =

—

—

(4.A7)

.

for

2 = 1,..., q

(4.A8)

Thee quantities Ni and Xi (i = 1 , . . . , q) represent a discrete approximation to the
size-distributionn of the population. Using this approximation an estimate of jic{y%)
cann be calculated as:

MyO^LL

rTIr

where e
r , = A ( X J ) i ?? + /3X J 2 ^T(A' J ,X fc )AX fc 3 iV fe
fc=l fc=l

100 0
(cf.. de Roos et al., 1992).
Similarly,, an estimate of 7c(*/i) can be obtained as:

(cf.. eq (4.3)). Notice that the function T(y, x) equals 0 for y > ex. Therefore,
whenn the value 7 c (yi) is needed in the integration of the life history ODEs, all the
quantitiess Ni and Xt that are involved in non-zero terms in the summation above
havee been calculated already. Hence, the values ")c{yi) can be obtained from the
sett of values 7Vj and Xi that are previously obtained in the integration and do not
havee to be specified as input variables.

Chapterr 5

Ontogeneticc niche shifts and
evolutionaryy branching
Davidd Claessen and Ulf Dieckmann (2002) Evolutionary Ecology Research 4: 189-217

Abstract t

Theree are numerous examples of size-structured populations where individualss sequentially exploit several niches in the course of their life history. Efficient
exploitationn of such ontogenetic niches generally requires specific morphological
adaptations.. In this article we study the evolutionary implications of the combinationn of an ontogenetic niche shift and environmental feedback. We present a
mechanistic,, size-structured model in which we assume that predators exploit one
nichee while they are small and a second niche when they are big. The niche shift
iss assumed to be irreversible and determined genetically. Environmental feedback
arisess from the impact that predation has on the density of the prey populations.
Ourr results show that initially, the environmental feedback drives evolution towardss a generalist strategy that exploits both niches equally. Subsequently, it dependss on the size-scaling of the foraging rates on the two prey types whether the
generalistt is a continuously stable strategy or an evolutionary branching point. In
thee latter case, divergent selection results in a resource dimorphism, with two specialistt subpopulations. We formulate the conditions for evolutionary branching in
termss of parameters of the size-dependent functional response. We discuss our
resultss in the context of observed resource polymorphisms and adaptive speciation
inn freshwater fish species.
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5.11

Introduction

Inn size-structured populations it is common that individuals exploit several niches
sequentiallyy in the course of their life history (Werner and Gilliam, 1984). The
changee during life history from one niche to another is referred to as an ontogeneticc niche shift. The shift can be abrupt, such as the niche shift associated with
metamorphosiss in animals like tadpoles and insects, or gradual, such as the switch
fromm planktivory to benthivory in many freshwater fish species (Werner, 1988).
Ontogeneticc niche shifts have been interpreted as adaptations to the different
energeticc requirements and physiological limitations of individuals of different
sizes.. The profitability of a given prey type generally changes with consumer body
sizee because body functions such as capture rate, handling time, digestion capacityy and metabolic rates depend on body size. For example, using optimal foraging
theory,, both the inclusion of larger prey types in the diet of larger Eurasian perch
(Perca(Perca fluviatilis) individuals, and the ontogenetic switch from the pelagic to the
benthicc habitat, have been attributed to size-dependent capture rates and handling
timess (Persson and Greenberg, 1990). Determining the optimal size at which an
individuall is predicted to shift from one niche to the next, and how the optimum
dependss on the interactions between competing species, have been at the focus
off ecological research during the last two decades (Mittelbach, 1981; Werner and
Gilliam,, 1984; Persson and Greenberg, 1990; Leonardsson, 1991). Research has
concentratedd on approaches based on optimization at the individual level, assumingg a given state of the environment in terms of food levels and mortality risks.
Ann important result of this research is Gilliam's (i/g rule, which states that (for
juveniles)) the optimal strategy is to shift between niches in such a way that the
ratioo of mortality over individual growth rate is minimized at each size (Werner
andd Gilliam, 1984).
Individual-levell optimization techniques do not take into account populationlevell consequences of the switch size. In particular, the size at which the niche shift
occurss affects the harvesting pressures on the different prey types, and hence their
equilibriumm densities. In an evolutionary context this ecological feedback between
thee strategies of individuals and their environment has to be taken into account. On
thee one hand, the optimal strategy depends on the densities of the resources availablee in the different niches. On the other hand, these resource densities change with
thee ontogenetic strategies and resultant harvesting rates of individuals within the
consumerr population. A framework for the study of evolution in such an ecological
contextt is the theory of adaptive dynamics (Metz et al., 1992, 1996a; Dieckmann
andd Law, 1996; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999; Doebeli and Dieckmann, 2000).
Inn this framework, the course and outcome of evolution are analyzed by deriving
thee fitness of mutants from a model of the ecological interactions between individualss and their environment. An important result from adaptive dynamics theory
iss that if fitness is determined by frequency- and/or density-dependent ecological
interactions,, evolution by small mutational steps can easily give rise to evolutionaryy branching. However, although most species are size-structured (Werner and
Gilliam,, 1984; Persson, 1987), the adaptive dynamics of size-structured popula-
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tionss have received little attention so far. While there are a number of studies of
adaptivee dynamics in age- or stage-structured populations (e.g., Heino et al., 1997;
Diekmannn et al., 1999), only one of these explicitly accounts for effects of the environmentt on individual growth and on population size-structure (Ylikarjula et al.,
1999).. One motivation for the research reported in this paper is therefore to investigatee similarities and differences between evolution in structured and unstructured
populationss subject to frequency- and density-dependent selection. We can even
askk whether population size structure has the potential to drive processes of evolutionaryy branching that would be absent, and thus overlooked, in models lacking
populationn structure.
Inn this paper we investigate a simple size-structured population model that includescludes a single ontogenetic niche shift. The ecological feedback is incorporated
byy explicitly taking resource dynamics into account. We assume that individuals
exploitt one prey type while they are small and another prey type when they are
big.. The ontogenetic niche shift is thought to represent a morphological trade-off:
iff efficient exploitation of either prey type requires specific adaptations, shifting
too the second prey type results in a reduced efficiency on the first prey type. The
sizee at which individuals shift form the first to the second niche is assumed to be
determinedd genetically, and is the evolutionary trait in our analysis. The shift is assumedd to be gradual, and we investigate how evolutionary outcomes are influenced
byy the width of the size interval with a mixed diet.
Ourr study focusses on two specific questions. First, what is the effect of the
ecologicall feedback loop through the environment on the evolution of the ontogeneticc niche shift? The size at which individuals shift to the second niche affects
thee predation rate on both prey types, and hence their abundances. The relation
betweenn strategy and prey abundance is likely to be important for the evolution of
thee ontogenetic niche shift. Second, what is the effect of the scaling with body size
off search and handling rates for the two prey types? The profitability of prey types
forr an individual of a certain size depends on how these vital rates vary with body
size.. There exist data for a number of species on how capture rates and handling
timess depend on body size. Thus, if different evolutionary scenarios can be attributedd to differences in these scaling relations, the results reported here may help
too compare different species and to assess their evolutionary histories in terms of
thee ecological conditions they experience.

5.22 The model
Ass the basis for our analysis we consider a physiologically structured population
modell (PSPM) of a continuously reproducing, size-structured population. We assumee that the structured population feeds on two dynamic prey populations. Our
modell extends the Kooijman-Metz model (Kooijman and Metz, 1984; de Roos
ett al., 1992; de Roos, 1997) in two directions: first, by introducing a second prey
populationn and, second, by the generalization of the allometric functions for search
ratee and handling time that determine the functional response.
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Tablee 5.1: Symbols used in model definition for state variables0 and constant parameters.. For the parameters that are varied between runs of the model, the range
off values or the default value is given in parentheses.
symbol l

value e

unit t

interpretation n

cm m
cm m

i-state:: Length
i-state:: Length at ontogenetic
nichee shift
p-state:: Population size-distribution
.E-state:: Population density of prey
typee 1,2

Variables01 1
XX

uu

_b _b

n(x,u) n(x,u)
F\,F\, F2

m~ 3 3

Constants s
xxb b
0.5 5
XX
0.01 1
ai,, a 2
(1-10) )
QuQ2 QuQ2

kk
hi,hi, hi

PP
KKe e

PP
KK

aa
VV
ri,rri,r2 2

KKUUKK2 2

(1-3) )
(1,1000) )
(10-100) )
(1-3) )
0.65 5
2.5-- 10- 4
0.7 7
1.25-- 10 3
0.1 1
(0.1) )
(0.1) )

cm m
lengthh at birth
gg cm - 3
length-weightt constant
m33 d"1 cm" 9 max.. attack rate scaling constants
(preyy types 1, 2)
-max.. attack rate scaling exponents
-abruptnesss of niche shift
dd g _ 1 cm p
handlingg time constants
-handlingg time scaling exponent
-intakee coefficient
gg d _ 1 mm - 3 metabolicc rate constant
-allocationn coefficient
energyy for one offspring
-backgroundd mortality rate
d"1 1
d"1 1
preyy 1, 2 population growth rate
gm-33
preyy 1, 2 carrying capacity

aa

To avoid excessive notation, we dropped the time argument.
The dimension of n is density (m~3) after integration over i-state space, i.e.
ƒƒ n(x, u) du dx.

bb

Individualss are characterized by two so-called f-state variables (Metz and Diekmann,, 1986): their current length, denoted by x, and the length around which they
switchh from the first to the second prey type, denoted by u (Table 5.1). Individuals
aree assumed to be born with length x^', subsequently, their length changes continuouslyy over time as a function of food intake and metabolic costs. The switch size
uu is constant throughout an individual's life but, in our evolutionary analysis, may
changee from parent to offspring by mutation. In our analysis of the population dynamicnamic equilibrium we assume monomorphic populations, in which all individuals
havee the same trait value u. The per capita mortality rate, denoted \i, is assumed to
constantt and size independent. Possible consequences of relaxing this assumption
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Tablee 5.2: The model: specification of dynamics0. The functions defining the
birthh rate (b), growth rate (g), attack rates (A\, A2) and handling times (Hi, H2)
aree listed in Table 5.3, parameters in Table 5.1.
PDE: :
dndn

dgn

Boundaryy condition:
PPxxmax max

g(xg(xbb,u,Fi,F,u,Fi,F22)n(x)n(xbb,u),u)

=1

b(x,u,Fi,F2)n(x,u)dx

JJ Xh

Preyy dynamics:

LL

——

\ + A1(x,u)H1(x)F,+A2(x,u)H2(x)F2

n( x u dx

-'l

=r2 (K2 - F2,
AA22(x,u)F(x,u)F2 2
11 + Ai (ar, u) Hi (x) Fi + A2 (x, u) H2 (x) F2n(x,u)n(x,u) ax

aa

Note that the time argument has been left out from all variables and functions.

aree addressed in section 5.6.2.

5.2.15.2.1 Feeding
Individualss start their lives feeding on prey 1 but shift (gradually or step-wise)
too prey 2 as they grow. We assume a complementary relation between foraging
efficienciess on the two prey types, which is thought to be caused by a genetically
determinedd morphological change during ontogeny. Fig. 5.1 shows two sigmoidal
curvess as a simple model of such an ontogenetic niche shift. Immediately after
birthh individuals have essentially full efficiency on prey 1 but are very inefficient
onn prey 2. At the switch size x = u, individuals have equal efficiency on both prey
types.. Larger individuals become increasingly more specialized on prey type 2.
Thee ontogenetic niche shift is incorporated into the model by assuming that the
attackk rate on each prey type is the product of an allometric term that increases with
bodyy length, and a 'shift' term that is sigmoidal in body length and that depends
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Efficiencyy on prey 1
Efficiencyy on prey 2

Bodyy length, x

Figuree 5.1: A simple model of an ontogenetic niche shift. Size x = u is referred
too as the "switch size", and is assumed to be a genetic trait, (u — 0.7, k = 30).

onn the switch size u. Using a logistic sigmoidal function for the shift term (Fig.
5.1),, the two attack rate functions become:
AAAA{x,u){x,u)

=

qi
aix

AA22{x,u){x,u)

=

a2x^(l-VV

(5.1)

r
l

-

1 -f- ek(x-u)

-)

(5.2)

I

wheree a^ and a 2 are allometric constants and qi and q2 are allometric exponents.
Thee parameter k tunes the abruptness of the switch; k = oo corresponds to a
discretee step from niche 1 to niche 2 at size x ~ u, whereas a small value of k (e.g.,
kk — 20) describes a more gradual shift. In the latter case there is a considerable
sizee interval over which individuals have a mixed diet.
Iff we let the switch size u increase to infinity, the attack rate on prey type 1
approachess the allometric term for all lengths. Similarly, if we let the switch size
decreasee to minus infinity, the attack rate on prey type 2 approaches the allometric
term.. In the rest of the article we frequently make use of these two limits, denoted
Ai{x), Ai{x),
AA11(x)(x)

=

lim A1(x, u) = aixqi

(5.3)

AA22{x){x)

=

lim A2{x,u)=a2xq2

(5.4)

uj.. — oc

Sincee the functions A^x) correspond to the highest possible attack rates on prey
typee i at body length x, we refer to it as the possible attack rates. Accordingly, the
functionss At(x, u) (eqs 5.1-5.2) are referred to as the actual attack rates.
Thee digestive capacity is assumed to increase with body size and this results in
handlingg times per unit of prey weight decreasing with body size, Hi(x):
Hiix)Hiix)
HH22{x){x)

= hlX-p
= h2x~p

(5.5)
(5.6)
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Whilee we assume that the same allometric exponent — p applies to both prey types,
thesee types may differ in digestibility and the allometric constants h\ and h2 may
thereforee differ. We assume a Holling type II functional response for two prey
species: :
t(t(
F F\^
jj{{x,u,rx,u,ruurr2)2)

A1{x,u)Fl+A2{x,u)F2
^- >

l + Ai{XjU)Hi{x)Fi+MXiU)H2{x)F2

wheree Fi and F2 denote the densities of the two prey populations, respectively.
Extrapolatingg the terminology that we use for attack rates, we refer to the functionn f(x, u, Fi,F2) as the actual intake rate. In the analysis below, we use the term
possiblepossible intake rate to refer to the intake rate of an individual that focusses entirely
onn one of the two niches. It is given by

ƒ.(*,, Fi) =

MX)Fi

(5 g )

withh i = 1 for the first niche and i = 2 for the second one, and where Al{x) is the
possiblee attack rate on prey type i. Note that f\ (x, Fi) and f2{x,F2) are obtained
byy taking the limit of f(x, u, F i , F2) as u approaches oo and — oo, respectively.

5.2.25.2.2

Reproduction and growth

Thee energy intake rate is assumed to equal the functional response multiplied by a
conversionn efficiency e. A fixed fraction 1 —K of the energy intake rate is channeled
too reproduction. Denoting the energy needed for a single offspring by a, the per
capitaa birth rate equals:
b(x,u,Fb(x,u,F11,F,F22)=)=E{1E{1~*~*))
f(x,u,FuF2)
aa
Too restrict the complexity of our model we assume that individuals are born mature
andd that reproduction is clonal. The fraction K of the energy intake rate is used to
coverr metabolism first, and the remainder is used for somatic growth. Assuming
thatt the metabolic rate scales with body volume (proportional to x3), the growth
ratee in body mass becomes:

(5.9)

GGmm(x,u,Fi,F(x,u,Fi,F22)) = eKf(x,u,Fx,F2) - px
wheree p is the metabolic cost per unit of volume. Assuming a weight-length reladw dx
tionn of the form W(x) — Ax3, and usingdxdx
^f = %
4 ^ , we can write the growth
dtdt
dt dw '
ratee in length as:
g(xg(x::u,Fu,FuuFF22)) = ^

{enf(x,u,FuF2)-px3)

(5.10)
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Thee length at which the growth rate becomes zero is referred to as xmax. Individualss with a size beyond xmax have a negative growth rate (but a positive birth
rate).. Since in the analysis below we assume population dynamic equilibrium it
iss ensured that no individual grows beyond the maximum size. Notice that in the
speciall case with p — qx = q2 = 2 the function g becomes linear in x, yielding
thee classic Von Bertalanffy growth model (von Bertalanffy, 1957).

5.2.35.2.3

Prey dynamics

Thee population size distribution is denoted by n(x, u). For the analyses of the deterministicc model below we assume that the (resident) population is monomorphic
inn u. Therefore, we do not have to integrate over switch sizes u but only over sizes
xx to obtain the total population density. The total population density,

-r -r

NNtottot(u)(u) = /

n(x,u)dx

(5.11)

JJ xb
JJ xh

Wee assume that the two prey populations grow according to semi-chemostat
dynamicss and that they do not directly interact with each other. The dynamics of
thee prey populations can then be described by:
11(K(K11-F-F11)-)-

ffXmXm""
JJXbXb
——

(5.12)

A.jx^F,
l + A1(x,u)H1(x)F1+A2(x,u)H2(x)F2

n u ax

^>

=r2(K2-F2)-

ƒƒ

(5.13)

AA22{x,u)F{x,u)F2 2
\\ + Al{x,u)Hl{x)Fl
+
A2(x,u)H2(x)F2 n(x,u)n(x,u) ax

JJ Xh

wheree n , r 2 , Kx and K2 are the maximum growth rates and maximum densitiess of the two prey populations, respectively. The integral term in each equation
representss the predation pressure imposed by the predator population.
Thee PDE formulation of the model is listed in table Table 5.2 and the individual
levell model is summarized in Table 5.3.

5.2.45.2.4

Parameterization

Sincee we intend to study the effect of the size scaling of the functional response
onn the evolution of the ontogenetic niche shift, the parameters
ai,a2,hi,h2,p,q1
andd q2 are not fixed. Depending on whether handling time and search rate are
determinedd by processes related to body length, surface or volume, the allometric
exponentss p, qx and q2 are close to 1, 2 or 3, respectively. The remaining, fixed
parameterss are based on the parameterization of a more detailed model of perch
(Claessenn et al., 2000).
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Tablee 5.3: The model: individual level functions.

Attackk rate on prey 1

A\ (x, u) =

Attackk rate on prey 2

A2(x,u) —

a\xqï \\
a2xq2

[1

Hi(x) —

hix~

Handlingg time prey 2

H2{x) =

h2x~p

rr

f(x, u,FltF2)
J\

i

i-i

=
*/

11 _|_ pk(x — u)

p

Handlingg time prey 1

Functionall response

_|_ f>k(x—u)

, + A , A\{T)
l-\-A\{x,u)

^^2}x;u)

H1(x)

% < ^F

Fi-\-A-2{x ,u) H2{x)

F2

Metabolicc rate
Growthh rate in length

M(x) =
g{x, u, Fx, F2) =

px3
j ^ (nkef{x, u, Fx, F2) - px3)

Birthratee

b{x,u,FuF2)

^

=

^

f{x,u,FuF2)

5.33 Ecological dynamics
Beforee we can study evolution of the ontogenetic niche shift, we have to assess
thee effect of the ontogenetic niche shift on the ecological dynamics. Our model
(Tablee 5.2) is not analytically solvable. Instead, we study its dynamics through a
numericall method for the integration of PSPMs, called the Escalator Boxcar Train
(dee Roos et al., 1992; de Roos, 1997). When restricting attention to a single prey
typee (which is equivalent to assuming u >> xmax) and to the special case p =
qiqi — 2, our model reduces to the Kooijman-Metz model, of which the population
dynamicsdynamics are well documented in the literature (e.g., de Roos et al., 1992; de Roos,
1997).. Numerical studies of the equilibrium behavior of this simplified model
showw that the population dynamics always converge to a stable equilibrium, which
cann be attributed to the absence of a juvenile delay and to the semi-chemostat
(ratherr than, for example, logistic) prey dynamics (cf. de Roos, 1988; de Roos
ett al., 1990). Simulations show that, also with the general functional response
(withh values of p, q\ and q2 between 1 and 3), the equilibrium is stable for all
investigatedd parameter combinations.
Itt is possible to choose parameter values (e.g., small K{ or high hi) for which
thee predator population cannot persist on either prey 1 or prey 2 alone. In the
resultss we present below we use parameter values that allow for persistence on
eitherr prey type separately.

5.3.15.3.1

Ontogenetic niche shift and prey densities

Wee now investigate the ecological effect of the size at the ontogenetic niche shift
onn the equilibrium state of a monomorphic size-structured population and the two
preyy populations. Each specific choice of u and the parameters results in a stable
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Figuree 5.2: The ecological equilibrium of a monomorphic population, as a function
off the length at ontogenetic niche shift (u), characterized by prey densities (upper
panels),, total predator density (middle panels) and maximum length in predator
populationn (lower panels), (a) Parameters: q\ = 1.8,(72 = 2.1, hi = h2 = 100.
(b)) Parameters: qi = 2,q2 = 1, hi = hi — 10. Other parameters (in both cases)
pp — 2, k = 30 and as in Table 5.1.

size-distributionn n(x, u) and equilibrium prey densities Fj and F2. The effect of
thee switch size u on the prey densities F\ and F2, on the total predator population
densityy Ntot(u), and on the the maximum length in the predator population xmax
iss plotted in Fig. 5.2 for two different parameter combinations.
Threee conclusions can readily be drawn from Fig. 5.2. First, prey density Fi
orr F2 is low if the majority of the predator population consumes prey 1 or prey 2,
respectively.. Second, the total number of predators, Ntot{u), reaches a maximum
forr an intermediate switch size u (i.e., when predators exploit both prey). Third,
thee maximum length in the predator population correlates strongly with the density
off the second prey provided that individuals reach the size at which the ontogenetic
nichee occurs (i.e., xmax > u).
Withh very low or very high u, the system reduces to a one-consumer, oneresourcee system. If the switch size is very large (u > xmax, for example u > 2.5
inn Fig. 5.2), individuals never reach a size large enough to start exploiting the
secondd prey. The second prey population is hence at the carrying capacity K2,
whereass the first prey is heavily exploited. Similarly, for a very small switch size
(u(u < Xb, for example u = 0 in Fig. 5.2), even newborns have a low efficiency
onn prey type 1. In this case, prey 1 is near its carrying capacity K\ and prey 1 is
depleted.. The two extreme strategies u > xmax and u < Xb therefore characterize
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specialistss on prey 1 and prey 2, respectively. Although at first sight a strategy
uu < Xb seems biologically meaningless, it can be interpreted as a population that
hass lost the ability to exploit a primary resource which its ancestors used to exploit
inn early life stages. This evolutionary scenario turns up in the results below (section
5.5.7). .
AA striking result evident from Fig. 5.2 is the discontinuous change in maximum
lengthh at high values of u. For u beyond the discontinuity, growth in the first niche
iss insufficient to reach the ontogenetic niche shift, such that the maximum length
iss determined only by the prey density in the first niche. As soon as the switch size
iss reachable in the first niche, the maximum size is determined by the prey density
inn the second niche. Just to the left of the discontinuity, only a few individuals
livee long enough to enter the second niche, and the impact of these individuals on
thee second prey is negligible (F2 « K2). These few survivors thrive well in the
secondd niche and reach giant sizes (Fig. 5.2). This sudden change in asymptotic
sizee corresponds to a fold bifurcation (see also Claessen et al., in press).
Ann important general conclusion from Fig. 5.2 is that there is a strong ecologicall feedback between the niche switch size u and the environment (Fi and F2
equilibriumm densities). Changing u may drastically change prey densities, which
inn turn may change predator population density and individual growth rates. Comparisonn of Fig. 5.2a and b suggests that specific choices for the parameters of the
sizee scaling of the functional response do not affect the general pattern. We have
studiedd many different parameter combinations of a 1, a2, hi, h2, p, q\ and q2, and
alll give the same overall pattern as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

5.44 Pairwise invasibility plots
Thiss section shortly outlines the methodology and terminology that we will use in
ourr study of the evolution of the switch size u. Our evolutionary analysis of the
deterministicc model is based on the assumptions that (i) mutations occur rarely,
(ii)) mutation steps are small, and (iii) successful invasion implies replacement of
thee resident type by the mutant type. The robustness of these assumptions will
bee evaluated in section 5.5.7. Under these assumptions evolution boils down to a
sequencee of trait substitutions. To study this, we consider a monomorphic, resident
populationn with genotype u, and determine the invasion fitness of mutants, whose
strategyy we denote u'. With our model of the ecological interactions (section 5.3)
wee can determine the fitness of a mutant type from the food densities Fi and
F2,F2, as will be shown in section 5.5.1. Since the food densities are set by the
residentt population, the fitness of mutants depends on the strategy of the resident.
Iff the life-time reproduction, i?o» of a mutant exceeds unity, it has a probability of
invadingg and replacing the resident (Metz et al., 1992).
Forr all possible pairs of mutants and residents, the expected success of invasion
byy the mutant into the ecological equilibrium of the resident can be summarized
inn a so-called pairwise invasibility plot (van Tienderen and de Jong, 1986). For
example,, Fig. 5.3a is a pairwise invasibility plot (PIP, hereafter), for residents and
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mutantss in the range of switch sizes from 0 to 3 cm, based on our model (Table 5.2).
Itt shows that if we choose a resident with a very small switch size, say u = 0.1, all
mutantsmutants with a larger trait value (u' > u) have a probability of invading the resident,, whereas mutants with a smaller trait value (u' < u) have a negative invasion
fitnessfitness and hence cannot establish themselves. Thus, the resident is predicted to
bee replaced by a mutant with a larger switch size. Upon establishment this mutant
becomess the new resident, and the PIP can be used to predict the next trait substitution.. Fig. 5.3a shows that as long as the resident type is below u*, only mutants
withh a larger trait value (u' > u) can invade. Thus, if we start with a resident type
beloww u*, the adaptive process results in a stepwise increase of the resident trait
valuee toward u*. A similar reasoning applies to the residents with a trait value
abovee u*. Here, only mutants with a smaller switch size can invade (Fig. 5.3a).
Therefore,, starting from any initial resident type near u*, the adaptive process resultt in convergence of the resident to u*. The strategy u* is hence an evolutionary
attractor. .
Inn a pairwise invasibility plot the borders between areas with positive and negativee invasion fitness correspond to zero fitness contour lines. The diagonal (u' = u)
iss necessarily a contour line because mutants with the same strategy as the resident
havee the same fitness as the resident. Intersections of other contour lines with the
diagonall are referred to as evolutionarily singular points (e.g., u*). Above we used
thee PIP to determine the convergence stability of u*, but we can also use it to determinee the evolutionary stability of singular points. For example, Fig. 5.3a shows
thatt if the resident has strategy u*, all mutant strategies u' ^ u have negative invasionn fitness. A resident with switch size u* is therefore immune to invasion by
neighboringg mutant types, and it is thus an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS). A
singularr point that is both convergence stable and evolutionarily stable is referred
too as a continuously stable strategy (CSS, Eshel, 1983).
Inn general, the dynamic properties of evolutionarily singular points can be determinedd from the slope of the off-diagonal contour line near the singular point
(Metzz et al., 1996a; Dieckmann, 1997; Geritz et al., 1998). In our analysis below,
wee find four different types of singular points. As we showed above, u* in Fig.
5.3aa corresponds to a CSS. In Fig. 5.3b, the singular point u* is again an evolutionaryy attractor. However, once a resident population with strategy u * has established
itself,, mutants on either side of the resident (i.e, both u' > u and u' < u) have
positivee fitness. Since mutants with the same strategy as the resident have zero
invasionn fitness, the singular point u* is located at a fitness minimum. It should be
pointedd out here that, under frequency-dependent selection, evolutionary stability
andd evolutionary convergence (or attainability) are completely independent (Eshel,
1983).. In spite of being a fitness minimum, the strategy u* in Fig. 5.3b is neverthelesss an evolutionary attractor. As will become clear in section 5.5.7, a singular
pointt that is convergence stable but evolutionarily unstable (e.g., u* in Fig. 5.3b)
iss referred to as an evolutionary branching point (EBP, Metz et al., 1996a; Geritz
etal.,, 1997).
Inn Fig. 5.3c the singular point u* is also an evolutionary attractor, but it is
evolutionarilyy neutral; if the resident is u* all mutants have zero invasion fitness.
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residentt type («)

residentt type («)

(c) )

residentt type («)

Figuree 5.3: Sketches of typical pairwise invasibility plots (PIPs) as they are found
forr our model (Table 5.2). Points in dark areas (indicated '+') correspond to pairs
off resident and mutant types for which the mutant can invade the ecological equilibriumm set by the resident. Points in white areas (indicated '-') correspond to pairs
forr which the mutant cannot invade the resident equilibrium. The borders between
thee white and dark areas are the Ro(u',u) = 1 contour lines. The evolutionary
singularr point u* is an evolutionary, global attractor of the monomorphic adaptive
dynamics,, (a) u* is a continuously stable strategy (CSS); (b) u* is an evolutionary
branchingg point (EBP); (c) u* is neutral.
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Figuree 5.4: Sketches of two additional pairwise invasibility plots (PIPs) that are
foundd for our model (Table 5.2). Points in dark areas (indicated '+') correspond to
pairss of resident and mutant types for which the mutant can invade the ecological
equilibriumm set by the resident. Points in white areas (indicated '-') correspond
too pairs for which the mutant cannot invade the resident equilibrium. The borders
betweenn the white and dark areas are the R0(u', u) = 1 contour lines. The singularr point u* is a evolutionary branching point (EBP). The singular point ur is an
evolutionaryy repeller. We find (a) if prey 1 is very hard to digest (high hi) and (b)
iff prey 2 is very hard to digest (high h-2~).

Wee consider it as a degenerate case because even the slightest perturbation results
inn the situation of Fig. 5.3a or Fig. 5.3b.
Thee last type of singular point that we will encounter is illustrated in Fig. 5.4.
Inn these PIPs there are two evolutionarily singular points of which u* is an evolutionaryy branching point. From the sign of the invasion fitness function around the
singularr point uT we can see that if we start with a resident close to the singular
point,, mutants with a strategy even closer to ur cannot invade. Rather, successful
invaderss lie further away from ur. Trait substitutions are hence expected to result
inn evolution away from ur. Singular points such as ur in Fig. 5.4 are convergence
unstablee and are referred to as evolutionary repellers (Metz et al., 1996a).

5.55 Evolutionary dynamics
Inn this section we study the evolution of the size at niche shift (u) within the ecologicall context as established in section 5.3. First, we investigate the deterministic
modell to find evolutionarily singular points and their dynamic properties, using the
methodd outlined in section 5.4. Second, we interpret them in terms of ecological
mechanisms.. Third, we use numerical simulations of a stochastic individual-based
versionn of the same model to check the robustness of the derived predictions.
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Invasion fitness of mutants

Wee first have to determine the fitness of mutants as a function of their own switch
sizee u' and of the the resident's switch size u. With our individual-level model
(sectionn 5.3) we can relate the life time reproduction, Ro, of a mutant to its strategy.. We can use Ro as a measure of invasion fitness, because a monomorphic
residentt population with strategy u can be invaded by mutants with strategy u' if
thee expected life time reproduction of the mutant in the environment set by the
residentresident exceeds unity, that is, if RQ(U', U) > 1 (Mylius and Diekmann, 1995).
Thee environment that a mutant experiences consists of the two prey densities,, which are in equilibrium with the resident population, so we write F\ (u) and
FF22{u).{u). The mutant's length-age relation can be obtained by integration of eq (5.10)
afterr substitution of Fi (it) and F2 (u). Knowing the growth trajectory, the birth rate
ass a function of age can be calculated from eq (5.9). We denote this age-specific
birthh rate by B(a, it', it), where a denotes age. The mutant's lifetime reproduction
RQRQ is then found by integration of this function, weighted by the probability of
survivingg to age a, over its entire life history:
GG

RR00(u',u)=(u',u)=
Jo Jo

e~^a B{a,u',u)da

Duee to the assumption of size-independent mortality, RQ(U', U) is a monotonically
increasingg function of the feeding rate at any size. The reason is straightforward:
ann increased feeding rate implies an increased instantaneous birth rate, as well as
ann increased growth rate. The size-specific birth rate b (eq 5.9) is monotonically
increasingg in x. These three facts imply that an increase of the intake rate at any
sizee increases the life-time reproduction (in a constant environment).
Forr each value of the resident's trait u from the range between the two specialistt trait values (it = 0 . . . 4), we numerically determine the function Ro(u', u)
forr values of u' from the same range. The results of these calculations are summarizedd in pairwise-invasibility plots (section 5.4), which show the contour lines
RQ(U',U)RQ(U',U) = 1 and the sign of Ro(u', it) — 1 (Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4).
Thee results for many different parameter combinations show that there are five
qualitativelyy different pairwise invasibility plots, which are represented in Fig. 5.3
andd Fig. 5.4. All five PIPS have one important feature in common: there iss an intermediatee switch size that is an evolutionary attractor of the monomorphic adaptive
dynamics.. We denote this attractor by u* and refer to it as the generalist strategy.. In Fig. 5.3 it* is a global attractor, whereas in cases Fig. 5.4 there exists an
evolutionaryy repeller as well. Choosing a resident switch size beyond the repeller
leadss to evolution toward a single specialist population, leaving the other niche
(thee first niche in Fig. 5.4a; the second in Fig. 5.4b) unexploited. We first discuss
thee evolutionary attractor u* and return to the evolutionary repellers later in this
section. .

(5.14)
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Figuree 5.5: Comparison of the size-dependent, actual intake rate of the resident
withh the possible intake rates in each niche separately, given the densities of F2
andd F2 as set by the resident. The residents in (a) and (b) correspond to u* in
Fig.. 5.3a and b, respectively. Note that the switch size u and the intersection of
thee two possible intake rates coincide, (a) Possible attack rate is proportional to
bodyy length in the first niche (q\ = 1) and proportional to body surface area in
thee second (q2 = 2); the resident (u* — 0.68) is a CSS. (b) Possible attack rate
iss proportional to body surface are in the first niche (qi = 2) and proportional to
bodyy length in the second (q2 = 1); the resident (u* = 0.683) is an EBP. Other
parameters:: k = 30, p = 2, a\ = a2 — 1, h\ =h2 = 10, and Table 5.1.

5.5.25.5.2

Evolutionary convergence to the generalist u*

Heree we relate the results presented in Fig. 5.3 to the underlying ecological mechanisms.. We can explain the different evolutionary outcomes by considering the life
historyy of individuals in terms of their size-dependent food intake rate (eq 5.7). To
clarifyy the ecological mechanism, we compare the size-dependent food intake rate
off a resident individual with the possible intake rates in each niche separately (eq
(5.8),, Fig. 5.5). Thus, we gain insight in whether the actual intake rate at a certain
sizee is above or below the possible intake rate at that size.
Thee length at which the possible intake rates f\ (x, Fi) and f2(x, F2) (eq 5.8)
intersectt is denoted xe. This particular body length is of special interest, because
onee niche is more 'profitable' to individuals smaller than xe, whereas the other
nichee is more profitable to individuals larger than xe. Here, 'more profitable' is
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definedd as 'providing a higher possible intake rate'. To an individual of length
xx — xe, the two niches are hence equally profitable. Fig. 5.5 illustrates that the
evolutionaryy attractor u* is that particular strategy for which the switch size u
coincidess with the intersection of the possible intake rates, i.e., xe = u.
Dependingg on the size scaling of the two possible intake rates, two generic
casess can be distinguished: (a) the first niche is more profitable than the second
onee to individuals smaller than xe, but less profitable to individuals larger than xe;
andd (b) vice versa. The two cases are illustrated in Fig. 5.5 a and b, respectively.
Inn the rest of this section (including the figures) we refer to these cases as case (a)
andd case (b). For comparison, Fig. 5.2 also shows cases (a) and (b).
Whyy u* is an evolutionary attractor can be understood by considering a perturbationn in the switch size u, that is, by choosing a resident strategy u slightly
smallerr or larger than u*. In this case, the possible intake rates intersect at some
bodyy size xe / u. In Fig. 5.6 (right panels) the resident has a strategy slightly
abovee the generalist strategy (u > u*). Compared to Fig. 5.5 the curves of the
twoo possible intake rates have shifted; f\ downward and f2 upward. The reason is
thatt the prey densities i*\ and F2 depend on the resident strategy u (Fig. 5.2). As
aa consequence, to an individual with length equal to the switch length (x = u) the
secondd niche seems underexploited. We define the 'underexploited' niche as the
nichee that gives an individual of length x = u the highest possible intake rate (eq
5.8).. The other niche is referred to as 'overexploited'.
Noww consider a mutant with a strategy u' in the environment set by a resident
withh u > u*. If the mutant has a smaller switch size than the resident, it switches
too the underexploited niche before the resident does. Its intake rate is therefore
higherr than the resident's intake, and since fitness increases monotonically with
thee intake rate, the mutant can invade. Mutants that switch later than the resident,
however,, spend more time in the overexploited niche, have a lower intake rate and
hencee cannot invade. This shows how natural selection drives the system in the
directionn of the generalist u* when started from a resident with u > u*.
Forr the case u < u* the opposite reasoning applies: a resident that switches
betweenn niches at a relatively small size, underexploits the first niche and overexploitsexploits the second one. The curve describing the possible intake rate in the first
nichee (fi) shifts upward, whereas the curve for the second niche (/ 2 ) shifts downwardd (Fig. 5.6, left panels). Only mutants that switch later (u' > u) profit more
fromm the underexploited niche than the resident, and hence only these mutants can
invade,, such that evolution moves the system toward the generalist u* when started
fromm a resident with u < u*.
Inn summary, if one niche is underexploited, natural selection favors mutants
thatt exploit this niche more. In consequence, only mutants that are closer to the
generalistt strategy u* than the resident can invade. This suggests that u* is an
evolutionaryy attractor. Convergence to u*, however, also depends on the effect of
thee environmental feedback on xe. That is, once an invading strategy has replaced
thee old resident, it gives rise to a new ecological equilibrium. Because xe depends
onn the prey densities F\ and F2, we need to check the relation between resident
switchh size u and the resultant xe.
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Figuree 5.6: Perturbations in the switch size u. For cases (a) and (b) depicted in Fig.
5.5,, a resident was chosen just below the singular point (u < u*) and one resident
justt above it (u > u*). Assuming the ecological equilibrium of these residents,
thee actual and possible intake rates are plotted (legend: see Fig. 5.5). xe marks the
lengthh at which the possible intake rates intersect. Parameters: (a) qi — \,q2 — 2.
(b)) qi = 2,q2 = 1. Other parameters as in Fig. 5.5.

Again,, we have to distinguish between cases (a) and (b) because the slopes of
thee possible intake rates at their intersection are crucial. Fig. 5.6 shows that in case
(a)) the second niche is underexploited if xe < u, and overexploited if xe > u.
Thiss means that evolutionary convergence to u* is guaranteed if all residents with
uu > u* have an intersection point xe < u and all residents with u < u* have an
intersectionn point xe > u. Fig. 5.7a shows that this is indeed the case. In case (b),
thee second niche is underexploited if xe > u, and overexploited if xe < u. For
convergencee to u* the relation between xe and u should hence be opposite to case
(a),, and Fig. 5.7 confirms that this applies. The relations in Fig. 5.7, and hence
convergencee to u*, hold as long as the following condition is fulfilled at u = u*\

dh dh
du du

df2 df2
< < du du

Whilee we cannot proof that this condition is met in general, intensive numerical
investigationss have found no exception for any parameter combinations. We con-
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(b)

Switchh size (w)

Figuree 5.7: The environmental feedback represented by the body length for which
thee two niches are equally profitable (xe) as a function of the resident switch length
(u).(u). (a) and (b) as in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. The switch size for which xe = u
iss referred to as the generalist strategy, denoted u*. In (a) u* = 0.68, in (b)
u*u* = 0.683.
jecturee that the inequality above can be taken for granted if the following, more
elementaryy condition is fulfilled at u = u*:
dF\dF\
dudu

5.5.35.5.3

dF2
du

Evolutionary stability of the generalist u*

Thee pairwise invasibility plots (Fig. 5.3) suggest that the evolutionary attractor
u*u* is either a continuously stable strategy (CSS), an evolutionary branching point
(EBP),, or neutral. Which of these cases applies depends on the size scaling of
thee possible intake rates in the two niches. We show this by considering the two
genericc possibilities in Fig. 5.5, starting with case (a). For a resident that is smaller
thann its switch size, the first niche is more profitable than the second one, that is,
fi(x)fi(x) > h(x) forx<u
(Fig. 5.5a). Consequently, mutants that switch earlier
thann the resident (u' < u), switch to the second niche at a size at which the second
nichee is still less profitable to them than the first niche. They hence have lower
fitnessfitness than the resident. For individuals larger than the resident switch size, the
secondd niche is more profitable than the first one, that is, f2 (x) > fx (x) for x > u.
Thiss implies that mutants that switch later than the resident (u' > u) stay in the
firstfirst niche, although this niche has become less profitable to them than the second
one.. These mutants, too, have lower fitness than the resident. Since mutants on
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bothh sides of the resident strategy cannot invade, the generalist u* is a CSS.
Casee (b) is simply the opposite of the previous case. The first niche is less
profitablee to individuals smaller than the switch size, whereas the second niche
iss less profitable to individuals larger than the switch size. As a consequence,
mutantss that switch earlier (u' < u) switch to the second niche while it still is more
profitablee to them. Mutants that switch later (u' > u) stay in thee first niche when it
becomess more profitable to them. The evolutionary attractor u* thus lies at a fitness
minimumm and, since it is nevertheless convergence stable, it is an evolutionary
branchingg point.
Whichh biological conditions give rise to cases (a) and (b)? In the next two subsectionss we derive conditions for theses cases in terms of our model parameters;
thiss allows for a qualitative comparison between our results and empirical data on
thee size-scaling of functional responses. To better bring our the biological interpretationn of our results and because of the complexity of eq (5.7), we apply two
alternativee simplifying assumptions. In a first scenario, we assume that the handlingg times for the two prey types are the equal (hi — h2). In a second scenario,
wee consider different handling times, but instead assume the same possible attack
ratess in both niches (a\ — a2, qi = (72)-

5.5.45.5.4

Scenario 1: different attack rates

Heree we assume that the only difference between the two niches is the size scaling
off the possible attack rates, whereas handling times are assumed to be the same.
Inn this case we can find an explicit expression for the length xe at which the two
possiblee intake rates intersect. The intersection xe is obtained by substituting h\ =
hh22 = h in the possible intake rates (eq 5.8) and by solving for f\{x) = f2{x)\

Too distinguish between cases (a) and (b) we define a function D(x) which is the
differencee between the possible intake rates in the two niches:
D(x)D(x) = fi(x)-f2(x)

(5.16)

Inn case (a), the first niche is more profitable before the switch, while the second one
iss more profitable after the switch; this requires that the slope of D(x) evaluated at
xx — xe is negative. Case (b) results when the slope of D(x) at size xe is positive.
Thee function D(x) can be written as
D(x]D(x]

WW

=

Q i J i ^ 1 - a2F2x*

l + a1F1x^-P^h + a2F2x^-P^h + alFla2F2x^~2P+^h2

Byy definition, D(xe) — 0, so we only have to consider the sign of D(x) around
xx — xe. Since the denominator of eq (5.17) is always positive, we have to determinee the sign of the numerator only. The numerator is positive for a length x
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betweenn 0 and xe if and only if q\ < q2. Thus we arrive at the conditions:
qiqi < q2
qqxx — q2
QlQl

> q2

CSS
neutral

(5.18)

EBP

Iff the possible attack rate on the first prey type increases faster with body size
thann the possible attack rate on the second prey type (Fig. 5.5a), the evolutionary
attractorr u* is predicted to be an evolutionary branching point (Fig. 5.3b). Otherwise,, the generalist is predicted to be a CSS or to be neutral, and the population to
remainn monomorphic. Note that Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.7 illustrate this first
scenario. .

5.5.55.5.5

Scenario 2: different handling times

Heree we assume that the possible attack rates are the same (i.e., a\ — a2 = a,
qqxx = q2 = g), but that the two prey types differ in digestibility (i.e, hi / h2). The
reasoningg is analogous to that applied to the first scenario. The length at which the
nichess are equally profitable is
F\ — F2
__ _
aFiFaFiF22{hi{hi - h2

(5.19) )

Thee difference between the possible intake rates is:
(( ,
[X)[X)

axq [(h2 - h1)aFlF2x^
+ F1 - F2]
(l+axi-PhiF^il + axi-PhiFi)

Again,, the denominator is always positive so we consider the numerator only. Here
itt is crucial to recognize that D(x) is increasing if
{h{h22-h-hll)aF)aF11FF22xxqq~~pp

(5.21

iss increasing in x. Since xq~p is increasing in x if p < q and decreasing if p > q,
wee arrive at the following conditions for the evolutionary stability of the generalist

pp > q and h\ < h2
pp < q and h\ > h2
pp = q or hi — h2

CSS
CSS
neutral

pp > q and hi > h2
pp < q and hi < h2

EBP
EBP

(5.22)

Interpretationn of these conditions is less obvious than for the first scenario and
requiress consideration of the size-dependent functional response (eq 5.7). If p > q,
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thee maximum intake rate on a pure diet of prey i, Hl(x)~1, increases faster with
bodyy size than the search rate. This means that with increasing body size the
feedingg rate becomes less limited by digestive constraints and more limited by
preyy abundance. This can be clarified by the case of a single prey population,
assumingg a constant prey density F. Dividing the functional response ƒ by the
maximumm intake rate, H{x)~l, we obtain the level of saturation as a function of
bodyy size:

whichh is a decreasing function of x if p > q and an increasing one if p < q. If the
feedingg rate is well below its maximum, the intake rate correlates strongly with the
encounterr rate between predator and prey, and the individual is 'search limited'.
If,, on the other hand, the feeding rate is close to its maximum, the intake rate
correlatess weakly with prey abundance, and individuals are 'handling limited'.
Forr p = q the level of saturation is independent of body size (like, e.g., in the
Kooijman-Metzz model with p — q = 2).
Recalll that for a resident of size x = u* the two prey types are equally profitablee (Fig. 5.5). If the feeding rate becomes more handling limited with body size
(p(p < q), then for individuals larger than u* the prey that is more digestible (smaller
hi)i&hi)i& the more profitable one. If, on the other hand, the feeding rate becomes more
searchh limited with body size, then for larger individuals the more abundant prey
(higherr Fi) is more profitable. Rewriting eq (5.19) gives a relation between the
preyy densities at equilibrium of the resident population with switch size u*:
11 -t- (hi — h2)aFix(,(i

P

whichh implies that the less digestible prey is the more abundant prey:
hihi > h2o

Fi> F2

at u = u*.

(5.25)

Wee first investigate the case hi > h2,p < q, and consider a resident population
withh the singular strategy u — u* and a mutant that switches at a larger size than
thee resident (u' > u). In the size interval between the resident's switch size u and
itss own switch size u', the resident shifts its focus to prey 2 while the mutant is still
focusingg on prey 1. The mutant thus consumes the less digestible prey, while it is
relativelyy handling limited (relative to the size at which the two prey are equally
profitable,, u*). Its intake rate is therefore smaller than the resident's, and hence
alsoo its life-time reproduction. A mutant that switches at a smaller size than the
residentresident (u' < u), consumes the less abundant prey 2 already at a size where it
iss relatively search limited. Also this mutant has a smaller R0 than the resident.
Sincee mutants with u' > u or u' < u both cannot invade, the singular strategy u*
iss a CSS if h\ > h2 and p < q. For hi < h2 and p > q an analogous reasoning
applies. .
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Wee now consider the case h\ > h-2 and p > q, A mutant that switches at
aa larger size continues consuming the more abundant prey 1 while it is relatively
searchh limited, yielding a higher feeding rate and hence a higher fitness than the
resident.. A mutant that switches at a smaller size starts consuming the more digestiblee prey 2 while it is relatively handling limited, also yielding a higher fitness
thann the resident. Thus, mutations in both directions yield a higher fitness than the
resident,, which implies that the singular strategy is a branching point. Again, a
completelyy analogous reasoning applies for hi < h2 andp < q.

5.5.65.5.6

Evolutionary repellers

Underr the assumptions that a\ — a2 = a and qx = q2 = q, we have identified
parameterr configurations leading to two singular points, where one is the generalistt strategy u*, and the other is an evolutionary repeller (Fig. 5.4a, b). A repeller
occurss at a small trait value if p > q and hi is sufficiently high (Fig. 5.4a). By
contrast,, a repeller at a large trait value occurs if p < q and h2 is sufficiently high
(Fig.. 5.4b). In the latter case, if the population starts out with a trait value above
thee repeller, directional selection moves the population away from u* and toward
thee strategy that is a specialist on prey 1. It is interesting to note (and, because
off the asymptotic shape of the sigmoidal functions, Fig. 5.1, also biologically expected)) that the fitness gradient goes asymptotically to zero as the resident switch
sizee becomes larger. Similarly, starting below the repeller in the case with p > q,
thee population evolves to a specialist on prey 2, leaving the first prey unexploited.
Thee existence of the repellers relates to the fact that for severely handling-limited
individualss the less digestible prey type can be less profitable than the more digestiblee prey type even if the former's density is at its carrying capacity and the
latter'ss density is low.

5.5.75.5.7 After branching: dimorphism of switch sizes
Whatt happens after the adaptive dynamics of switch sizes has reached an evolutionaryy branching point, such as u* in Fig. 5.3b? Mutants on either side of u*
cann invade the resident population which may give rise to the establishment of
twoo (slightly more specialized) branches and exclusion of the generalist u* (Metz
ett al., 1996a; Geritz et al., 1997). Whether the branches can coexist depends on
whetherr they can invade into each other's monomorphic equilibrium population.
Thee set of u' and u strategies which can mutually invade is referred to as the set
off protected dimorphisms. This set is found by flipping the pairwise invasibility
plott (Fig. 5.3b) around the diagonal u' — u (corresponding to a role reversal of
thee two considered strategies) and superimposing it on the original (Geritz et al.,
1998):: combination of strategies (w, u') for which the sign of R0(u',u) - 1 before
andd after the flip is positive are protected dimorphisms and can coexist. The set
off protected dimorphisms in the vicinity of the the branching point u* is referred
too as the coexistence cone and its shape has implications for the adaptive dynamicss after branching. Specifically, the width of the cone determines the likelihood
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thatt evolutionary branching occurs and that the two branches persist: branching is
moree likely if the cone is wide. The reason is that mutation-limited evolution can
bee seen as a sequence of trait substitutions, which behaves like a directed random
walkk (Metz et al., 1992; Dieckmann and Law, 1996). Due to the stochastic nature
off this process, there is a probability of hitting the boundary of the coexistence
cone,, which results in the extinction of one of the two branches. The coexistence
conee is the wider the smaller the acute angle between the two contour lines at their
intersectionn point u*. In our model this angle depends on the abruptness of the
ontogeneticc switch. If the shift is more gradual (corresponding to a lower value of
k),k), the angle is smaller, and consequently the coexistence cone wider. Hence, with
aa gradual niche shift, evolutionary branching is more likely to occur than with a
moree discrete switch.
Too test whether our results are robust against relaxing some of the simplifying
assumptionss inherent to the deterministic, monomorphic model consider in this articlee up to now, we investigate a stochastic, individual-based model (IBM) which
correspondss to the deterministic model (Table 5.2 and Table 5.3). In the IBM, the
growthh dynamic of individuals is still deterministic, but birth and death are modeledd as discrete events. An offspring receives the same trait value as its clonal
parentss unless a mutation occurs, which we assume to occur with a fixed probabilityy of F = 0.1 per offspring. The offspring's trait value is then drawn from a
truncatedd normal distribution around the parental trait value. The standard deviationn of the mutation distribution can be varied (we have considered values between
== 0.001 and 0.01). An essential feature of the IBM, and a major difference with
thee deterministic model studied above, is that it naturally allows for polymorphism
too arise.
Convergencee to the predicted singular point u* and the subsequent emergence
off a switch-size dimorphism in simulations of the IBM (e.g., Fig. 5.8) confirm the
robustnesss of the results derived from the deterministic model. In particular, this
showss that the assumption in our deterministic model that the strategy of offspring
iss identical to their parent's strategy is not critical to the results. The stochastic
IBMM has been studied for many different parameter combinations, and branching
occurss only in runs with parameters settings for which this is predicted by the
deterministicc model (cf. conditions (eq 5.18) and (eq 5.22)). Secondary branching,
potentiallyy giving rise to higher degrees of polymorphism, has not been observed.
Thee IBM allows us to study the evolution of the ontogenetic niche shift after
branching.. We will refer to the two emerging branches as A and B and denote
thee average switch sizes in the two branches as UA and UB, respectively, such that
UAUA > UB (Fig- 5.8). The figure illustrates that the branches in the dimorphic populationn evolve toward two specialist strategies, UA approaches the maximum size
Xmax,Xmax, such that virtually all A-individuals consume prey 1 exclusively. The switch
sizee uB approaches the length at birth (xb), such that individuals in branch B consumee prey 2 throughout their entire lives. Prey densities remain approximately
constantt after branching. With constant prey densities the possible intake rates are
constantt as well, and this observation enables us to use Fig. 5.5b to understand the
mechanismm of divergence. Individuals in branch A have a switch size UA > u*.
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Figuree 5.8: A realization of a stochastic, individual based implementation of our
model.. The population started out as a monomorphic specialist in niche 2 with
uu = 0.2 andfirstevolves toward the generalist strategy u* (u* = 0.683 predicted
byy the deterministic model, Fig. 5.5b). This singular point is a branching point.
Afterr branching the two branches (denoted A and B) in the dimorphic population
evolvee toward the two specialist strategies, specializing on prey 1 (branch A) and
preyy 2 (branch B), respectively. Parameters as in Fig. 5.2b (p = 2, qi = 2, q2 =
l,aii = a 2 = l,hi = h2 = 10,k = 30, Table 5.1). Mutation probability = 0.1,
mutationn distribution SD = 0.003. Unit of time axis is fi~l = 10 time units.

Fig.. 5.5b shows that for individuals with a length (x) larger than the switch size
u*,u*, the possible intake rate is higher in the first niche than in the second. Thereforee mutants with a strategy u' > uA profit more from the first niche than A-type
residents,, and can hence invade. Mutants with a strategy u* < u' < UA suffer
fromm their earlier switch to the less profitable niche, and thus do not invade. In
branchh B the situation is similar. For small individuals (x < u*) the second niche
iss more profitable than the first one. Hence, mutants that switch earlier than B-type
residentss can invade the system, whereas mutants with a strategy UB < x' < u*
sufferr from a diminished intake rate. In summary, the whole range of mutant trait
UA) have a lower fitness
valuess in between the two resident types (u' = UB
thann both residents. Only mutants outside this interval can invade, resulting in the
divergencee of branches A and B.
Thee results from the polymorphic, stochastic model were complemented by an
analysiss of an extension of our deterministic model that allows for dimorphism in
thee switch size of the predator population. This model predicts that, after branching,, the two branches continue to diverge from each other at a decelerating rate
(resultss not shown). The analysis also confirms that the prey densities remain approximatelyy constant after branching. Further branching is not predicted by this
model:: in general, in a two-dimensional environment (resulting from the density
off the predator population being regulated trough two prey types at equilibrium)
moree than two branches are not expected (Meszéna and Metz, 1999; Metz et al.,
1996b).. We can therefore conclude that Fig. 5.8 illustrates a typical scenario where
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aa specialist first 'invades' the unexploited niche, then evolves toward the generalist
strategyy u*, whereupon the population branches into two specialists.

5.66

Discussion

Ourr results show that the presence of an ontogenetic niche shift in an organism's
lifee history may give rise to evolutionary branching. The size scaling of foraging
capacityy in the two niches determines whether the predicted outcome of evolution
iss a monomorphic, ontogenetic generalist or a resource polymorphism with two
'morphs'' specializing on one of two niches. A generalist is expected if the possible
intakee rate increases slower with body size in the first niche than in the second one
(casee a, Fig. 5.3a, Fig. 5.5a). By contrast, the evolutionary emergence of two
specialistss is predicted if the possible intake rate increases faster with body size in
thee first niche than in the second one (case b, Fig. 5.3b, Fig. 5.5b).

5.6.15.6.1

Mechanisms of evolutionary branching

Previouss studies of ontogenetic niche shifts have mainly focused on the question
whenwhen to make the transition between niches, given certain environmental conditionss in terms of growth rates and mortality risks in two habitats (Werner and
Gilliam,, 1984; Werner and Hall, 1988; Persson and Greenberg, 1990; Leonardsson,, 1991). With such an approach one is unlikely to predict disruptive selection
becausee the environmental conditions that result in disruptive selection are rather
special.. Previous studies did not include the ecological feedback loop in their
analysis.. They considered the effect of the environment on individual life histories
butt neglected the effect of the size-structured population on the environment. In
thiss study we have shown that, through the effect of the ontogenetic niche shift on
preyy densities, evolution of the size at ontogenetic niche shift converges toward a
generalistt strategy that exploits both niches equally (u*). This result is important
becausee only the environmental conditions associated with u* have the potential to
resultt in disruptive selection and, consequently, in evolutionary branching. Hence,
despitee the fact that the environmental conditions for disruptive selection are rather
special,, it turns out that they are likely to arise because they correspond to an evolutionaryy attractor of the adaptive process.
Regardingg the ecological mechanisms that drive evolution, our results show
aa clear dichotomy between two phases of evolution. As long as a monomorphic
predatorr population consumes one prey type disproportionally, one niche is overexploitedd while the other remains underexploited. Mutants that utilize the unexploitedd prey more thoroughly can invade the system. As the predator's strategy
evolvess toward the generalist strategy u*, the two niches become more and more
equallyy exploited, and the selection gradient becomes weaker. Hence, during the
initial,, monomorphic phase it is the environmental feedback that drives evolution
towardd the generalist strategy u*. This process does not depend qualitatively on
thee size scaling of the functional response in the two niches.
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Inn the second phase, after the population has reached the generalist strategy u*,
thee size scaling of foraging rates determines the evolutionary stability of u* (e.g.,
eqq (5.18)). If u* is a continuously stable strategy (CSS, Fig. 5.3a), the resident populationn remains a monomorphic generalist. By contrast, if u* is an evolutionary
branchingg point (EBP, Fig. 5.3b), the resident population splits into two branches.
Inn each branch more specialized mutants can invade and replace the resident, and
hencee the two branches diverge (Fig. 5.8). Why more specialized mutants can invadee is explained by essentially the same mechanism as why u* is an evolutionary
branchingg point (cf. Fig. 5.5b). Crucial to the mechanism is that, given the ambient
preyy densities, the first niche is less profitable than the second one to individuals
withh a size smaller than u*, and the second niche is less profitable than the first
onee to individuals with a size larger than u*. In other words, individuals with the
strategyy u* are in the least profitable niche at all sizes, whereas strategies that are
differentt from u* spent at least part of their lives in the most profitable niche. It is
importantt to note that the difference in profitability of the two niches results from
thee size scaling of the functional response. Hence in the second phase the drivingg force of evolution relates critically to size structure. However, the ecological
feedbackk and the resultant frequency-dependent selection remain important. If, for
examplee branch A were removed from the lake, branch B would evolve back to u*.
Ass summarized above, we have found an ecological mechanism for evolutionaryy branching that is inherently size dependent. One way to show that size
structuree is essential to evolutionary branching is to show that it cannot occur in
ann analogous, unstructured model. If we just consider the fraction of lifetime
thatt individuals spend in each niche and ignore all other aspects of the population
sizee structure, we can formulate an unstructured analogue of our model. Analysis
off such a model indicates that the environmental feedback drives evolution to a
generalistt strategy, analogous to the strategy u* in the size-structured model (D.
Claessen,, unpublished results). With a linear functional response, or assuming that
onlyy a small fraction of individuals have a mixed diet (i.e., a rapid niche shift), this
singularr point is evolutionarily neutral (appendix 5.A.1). The reason is that in the
ecologicall equilibrium of this strategy the two niches are equally profitable. By
definition,, if the niches are equally profitable it does not matter which fraction of
timee individuals spend in each niche. With a Holling type 2 functional response
thee evolutionary attractor can be either neutral or a CSS. Thus, in the simplest
unstructuredd analogue of our model, evolutionary branching is not possible.
Itt should be noted, however, that evolutionary branching is possible in unstructuredd models of consumer-recourse interactions with multiple resources. It
cann occur if there is a so-called strong trade-off between foraging rates on differentt prey types (Egas, 2002). The essence of a strong trade off is that, given prey
densities,, a generalist has a lower total intake rate and hence lower fitness than
moree specialized strategies (Wilson and Yoshimura, 1994). With a weak trade-off
generalistss have a higher intake rate than more specialized strategies and branchingg is not expected. In the unstructured analogue of our model the time budget
argumentt (i.e., defining the evolutionary trait as merely the fraction of life time
spentt in either niche) does not lead to a strong trade-off. For example, with a lin-
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earr functional response the trade-off is perfectly neutral because the actual food
intakee rate is merely a weighted average of the possible intake rates in the two
niches.. To obtain a strong trade-off additional assumptions have to be made. It has
beenn suggested that trade-offs may result from physiological or behavioral specializationn (Schluter, 1995; Hjelm et al., 2000; Egas, 2002). An example which
iss particularly relevant to this article is the possibility that learning or phenotypic
plasticityy produces a positive correlation between the foraging efficiency in a niche
andd the total total time spent in that niche (e.g., Schluter, 1995). If such a correlationn exists, generalists are at a disadvantage because they have less time to learn or
too adapt to a specific food type. With this additional mechanism, branching may
bee expected even without size structure (appendix 5.A.2).
Thee comparison with unstructured population models suggests that, on a phenomenologicall level, a strong trade-off emerges from our assumptions about the
ontogeneticc niche shift: the generalist u* has a lower fitness than more specialized
strategies.. Our mechanistic modeling approach allows us to identify aspects of
thee underlying biology that are responsible for the strong trade-off. Critical to the
mechanismm of evolutionary branching in our model is the constraint of the order of
nichee use; individuals utilize the first niche before the ontogenetic niche shift, and
thee second one after the niche shift. We assume that the order of niches is fixed
byy morphological development and physiological limitations. Evidence for such
constraintss is, for example, that gape limitation prevents newborn perch to consumee macroinvertebrates, whereas very large perch (longer than ca. 20 cm) are not
ablee to capture zooplankton prey which has been attributed to insufficient visual
acuityy (Bystrom and Garcia-Berthou, 1999). Without the fixed order of niches, an
individuall would optimize its performance by always being in the niche that gives
thee highest possible intake rate, switching at the intersection point. As an example,
considerr a resident as depicted in Fig. 5.5b (i.e, an EBP) and a mutant that reverses
thee order of the ontogenetic niches, but still switches at length u. In this situation
thee mutant can invade because its intake rate is higher than the resident's intake rate
att all sizes. When this mutant reaches fixation, we effectively obtain the situation
ass depicted in Fig. 5.5a. With this new order of ontogenetic niches, evolutionary
branchingg is not expected. If the order of niches is also an evolutionary trait, as
welll as the switch size u, it seems likely that the only possible evolutionary outcomee is a monomorphic generalist (cf. the CSS in Fig. 5.5a). Thus, the constraint
off the order of niches appears to be an essential element of our hypothesis that an
ontogeneticc niche shift can result in evolutionary branching.

5.6.25.6.2

Assumptions revisited

AA number of assumptions in our model are not very realistic, and relaxing these
mayy have important consequences for the predictions made. First of all, we assumee that reproduction is clonal, which for all fish systems is unrealistic. In a
randomlyy mating sexual population, the continual creation of hybrids may prevent
evolutionaryy branching to occur. Yet, the study by Dieckmann and Doebeli (1999)
showss that evolution itself may solve this problem, since once the population has
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evolvedd to the evolutionary branching point, natural selection favors assortative
matingg (see also Geritz and Kisdi, 2000). Even if assortative mating is based on a
characterr other than the ecological trait that has converged to the branching point,
afterr a correlation between the ecological trait and the separate mating trait has
beenn established, the population branches after all. Thus, we expect our results
too be robust to the introduction of sexual reproduction in systems where assortativee mating may arise. An example of the development of a correlation between
ecologicall type and mating type (based on coloration) is the Midas cichlid (Cichlasomachlasoma citrinellum) (Meyer, 1990). Interestingly, the resource polymorphism
inn this species is associated with an ontogenetic niche shift. Wilson et al. (2000)
arguee that sexual selection through color-based assortative mating is the primary
reasonn for the polymorphism in this species. However, the appearance of colorbasedd assortative mating can also be a consequence of disruptive selection caused
byy ecological mechanisms such as described in this article. Such ecological differentiationn might in fact be essential to ensure the sustained coexistence of color
morphs. .
Second,, we have assumed that individuals are born mature, which obviously
iss not the case in fish species. The presence of a juvenile period in size-structured
populationss can result in population cycles (Gurney et al., 1980; Gurney and Nisbet,, 1985; Persson et al., 1998). The effect of non-equilibrium dynamics on evolutionn in our model remains to be investigated. A preliminary analysis shows that
aa sufficiently large maturation size-threshold (> 10.5 cm) induces generation cycles.. Less expected, however, is the result that for smaller values of the maturation
size-thresholdd the juvenile delay introduces bistability through a cusp bifurcation
(appendixx 5.B). Interestingly, the bistability gives rise to evolutionary cycling, in
whichh the system never reaches the evolutionary singular point. Thus, a juvenile
delayy may drastically change the evolutionary outcome. These issues provide interestingg questions for future research. It is encouraging, however, that with a sufficientlyficiently small value of the maturation size-threshold (< 2 cm) our results remain
unaffected,, which shows that they are robust to incorporating a juvenile delay, at
leastt as long as this does not give rise to population cycles or bistability.
Third,, a basic assumption in our analysis is a niche- and size-independent mortalityy rate. Previous work on ontogenetic niche shifts (e.g., Werner and Hall, 1988)
hass often considered habitat choice within a trade-off between habitat-specific
growthh rates and mortality risks. Moreover, there is good evidence that in many
fishfish populations mortality is inherently size-dependent, even if we disregard the effectt of habitat. Important causes of such size-dependence are overwintering mortalityy and size-dependent vulnerability to predation (Sogard, 1997). It is easy to
incorporatee niche- or size-dependent mortality into our model, but adding such realismm comes at the cost of a clear interpretation. Preliminary analysis of a model
thatt includes niche-dependent mortality show that the same types of predictions
aree possible regarding the evolutionary outcomes (results not shown). However,
thee conditions and mechanisms underlying these predictions (cf. eq (5.18) and eq
(5.22))) are much less transparent. Instead of comparing possible intake rates at the
switchh size, as we did in this article, one must then compare the contributions to
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fitnessfitness over entire size intervals. Thus, for systems in which differences in nichedependentt mortality are large, the conditions eq (5.18) and eq (5.22) should be
regardedd as approximations.
Forr the issue of size-dependent mortality it is useful to distinguish between
twoo general scenarios; depending on whether mortality rate (i) decreases or (ii)
increasess with body size. We argue that size-dependent mortality is likely to lead
too qualitatively different results in scenario (ii) only. Underlying the results we
foundd is that fitness increases with the food intake rate at any given size in our
model.. The validity of this assumption may break down if mortality rate increases
withh body size, since an increased food intake rate then eventually leads to a higher
mortalityy rate. In scenario (i) this assumption is not violated since a higher growth
ratee improves future survival. Although the risk of predation is not necessarily
aa monotonie function of prey body size (Lundvall et al., 1999), a general pattern
inn teleost fishes is that mortality decreases with body size (Sogard, 1997). We
thereforee argue that incorporating a realistic size-dependent mortality rate will not
alterr our results qualitatively.

5.6.35.6.3

The scope for empirical testing

Withh experimental data on size scaling of foraging rates we can make predictions
aboutt whether or not evolutionary branching should be expected. For a number of
reasonss freshwater fish populations are interesting test cases for the ideas developedd in this article. The life history of freshwater fish species is often characterized
byy one or more ontogenetic niche shifts (Werner and Gilliam, 1984). Resource
polymorphismss in several lake fish species have been suggested to represent early
stagess of speciation (Meyer, 1990; Smith and Skülason, 1996). A majority of resourcee polymorphisms in lake-dwelling fish species involves a benthic morph and
aa pelagic morph (Robinson and Wilson, 1994). In Arctic char {Salvelinus alpinus)
(Snorrasonn et al., 1994; Smith and Skülason, 1996) and sticklebacks {Gasterosteus
aculeatus)aculeatus) (Schluter, 1996; Rundle et al., 2000) empirical evidence suggests that
evolutionaryy branching, giving rise to a benthic morph and a pelagic morph, has
occurredd several times independently.
Unfortunatelyy the number of species for which sufficient data on size scalingg of foraging rates is available is still limited at present. Most detailed data
existt for Eurasian perch (Byström and Garcia-Berthou, 1999; Wahlström et al.,
2000),, roach (Rutilus rutitus) (Hjelm et al., 2000) and bluegill sunfish (Lepomis
macrochirus)macrochirus) (Mittelbach, 1981). For perch and roach the handling times can be
assumedd to be independent of prey type (Claessen et al., 2000), such that scenarioo 1 (section 5.5.4) applies. Before the ontogenetic niche shift, perch and roach
feedd on zooplankton in the pelagic habitat and after the shift on macroinvertebrates
inn the littoral zone. For small individuals of both species, the attack rate on zooplanktonn scales approximately with body surface area, i.e., q\ & 2. For larger
individuals,, the attack rate on macroinvertebrates scales roughly with length in
perchh (i.e, qi « 1, Persson and Greenberg (1990)) and is nearly constant in roach
(i.e.,, <?2 ~ 0.05, J. Hjelm, pers. com.). Bluegill sunfish switch from the littoral
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vegetationn zone to the pelagic habitat at a length between 50 and 90 mm (Werner
andd Hall, 1988). In the former habitat they feed on macroinvertebrates and in the
latterr on zooplankton. Using data on the size scaling of encounter rates with prey
fromm Mittelbach (1981), we arrive at estimates of qi « 0 . 5 and q2 ~ 2 for bluegill.
Thiss short inquiry of available data shows that there is at least the possibility
off testing the results of our evolutionary analysis with empirical data. Although
itt is tempting to compare these data with conditions eq (5.18), we have to stress
thatt in spite of our model's complexity, it is still rather strategic. Rather than designedd for a specific ecological system, it is designed to test the effect of a specific
mechanism.. In order to keep it tractable, we have based our model on a number of
simplifyingg assumptions in our model such as the absence of sexual reproduction,
thee absence of a juvenile delay and population dynamic equilibrium. We believe
thatt a thorough empirical test of our model predictions would require either (a) an
extensionn of our model, tailored specifically for a particular experimental set-up,
orr (b) data on a larger number of species than presently available, which would
permitt the emergence of general patterns.
Concerningg point (a), obvious extensions of our model include sexual reproduction,, size-dependent mortality and a juvenile period (see section 5.6.2). For
example,, this will have to show whether it matters that individuals mature beforee or after the ontogenetic niches shift. With regard to point (b), it should be
notedd that comparison of our conditions (eq (5.18) and eq (5.22)) with empirical
dataa ideally requires estimates of the possible intake rates. The size scalings of
actuall attack rates as presented above must be interpreted as fairly crude approximations,, since they are confounded by the effect of the ontogenetic niche shift of
thee species. In Eurasian perch, for example, the relation between the attack rate
onn zooplankton and perch body size is dome shaped. In our interpretation (and in
ourr model; see eq (5.1)), the attack rate on zooplankton declines at large body size
becausee of morphological adaptation to an ontogenetic niche shift to benthivory
(Hjelmm et al., 2000). One will have to make assumptions to filter out the effect of
thee ontogenetic niche shift on the actual attack rate function to arrive at an estimate
off the possible attack rate function. Yet, in the case of a species pair which has
divergedd into specialists, the actual intake rate of a specialist in its preferred niche
cann be assumed to be a fair approximation of the possible intake rate. Candidate
systemss include Arctic char (Jonsson and Jonsson, 2001), sticklebacks (Schluter,
1996)) and cichlids (Meyer, 1990; Schliewen et al., 1994). Measurements of the
sizee scaling of foraging rates in such systems would provide material for a critical
testt of our hypothesis.
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Appendixx 5.A Some models without size-structure
(Note:: none of the appendices appear in Claessen and Dieckmann (2002)).

5.A.15.A.1

The unstructured

analogue

Inn this appendix we show that in the simplest unstructured analogue of the model
inn section 5.2 evolutionary branching does not occur. Assume that consumers
spendd a fraction u e (0,1) of their lifetime in the first niche, and the other fraction
(11 — u) in the second niche. If the ontogenetic niche shift occurs rapidly then few
individualss have a mixed diet; we simply assume that u N individuals are in the
firstfirst niche, consuming prey 1 exclusively, and (l — u)N individuals in the second,
wheree iV is total abundance. Consumers are assumed to have a size-independent
Hollingg type type 2 functional response on each prey type i, with attack rate a^ and
handlingg time hi. Thus, the functional responses of individuals before and after
thee niche shift are, respectively,
a2F2

aiFiaiFi
and d
1+dihiFi1+dihiFi

l + a2h2F2

Appartt from the lack of size dependence we use the same assumptions as in sectionn 5.2; a constant background mortality rate \x and semi-chemostat resource dynamics.. The dynamics of the consumer-resource system is then described by the
followingg system of ODEs:
dN dN
==
dt dt
dF\ dF\
==
dt dt
dFdF2 2
==
dt dt

oii Fi
a2F2
-V)N -V)N
+ v 1 — u)
(ke uu
'l + a2h2F2
__ 1 + a i / i i F i
r1(K1-F1)-—^-=ruN
11 + ai fti b\

(5.A1) )

r2(R

''-V-IZIFS-** ''-V-IZIFS-**

Wee restrict our analysis to the cases in which the consumer can persist on each
preyy type separately (i.e., u — 0 or u = 1 gives a positive consumer equilibrium
density).. Numerical stability analysis of this system (with the software package
Content)) shows that the equilibrium of eq (5.A1) is always stable. As in section
5.3,, we denote the equilibrium prey densities set by a monomorphic resident strategyy u by Fi (u) and F2{u). In this environment the fitness of mutants with strategy
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u',u', denoted by W(u', u), equals the mutant's per capita population growth rate,
W{u',u)W{u',u)

Qi^iH
=tt ke
'' l + a i / i i F x ^ )

+(1_
l

M Q2 F2(u)
}
\+a2h2F2{u)\

j
^

Thiss expression shows that, for a given resident u, the fitness W of mutants increasess or decreases linearly with their strategy u'. It is hence impossible to have a
locall fitness minimum or maxmimum, which, respectively, excludes the possibility
off finding an evolutionary branching point (EBP), or a continuously stable strategy
(CSS)) with 0 < u < 1. Rather, it implies that an evolutionary singular point (that
is,, a u for which ^ — 0) coincides with an equal fitness of all possible strategies.
Numericall exploration of the evolutionary dynamics of this system for variouss values of the parameters a\, a2, h\ and h2 show that there are three possible
evolutionaryy outcomes, (i) For all residents u, the fitness function W(u', u) is increasingg in u'. Because u cannot be larger than unity, u = 1 is a continuousy stable
strategyy (CSS), (ii) Inversely, for all residents u, the fitness function W(u',u) is
decreasingg in u', and u = 0 is a CSS. (iii) The slope of the fitness function changes
signn for an intermediate resident strategy u. Because W(u', u) is linear in u', all
mutantt strategies have equal fitness simultaneously. The evolutionary stability of
thee singular point is therefore neutral, i.e., its is neither a CSS nor an evolutionary
branchingg point (cf. Fig. 5.3c).
Inn summary, the above analysis of the unstructured analogue of the model in
sectionn 5.2 shows that without size structure, evolutionary branching is not found.
Notee that this conclusion can be reached by studying the shape of the fitness functionn alone, without explicitly studying the environmental feedback.

5.A.25.A.2

Time splitting, phenotypic plasticity or learning

Inn this appendix we show that evolutionary branching is possible without size
structure,, if additional assumption are made which introduce a strong trade-off.
Too make this point, we study a very simple possible model, assuming a linear
functionall response, semi-chemostat resource dynamics and constant background
mortality.. We assume a fraction u of the consumer population consumes the first
resourcee and a fraction 1 — u the second (cf. appendix 5.A.1). The ecological
dynamicsdynamics are then given by

dt dt
dFi dFi
~dt ~dt
dFdF2 2
dt dt

(u(u Ax (u) Fi + (1 - u) A2{u)
riCftTii

F2-n)N

-F1)-Ai{u)FluN

rr22{K{K22-F-F22)-A)-A22(u)F(u)F22(l-u)N (l-u)N

wheree Ai(u) is the attack rate in niche i. We introduce a trade-off based on the followingg idea: if individuals spend more time in one particular niche, they become
moree efficient in that niche. This can be interpreted as learning, phenotypic plas-
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Figuree 5.9: (a) Example of the attack rate functions (eqs 5.A2-5.A3) with a\ =
l,a,2l,a,2 — 2,&i = 1,^2 = —1): a linear relation between efficiency in the two niches,
(b)) Multiplying the attack rate in each niche (Ai(u) or A2(u)) with the fraction
timee spend in that niche (u or 1 - u) gives the actual search effort in that niche.
Thiss produces a non-linear trade-off if &i/(ai + b\) ^ 62/02-

ticityy or simply genetically determined adaptations such as morphological ones.
Wee model the dependence of "efficiency" on the fraction of time in each niche by
lettingg the attack rates depend linearly on u:
A\(u)A\(u) = CL\ + b\U
AA22(u)(u) = a2 + b2u

(5.A2) )
(5.A3) )

AA typical case of a "trade-off" is obtained with b\ positive and b2 negative, as
illustratedd in Fig. 5.9.
Assumee a monomorphic resident population with strategy u, and consider mutantss with strategy u'. In population dynamic equilibrium, the fitness W(u', u) of
individualss equals the per capita population growth rate:
W{u',u)W{u',u)

= u' Ai(u') Fi(u) + (1 - u') A2{u') F2{u)

(5.A4) )

wheree the notations F\ (u) and Fj (u) emphasise that the resource densities depend
onn the resident strategy. Substituting eqs (5.A2-5A3) we can derive the slope of
thee fitness function with respect to u',
dW(u',u) dW(u',u)
== Fi(u)(ai + 26i«') - F2(u)(a2 - b2 + 2b2u'))
du' du'
whichh is linear in u' so, in general, there will be one mutant strategy u' for which
thiss derivative is zero. This particular mutant, denoted ü corresponds to a fitness
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maximumm or minimum and is given by
,, _ 02^2(M) ~ a>iFi{u) + b2F2(u)
~~
2(b1F1(u) + b2F2(u))

UU

P A:,j

-

Mutantt strategy ü corresponds to a fitness maximum (minimum) if the second
derivativee of W with respect to the mutant strategy is negative (positive). The
secondd derivative is given by
dd22W(u'W(u'
u)
}
= 2b1F1(u) - 2b2F2{u)
a VV
ou' ou'

(5.A6)

whichh is independent of u'. Rearranging (eq 5.A5) gives a relation between the
resourcee densities:
T? ( \a2 ~b2 + 2b2u
r-^ ii =F2(u)
,
(5.A7)
lb\ulb\u + a-i
Substitutingg F\ (eq 5.A7) into eq (5.A6) shows that the second derivative is negativee and hence that ü corresponds to a fitness maximum if
b\b\
b2
<<
~
(5.A8)
aii + fc»i a2
whereass to a fitness minimum if
blbl
> *
«11 + frl 0-2

(5.A9)

Becausee the resource densities i*\ and F2 do not occur in the conditions (eq 5.A8)
andd (eq 5.A9), this analysis shows that whether ü corresponds to a fitness maximumm or minumum does not depend on the resident strategy u. That is, given
parameterss values, the fitness of mutants has either a maximum for all residents
u,u, or a minimum for all residents (altough for some u the maximum or minimum
mayy be outside the interval (0,1)).
Thee above analysis shows that, apart from the trivial scenarios where u = 0
orr u = 1 is a CSS, we can have evolutionary branching caused by 'learning' (eqs
5.A2-5.A3)) only if condition (eq 5.A9) is met. Similarly, we can have a CSS
generalistt strategy with a non-trivial strategy (0 < u* < 1) only if condition (eq
5.A8)) is met.
Generalisation:: convex or convave trade-off
Obviuously,, the functions ^4i(u) and A2(u) are very specific choices. However,
followingg Levins (1968) we can break down the fitness function of mutants (eq
5.A4)) into two 'fitness components', such that W{u') = w\{u') + w2(u') + c.
Inn our case, the components are u'Ai{u')Fi and (1 — u')A2{u')F2, respectively.
Thee necessary condition for evolutionary branching ( f ^ r > 0) is equivalent to
thee requirement that a plot of w\(u') versus w2(u) is concave, corresponding to
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Figuree 5.10: Top panels: attack rate in the first niche (solid) and second niche
(dashed).. Middle panels: trade-off set in terms of search effort in each niche (eq
5.A10).. Lower panels: resulting pairwise invasibility plots, (a) a\ = 1, 02 = 1.5,
bibi = 62 = 0 (no learning), (b) a,\ = 1, a2 = 1.5, bx = 1, 62 = " 1 (classical,
strongg trade-off), (c) a,\ = 1, a2 = 1-5, &i = 1, 62 — 0 ( n o response in second
niche),, (d) a\ = 1, a2 = 1.5, 61 = 1, 62 = 0.75 (correlated response. Note that
b\/{aib\/{ai + bi) = 62/02)- (e) ai = 1, a 2 = 0.5, b\ = 1, b2 = 2 (extreme correlated
response). .

aa so-called strong trade-off (Egas, 2002). For our special case, we show that the
trade-offf is strong if and only if condition (eq 5.A9) is met.
Thee per capita 'search effort' in each niche equals the product of the attack
ratee and the amount of time spent in that niche. For the frst and second niches we
denotee the the search effort by x\ and x2, respectively:
x\x\

=

(ai+biu)u

(5.A10)

xx22

=

(o2 + b2u) (1 - u)

(5.A11)

AA plot of x\ versus x2 for all values of u (e.g., Fig. 5.9b) can be regarded as a tradeofff set in terms of search effort. We can reformulate the trade-off by eliminating u
andd rewriting y as a function of x:
(ai(ai + 2bi + V a i 2 +4&ixi) (0162 - 2a26i - 6 2 v / ai 2 +4&iXi)
X2X2

=

4&! 2 2
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Thee second derivative with respect to x of this function is
&V_&V_ = 2 ( a 2 6 1 - b i f e 2 - a i f e 2 )
dxidxi22
(af+46ixi)2

(5 A 1 2 )

Thee condition for (eq 5.A12) to be positive and hence for the trade-off to be concavee (as in Fig. 5.9b) is
- ^ -<2ll + &i

>

(5.A13)
Ü2

Inn conclusion, the evolutionary singular point is a CSS if the trade-off is convex
('weak'' trade-off), or an EBP if it is concave ('strong' trade-off).
Inn order to predict the actual evolutionary outcome we have to consider the environmentall feedback (i.e., how F\ and F2 depend on the resident strategy u). Fig.
5.100 shows five examples of pairwise invasibility plots that result from different
assumptionss about the effect of learning. It illustrates the results obtained above.

Appendixx 5.B

Juvenile delay and evolutionary cycling

(Note:: none of the appendices appear in Claessen and Dieckmann (2002)).

5.B.15.B.1

Results

Inn this appendix, the model described in section 5.2 is extended to include a juvenilee delay. The juvenile delay is incorporated by assuming that fecundity is zero
forr all sizes smaller than the maturation size Xf:
b[x,u,Fb[x,u,F11,F,F22))
100

= <n

tU

.

otherwise

Forr comparison, see eq (5.9). The model is analysed with a continuation method
basedd on Diekmann et al. (2001) and Kirkilionis et al. (2001). The general idea of
thee method is discussed in Chapter 4, and will not be explained here. In order to
applyy the continuation method, we need to define the input variables I and output
variabless O of the life history map (eq 4.1). Details on the calculation can be found
inn appendix 5.B.2. Here we only describe the results.
Fig.. 5.11 shows the ecological equilibrium for different values of the maturationn size Xf, as well as the location of the evolutionary equilibrium in each case.
Thee figure shows that a juvenile delay (in combination with an ontogenetic niche
shift)) can induce bistability; with Xf = 3, 7 and 10 cm there is a small interval of u
forr which there are two ecological attractors. Although this is a narrow interval, for
aa wide interval of Xf the evolutionary equilibrium is on the unstable equilibrium
curvee in between the two fold bifurcations. This is confirmed by Fig. 5.12a which
showss the locations of the two fold bifurcations in the u/xf -parameter space. In
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Fig.. 5.12b the relation between xj and the evolutionary equilibrium ueq is superimposedd on this figure. It shows that ueq is on the unstable equilibrium curve in
betweenn the cusp at xj « 2 cm and Xf w 8.5 cm.
Thee evolutionary and ecological consequences of this are illustrated in Fig.
5.13.. The top panel shows the course of evolution of the switch length u for
xtxt — 3 cm. At t = 0 the population is on the lower branch in Fig. 5.11 (high
preyy 1 density, low prey 2 density, Fig. 5.13). The figure shows that the direction
off evolution is toward higher u; i.e., towards the fold bifurcation. At t « 1.3 10 5
theree is a catastrophic jump to the other ecological attractor (low prey 1, high prey
2).. On the other ecological attractor, the direction of evolution is toward smaller
valuess of u; and hence towards the fold bifurcation. The time series shows that over
evolutionaryy time the population jumps back and forth between two ecological
attractorss in a hysteresis loop, a phenomenon referred to as 'evolutionary cycling'.
Interestingly,, the evolutionary equilibrium ueq is never reached. Consequently,
evolutionaryy branching is impossible in case ueq is on the unstable equilibrium
curvee between two fold bifurcations.

5.B.25.B.2 Definition of a life history map for continuation
Thee environment of consumers can be characterised by the densities of the two
preyy populations, Fi and F 2 . In order to characterise the environment of the prey,
thee density of consumers and their life history have be known. Since in equilibriumm the life history is completely determined by the two resource densities, it is

140 0
sufficientt to define the input variables as

hh =
hh =
hh =

Fi Fi

FF2 2
BB

(5.B2) )
(5.B3) )
(5.B4) )

(cf.. eqs (4.14-4.15)). The output variables are the conditions for equilibrium:

O3O3

=

r2{K2 - F2) - 02{oo)B

(5.B5) )
(5.B6) )
(5.B7) )

wheree 9t(oo) is a single consumer's life time consumption of prey i (cf. eq (4.13)
andd eqs (4.16-4.17)).
Givenn an input vector I, the life history of the resident and the values of RQ,
9\9\ and 92 are calculated as:
dRp dRp
==
e-^b(x,u,F,,F2]
da da
dx dx
---- g(x,u,Fi,F2)
da da
dOi dOi
AAxx(x,u)Fi (x,u)Fi
da da
11 + A1{x,u)Hl(x)F1
+ A2(x, u)H2{x)F2
d(h d(h
AA22{x,u)F{x,u)F2 2
== e
kk da
ll + Al(x1u)Hl{x)F1
+
A2{x,u)H2{x)F2
withh b(x, u, Fi, F2) as defined in eq (5.B1).
Forr a fixed value of xj, one-parameter continuation of equilibria can be done
and O = (Oi,02,Ö3)T
withh u as a free parameter, using I — (IUI2,I3)T
as
inputt and output variables, respectively (Fig. 5.11). With the same method, the
foldd bifurcations found in Fig. 5.11 can be traced with two free parameters (Fig.
5.12a). .

Continuationn of the evolutionary equilibrium Next, we want to study evolutionaryy dynamics of the switch size u. We denote the resident's trait value u and
mutants'' trait value u'. In order to continue the evolutionary equilibrium, the input
off the life history map is extended with the evolutionary trait,
II A =

U

(5.B8) )

Ann equilibrium condition must be added to the three conditions eqs (5.B5-5.B7).
Thee condition of evolutionary equilibrium is that the derivative of the fitness gradientt with respect to the trait variable u'', evaluated at the resident's trait value u,
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iss zero:
dRo(u',u)dRo(u',u) _
du' du'
Wee approximated this condition by calculating the R0 of two mutant strategies,
u\u\ — u — Au and u'2 — u + Ait, where Au is a fixed, small 'mutation step'.
Wee denote the expected life time reproduction of the two mutants by i?o (1) and
RoRo , respectively. Assuming a symmetric fitness function around the resident u,
aa condition for evolutionary equilibrium is
i2o(1)-#o(2)=0 0
Forr the fourth output variable we therefore used:
0044 = R0(l)

- R0{2)

(5.B9)

Thee evolutionary equilibrium is denoted ueq. Note that ueq need not be evolutionaryy stable, nor an evolutionary attractor such as u*. For different parameter
values,, predictions of ueq were compared with predictions with the EBT. The two
methodss gave nearly identical results.
Wee denote the lengths of mutants by x[ and x'2, respectively. By assumption,
thee mutants do not affect the environment. Their life histories can be calculated
simultaneouslyy with the resident's life history:
(dR(dR00^ ^ -[ia -[ia
= e'
b{x Ib{x
X , ,Fi FiF2) F2)
11 da
II dx[
u\ u\
,F,FU^U2 ) )
y~day~da9(x[
~ 9(x[
and d
Ui?o ( 2 ) )
//
w
-- — e-fia -fiab{xi3::b{xi
2> Fi FiFF22) )
da da
dx'dx'2 2
uu2, *2 i , , FF22) )
g(A g(A
<< da
Wee can now define a life history map like eq (4.1) with the input vector I —
(h(h,, l2,h,h)T
and the output vector O = (0\, 02,03,O4)T.
With this system
wee were able to do a one-parameter continuation of the evolutionary equilibrium
uueqeq with Xf as a free parameter.

Chapterr 6

Generall discussion
6.11

Introduction

Thiss chapter is essentially the continuation of the General introduction (Chapter
1).. It consists of four parts. First, the two questions raised in section 1.3 are
reconsideredd in the light of the results in this thesis. Second, the results and the
mechanismss that cause them are discussed in more detail, comparing the results
off two different models (the model of Chapters 2 and 3 and the model of Chapter
4).. Third, the comparisons between model predictions and empirical data that are
madee in this thesis are reviewed. Finally, the results of this thesis are put in a
widerr perspective, addressing the question whether this thesis has implications for
ecologicall theory, experiments and/or fisheries management.

6.22 Questions revisited
Inn section 1.3 two questions have been raised: (a) What effect(s) may cannibalism
havee on population dynamics? (b) What mechanisms or aspects of cannibalism
causee these effects? In the absence of cannibalism our models predict generation
cycless caused by size-dependent competition (and a juvenile delay). Introducing
cannibalismm can have a number of consequences, which are listed below; the aspectss of cannibalism (cf. section 1.2.1) that cause each effect are given in italics:
(i)) Stabilisation (i.e., dampening) of competition-driven generation cycles
mortality. mortality.
(ii)) Regulation of population size; occurs in the more or less stable, cannibaldrivenn population state which results from effect (i)
mortality.
(iii)) Coexistence of a 'dwarf' size class and a 'giant' size class in competitiondrivenn generation cycles; this size-dimorphism corresponds to a bimodal
populationn size distribution, and may happen if effect (i) fails (temporarily)
mortality,mortality, gain, size-dependent interactions, competition.
143 3
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(iv)) The existence of two population states, one 'stunted' and one 'piscivorous'.
Inn the stunted state individuals remain small and mainly consume alternative
resource.. The piscivorous state is characterised by a very wide population
sizee distribution with the largest individuals consuming conspecifics exclusivelyy (i.e., the piscivory niche)
gain, size-dependent interactions.
(v)) For the same conditions, coexistence of a 'stunted' and 'piscivorous' populationn state, i.e., bistability
mortality, gain, size-dependent interactions.
Finally,, we may speculate that the ontogenetic niche shift from feeding on an alternativee resource to feeding on conspecifics has the potential to induce
(vi)) Evolutionary branching

gain, size-dependent interactions, competition.

Itt should be kept in mind, however, that the result of evolutionary branching (Chapterr 5) was obtained for an ontogenetic shift between heterospecific resources. It remainss to be shown that this is also possible if the niche shift involves cannibalism.
Resultss from interspecific predation do not necessarily carry over to intraspecific
predationn (e.g., section 1.2.2).
AA number of the listed effects of cannibalism on population dynamics have not
beenn found before. These are the dwarfs-and-giants dynamics, the piscivory niche,
andd the 'Hansel and Gretel' effect as a possible explanation of bistability. Interestingly,, all three relate to the energy gain of cannibalism, and therefore emphasise
thee important distinction between infanticide and cannibalism.
Thee other effects of cannibalism that we have found had already been describedd before. Population regulation by cannibalism has been observed in models
byy Ricker (1954), Gurtin and Levine (1982), Diekmann et al. (1986) and Cushingg (1992). The stabilising effect of cannibalism was already found by Cushing
(1991),, Kohlmeier and Ebenhöh (1995) and van den Bosch and Gabriel (1997).
Bothh effects are caused by the cannibalism-induced mortality of victims, which
iss the single aspect of cannibalism that is incorporated in all models of the dynamicss of cannibalistic populations (Table 1.1). Cannibalism-induced bistability
wass found by Fisher (1987), van den Bosch et al. (1988) and Cushing (1992). In
alll three models bistability results from the presence of a positive effect of cannibalism.. In the model of Fisher (1987) the positive effect of cannibalism is indirectt and mediated through competition for shared resources. In his model, a high
cannibalisticc mortality rate leads to a high density of alternative food, and hence
largee cannibals that cause high cannibalistic mortality. In the other two models the
positivee effect of cannibalism is the direct cannibalistic energy gain. Apparently,
cannibalismm can give rise to bistability in at least two different ways; via shared
resourcess and through cannibalistic gain. In our case bistability is closely associatedd with the size-dependent nature of the cannibalistic interaction (the Hansel
andd Gretel effect, see section 6.3.3). This effect highlights that the population size
distributionn itself may modify the balance of the cost and benefits of cannibalism.
Itt should be noted that in the list of the effects of cannibalism displayed above
thee details of the individual-level model, such as the type of functional response
andd energy allocation, do not appear as explanatory mechanisms. Rather, different
aspectss of the ecological interactions between individuals are forwarded as such:
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thee size-dependent nature of cannibalism and competition, the energy gained by
cannibalss and the mortality suffered by victims. In the next section it is investigated
too what extend the results depend on the ecological interactions alone, or whether
theyy are influenced by the specifics of the bioenergetics.

6.33 Bioenergetics versus interactions
Thee aim of this section is to investigate whether the results obtained in chapters
2,, 3 and 4 depend on the specific assumptions of the individual-level model, in
particularr the channelling of energy to growth, maintenance and reproduction, or
whetherr they are intrinsic to the ecological interactions between individuals. In the
latterr case the results have more general implications, as many different cannibalisticc species, which differ by the specifics of their bioenergetics, engage in similar
size-dependentt cannibalism and size-dependent competition.
Too this end we compare the results obtained with two size-structured populationn models which differ in several important aspects, but which both incorporate
size-dependentt cannibalism as outlined in section 1.4. Also, in both models sizedependentt competition emerges from the size-dependent scaling of vital rates and
thee exploitative foraging on a dynamic, alternative resource. A detailed description
off the first model is presented in chapters 2 and 3, of the second model in chapter
4.. Here we limit ourselves to the description of the differences and similarities in
termss of the underlying, biological assumptions.

6.3.6.3. J Different bioenergetics
Inn the first model mature individuals are assumed to reproduce in synchronised
pulsess at the beginning of each growing season. Consequently the population
consistss of discrete age cohorts. Within growing seasons the state of individuals
changeschanges continuously depending on resource levels and their body size. At reproduction,, individuals are assumed to convert their accumulated gonad mass into
neww offspring. Hence it is necessary to keep track of the amount of accumulated
gonadd tissue, as well as somatic body mass. Moreover, in this model individuals
aree assumed to be able to starve away part, but not all, of their body mass when the
energyy requirements for body maintenance exceed the assimilation rate. In order
too incorporate both accumulated gonads and the possibility of starvation into the
model,, the state of individuals is characterised by two state variables; these are
referredd to as irreversible body mass and reversible body mass, respectively. Gonadd tissue is assumed to be a fraction of the reversible body mass. The rules for
channellingg of energy in this model are summarised graphically in Fig. 6.1.
Byy contrast, in the second model individuals are assumed to reproduce continuously.. As a result, the emerging population size distribution is also continuous.
Continuouss reproduction allows for a much simpler individual-level model, since
theree is no need to keep track of accumulated gonad tissue, nor (explicit) energy
reservess for starvation. Rather, the assimilation rate can be channelled instanta-
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Figuree 6.1: Energy channelling and growth in the pulsed model. Arrow (1): Individualss are born with a fixed amount of irreversible body mass (x = x;,) and
reversiblee mass such that y/x = qj. As they grow, the ratio y/x approaches (or
remainss at) the maximum ratio for juveniles, qj. (2): Upon reaching x = Xf,
theyy mature. If they are not starving, the ratio y/x now approaches the maximumm ratio for adults, qA- (3): At the start of a growing season, adults convert all
theirr reversible body mass in excess of y = qjx into offspring. Resource densitiess permitting, they start growing again after reproduction. (4): If, however, the
assimilationn rate is insufficient to cover metabolism, they starve away reversible
bodyy mass. Below the ratio y/x — q$ their mortality rate increases steeply with
decreasingg y/x.

neouslyy to reproduction, metabolism and somatic growth. Starvation can then be
incorporatedd by decreased growth and reproduction rates, and possibly a negative
somaticc growth rate. In the model in Chapter 4, we assumed that a fixed fraction
(11 — K) of the energy assimilation rate is allocated to reproduction, whereas the
otherr fraction (AC) is used for metabolism and somatic growth. This type of energy
channellingg has been referred to as the «-rule (Kooijman and Metz, 1984; Kooijman,, 1986, 1993, 2000, 2001), and falls in the category of assimilation allocation,
ass opposed to net-production allocation (Gurney and Nisbet, 1998). In the continuouss model the state of individuals is hence characterised by a single state variable;
length. .
Ass described above, the two models differ most fundamentally in their energy
channelling.. Furthermore, the two models incorporate different functions to describee the relation between body size and vital rates, such as handling time and
metabolicc rate. The pulsed model was designed to be parameterised with experi-
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mentall data on individual-level performance. In the continuous model most of the
parameterisedd functions of the pulsed model have been approximated by simpler
functions.. For example, in the pulsed and continuous models the metabolic rate is
givenn by, respectively:
M{x,y)M{x,y) = p1 (x + y)P2
and d
M(l)M(l) = pl3
wheree x and y are irreversible and reversible body mass, respectively (Fig. 6.1), p\
andd p 2 are two allometric constants, / is body length and p an allometric constant.
Bothh models assume a Holling type II functional response.

6.3.26.3.2

Similar interactions

Thee ecological interactions in the two models are essentially the same. Sizedependentt competition for the alternative resource results from the size-scaling
off foraging rate and metabolic requirements. It is best captured by the relation
betweenn the minimum resource density required for growth (the 'critical resource
density')) and body size. In both models, this is an increasing function of body size,
implyingg that smaller individuals are competitively superior to larger ones (Perssonn et al., 1998). Both models assume semi-chemostat dynamics of the alternative
resource. .
Size-dependentt cannibalism is modelled in exactly the same way in both models.. The cannibalistic attack rate of a cannibal of length c and a victim of length v
iss given by:
AAcc{c,v)=C{c,v)=Cmaxmax(c)T(c,v)(c)T(c,v)

(6.1

wheree the function Cmax(c) describes the maximum possible attack rate of a canniball of length c, attained for optimal victim sizes only, which is given by:
CmaCmaXX{c)=Pc{c)=Pcaa

(6.2)

Thee function T(c,v) takes into account the effect of suboptimal victim sizes and
iss given by:
\wWc\wWc
TT

vv

==

XSc<v<<j>c

^^ )=\Tr)=\Tr WcWc
[[ 0
otherwise

ti<!>c<v<ec

whichh is a tent-shaped function that takes values between one when the ratio betweenn victim and cannibal length is optimal (v/c = 0), and zero at the lower and
upperr limits of the cannibalism window (v/c — 5 or e, respectively). Outside this
windoww T(c, v) is zero.
Withh respect to how cannibalism is incorporated, the only difference between
thee two models is in the parameter value of a, which is assumed to be 0.6 in the
pulsedd model and 2 in the continuous model. Note that for individual of 140 mm,

(6.3)
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CmaxCmax in the continuous model and in the pulsed model differ by a factor 1000.
Forr example, Cmax in the continuous model with (3 = 0.8 is comparable to Cmax
inn the pulsed model with ft — 800. A second difference results indirectly from
thee different timing of reproduction. Whereas in the continuous model (at least
some)) victims are available continuously, in the model with pulsed reproduction
thee availability of victims varies strongly within seasons.

6.3.36.3.3

Similar results ?

Thee list of effects of cannibalism (section 6.2) does not differentiate between the
twoo different models with which the results were obtained. Below we discuss the
firstt five effects on that list, and compare the results obtained with the pulsed and
thee continuous models. The comparison will show to what extend the results are
determinedd by the ecological interactions or by the bioenergetics.
(i)) Stabilisation
Onee of the most striking results obtained with the pulsed model is the critical dependencee of population dynamics on the lower limit of the cannibalism window, Ö
(Chapterr 3). Above a critical value of 6 competition-induced, single-cohort cycles
aree found, whereas below it either dwarfs-and-giants dynamics are found or cannibalismm stabilises dynamics in which case a more or less stable population size
distributionn is found. A remarkably similar result is found with the continuous
model,, as is shown in Fig. 6.2. Cannibal-driven dynamics are found for small Ö,
dwarfs-and-giantss dynamics for intermediate 5, and the equivalent of single-cohort
cycless for high 5. There are, however, interesting differences. First, dwarfs-andgiantss dynamics are found for much higher values of S (up to 6 ~ 0.15). Second,
thee critical value of S below which cannibal-driven dynamics occur is also higher
inn the continuous model (Ö w 0.095). Third, in between these two critical values
off 6, both dwarfs-and-giant dynamics and single-cohort dynamics can be found,
dependingg on initial conditions. Bistability of these types of population dynamics
iss not found with pulsed reproduction.
Thee explanation of these differences lies in the timing of reproduction and the
consequencee it has on the resulting population size distribution. Clearly, pulsed
reproductionn results in a pulsed population size distribution where each pulse is a
discretee age class. Continuous reproduction gives rise to a continuous size distribution.. It should be noted, however, that even with continuous reproduction the
size-distributionn may consist of discrete size classes, separated from each other by
'empty'' size intervals (i.e., no individuals in that size interval). The competitioninducedd population cycles that result with a high 6 (e.g., S > 0.15 in Fig. 6.2)
aree the equivalent of 'single-cohort cycles' discussed in Chapter 3. Competition
betweenn newborns and larger individuals is so strong that, regularly, a high density
off newborns causes starvation mortality of large juveniles and adults. As a consequence,, the population consists of discrete age classes or 'generations'. In such
populationn cycles periods without any reproduction due to the absence of adults
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bifurcationn diagrams are constructed from simulations (i.e., not continuation) with:
(3(3 = 500, e = 0.5, <f> = 0.2. In both (a) and (b), from low to high 5 the type of
populationn dynamics are cannibal-driven, dwarfs-and-giants (obvious from giganticc lengths), and single-cohort cycles, respectively, (a) Pulsed model (S\ = 0.077);
censussedd at the first day of each growing season. Single-cohort cycles are evidentt from the regular 7-year cycles, (b) Continuous model (S\ — 0.11); output
generatedd at local minima and maxima of the alternative resource. The arrow indicatess the lowest value of 5 (= 0.095) for which single-cohort cycles are found. In
thee interval S e (0.095,0.15) both dwarfs-and-giants dynamics and single-cohort
cycless are possible, depending on initial conditions.

aree alternated by periods of continuous reproduction. Because there is a time intervall between maturation of the first individuals in a generation and the death of
thee last ones, the next generation will consist of a range of ages and sizes. Smaller
individualss grow faster, however, and therefore the width of the size distribution
off a generation decreases over time. Therefore, continuous reproduction may lead
too either a continuous or a nearly pulsed size distribution, which may explain the
off bistability of single-cohort cycles and dwarfs-and-giants dynamics.
Inn Chapter 3 it is shown that in the pulsed model the expected value of S below
whichh cannibalism can stabilise single-cohort cycles is

wheree L\ is the length at first reproduction and Ls the length of newborns at the
momentt the last adults die of starvation (see section 3.3.1). In the continuous
modell the maturation size is assumed to be 115 mm. From time series of singlecohortt cycles in the continuous model we can determine that the largest adults
becomee only 116.5 mm.. Furthermore, we find that the starvation period is r s w 16
dayss and that the maximum length of recruits at that moment is 12.5 mm. Thus,
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thee lengths of the offspring generation are distributed between 7 mm (the length
att birth) and 12.5 mm. If we substitute Ls = 12.5 mm and L\ = 116.5, the
rulee derived for the pulsed model hence predicts a critical value of Si = 0.107 for
thee continuous model. Note, however, that the recruits have a length distribution
ratherr than a single length, and therefore this estimate of S\ should be considered
ass an upper estimate of the critical value. As an alternative, we may substitute the
averageaverage length of the recruits (10.5 mm) for Ls, which gives Si = 0.09. If we
comparee these two estimates of Si with Fig. 6.2, it appears that they are indeed
veryy close to the lower boundary of single cohort dynamics (S = 0.095, in Fig.
6.2bb indicated with an arrow). Although we cannot make a precise estimate of
5i5i in the continuous model, the estimates (i.e., 0.107 and 0.09 from the rule and
0.0955 from the simulation) are consistently higher than in the pulsed model, where
SSxx — 0.077. This difference may be a result of differences at the bioenergetic level;
adultss starve to death earlier in the continuous model, but newborns grow faster.
Whilee this may explain the quantitative difference between the critical values of
SS in the pulsed and continuous models, the similar, drastic change of population
dynamicss around the critical S is determined by the ecological interactions.
Surprisingly,, with continuous reproduction dwarfs-and-giants dynamics are
foundd for 8 values above the critical value, rather than below it as is the case in the
pulsedd model (Fig. 6.2a). Why this is the case is discussed under point (iii).

(ii)) Population regulation
Inn the absence of cannibalism the size-structured population does not grow out of
boundss because survival, growth and reproduction of individuals are limited by the
amountt of alternative food they consume. Competition for the alternative resource
hencee regulates the population.
Inn the cannibal-driven population state which results with sufficiently low 5 as
discussedd under point (i), the cannibalistic mortality rate of small individuals is
veryy high (e.g., Fig. 2.4). Despite a high population birth rate the severe mortality
resultss in a low number of (competitively superior) small individuals. Competitionn for the alternative resource is hence weak and juveniles grow quickly due to
thee high level of alternative food. Another effect of weak competition is the lack
off starvation mortality, resulting in the coexisting of old and young individuals.
Althoughh adult reproduction is determined by both the amount of alternative food
andd the amount of conspecific food, cannibalism indeed acts as a mechanism of
populationn regulation in these circumstances because it is the main cause of mortality.. With non-fixed point dynamics, occasional high pulses of newborns are also
killed-offf and regulated by the existing size class of cannibals.
Thee main aspects of the cannibal-driven population state, i.e., fast juvenile
growth,, high juvenile mortality and coexistence of many age classes, are observed
inn cannibal-driven dynamics in both the pulsed model (Fig. 2.4, Fig. 3.5) and the
continuouss model (Fig. 4.2, Fig. 6.2).
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Figuree 6.3: Time series of dwarfs-and-giants dynamics, characterised by growth
trajectoriess (upper panel) and resource density (lower panel), (a) Pulsed model
withh parameters: (3 = 400, S = 0.056, e = 0.42, <f> = 0.15. (b) Continuous
modell with parameters (3 = 300, S - 0.1, e = 0.45, <f> = 0.2. Note that for the
pulsedd model growth trajectories of all present cohorts are depicted, whereas for
thee continuous model only a number of representative samples is shown.

(iii)) Dwarfs-and-giants dynamics
Anotherr striking result from the pulsed model are the dwarfs-and-giants cycles
(Chapterr 2, 3, Fig. 6.3a), found in a range of Ö values in between the critical valuess öi and 52 (Chapter 3, Fig. 6.2). This type of dynamics is characterised by
competition-inducedd population cycles, in which the (numerically) dominant cohortt cannibalises the first pulse of offspring whereas the next pulse of offspring
outcompetess the adult size class. During their first year, the few survivors of the
firstfirst pulse of offspring (referred to as giants) grow fast until the resource is depressedd by the next cohort. Their body size allows them to cannibalise the later
offspringg (referred to as dwarfs). The dwarfs grow slowly due to intense competitionn for the alternative resource. They serve as cannibalistic food to the slightly
olderr but much larger giants, which continue to feed on the dwarfs (Fig. 6.2a).
Fig.. 6.3b shows that the continuous models exhibits very similar dynamics.
Thiss may come as a surprise, since the above described mechanism is hard to
imaginee with continuous reproduction. If, with continuous reproduction, small
adultss are able to cannibalise newborns, this is sufficient to prevent starvation mor-
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talityy of adults, and thus sufficient to lead to cannibal-driven dynamics. This is
illustratedd by the occurrence of cannibal-driven dynamics up to the critical value
SiSi (Fig. 6.2b). One might expect, therefore, that dwarfs-and-giants dynamics are
impossiblee in the continuous model. Indeed, starting from single-cohort cycles
withh 6 = 0.19, one can gradually lower 5 without changing population dynamics
downn to 0.095 (the arrow in Fig. 6.2b), at which value the dynamics change to
cannibal-drivenn dynamics, without ever spotting a giant cannibal. However, startingg from the cannibal driven dynamics with 6 = 0.05, and gradually increasing
6,6, it is impossible to miss the dwarfs and giants dynamics. It appears that in the
single-cohortt cycles (in the range <5 « 0 . 1 . . . 0.15) there is a 'niche' for giant cannibals,, but that the individuals of the dwarf cohorts and their offspring cannot enter
it.. As discussed under point (i), the size distribution of the population in singlecohortt cycles is nearly pulsed, and therefore reproduction occurs discontinuously
inn time. While an individual can enter the 'giant cannibal niche' if it is born at the
rightt moment (that is, in a certain phase of the cycle), this does not occur due to the
absencee of adults in this phase of the cycle. If, however, by a perturbation some
individualss of adequate size are added to the system, they thrive well because they
cannibalisee the abundant dwarf cohort. Once mature, the individuals in the giant
canniball niche reproduce during a prolonged period. Their reproductive period
includess the timing required for entering the next giant cannibal niche, and thereforee the giants can form a persisting subpopulation. Interestingly, the giant cohorts
inn the continuous model are not the offspring of dwarf cohorts, which contrasts
withh the pulsed model, in which giants and dwarfs are nearly 100% full-sibs from
dwarf-sizedd parents. Rather, every generation of giants is produced by the previouss generation of giants (while most dwarfs are produced by dwarfs). It should be
noted,, however, that 'genetically' segregated subpopulations of dwarfs and giants
occurr only in very stable dwarfs-and-giants cycles, such as depicted in Fig. 6.3b.
Forr many parameter values the dynamics are not regular, and mixing occurs frequently.. Unstable dwarfs-and-giants dynamics are expected if the subpopulation
inn the giant cannibal niche becomes abundant enough to have a dynamic impact
onn the dwarf cohort.

Inn summary, the occurrence of dwarfs-and-giants dynamics depends critically
onn the dynamic interplay of size-dependent cannibalism and competition (i.e., interactions,, not bioenergetics). Time series of this type of dynamics, obtained with
thee two models, are very similar. Yet, there are subtle but important differences,
whichh can be attributed to the mode of reproduction (pulsed vs. continuous) and
thee resulting population size distribution.

Alreadyy in the discussion of Chapter 2 a continuous-time model has been presentedd (Fig. 2.9), which is similar to the continuous model in Chapter 4 except that
itt assumes a linear functional response. The occurrence of dwarfs and giants hence
seemss independent of the shape of the functional response as well.
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(iv)) Stunted and piscivorous population states
AA conspicuous result found with the pulsed model is the dependence of the populationn size distribution on the upper limit of the cannibalism window, e (Chapter 3).
Inn bifurcation runs the maximum size attained in the population increases quickly
fromm around 18 cm to over 30 cm around a critical value of e (Fig. 6.4a). A similarr result is found with the continuous model (Fig. 6.4b), although the effect is
moree drastic because the equilibrium curve is folded. In both models we can distinguishh between a 'stunted' population state and a 'piscivorous' population state.
Thee stunted state is characterised by small ultimate size, little gain from cannibalism,, and a high alternative resource density. Inversely, the piscivorous state
iss characterised by large ultimate sizes, a high gain and a low resource (although
nott as low as in the single-cohort cycles or dwarfs-and-giants cycles). The piscivorouss state is further characterised by the presence of individuals that consume
conspecificss only, because they are too large to consume the alternative resource
(i.e.,, individuals in the piscivory niche).
Inn order to characterise the role of cannibalism in the different equilibrium
statess quantitatively, Fig. 6.4 depicts the fraction of population fecundity that is
derivedd from cannibalistic food intake (which equals the fraction of a single individual'ss expected life time reproduction that is derived from cannibalistic food
intake),, the probability of an individual to escape cannibalism, and the probability
off an adult to fall victim to cannibalism. Of these three aspects, the first relates
too the benefit of cannibalism (via the direct energy gain), whereas the latter two
relatee to the cost of cannibalism (via additional mortality). These data allow us
too address the following question: is the stunted (resp., piscivorous) population
statee in the pulsed model similar to the stunted (resp., piscivorous) state in the continuouss model? In other words, are the stunted and piscivorous population states
comparablee in the two models? As pointed out above, with respect to the ultimatee size the stunted and piscivorous states are similar in the two models. Fig.
6.44 shows further that the stunted state in both models is characterised by a small
(butt increasing with e) contribution of cannibalistic energy intake to reproduction,
aa high probability to escape cannibalism, and a negligible probability for adults to
falll victim to cannibalism.
Thee figure shows that with respect to the piscivorous state, the pulsed model
deviatess in two ways from the continuous model. Firstly, in the pulsed model
thee alternative resource remains an important contribution to population fecundityy even in the piscivorous state, whereas in the continuous model reproduction
derivess for nearly 100% from cannibalistic food intake in the piscivorous state.
Apparently,, small adults that still have a significantly planktivorous diet deliver
thee main contribution to population fecundity in the pulsed model. This differencee corresponds to a difference in population size distribution, which is roughly
exponentiallyy distributed in the pulsed model (Fig. 3.8) and U-shaped in the continuouss model (Fig. 4.4). In the latter situation large adults dominate reproduction,
whereass in the former one the small adults dominate reproduction. Secondly, the
probabilityy to escape cannibalism does not differ spectacularly between the two
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Figuree 6.4: The effect of the upper limit of the cannibalism window, e. (a) Pulsed
model,, based on simulations (cf. Fig. 3.7), cencussed on first day of the growing
season,, with 0 = 200, 6 = 0, 4> = 0.2. (b) Continuous model, based on continuationn with /3 — 0.8, 6 = 0.03, 4> = 0-2. Top panel: maximum length in the populationn (at the time of censussing). Second panel: fraction of population fecundity
thatt is derived from cannibalistic food intake (which equals the fraction of a singlee individual's expected life time reproduction that is derived from cannibalistic
foodd intake). Third panel: the probability of an individual to escape cannibalism.
BottomBottom panel: the probability of an adult to fall victim to cannibalism. Note that
inn the continuous model the values on the curve of stunted equilibria and on the
curvee in between the two fold bifurcations lie on the axis.
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populationn states in the pulsed model.
Overall,, Fig. 6.4 suggests that the results from the two models are qualitatively
similar.. The stunted state is associated with (relatively) low benefit and low cost
off cannibalism, whereas in the piscivorous state both the benefit and the cost of
cannibalismm are high. (Note that the net benefit of cannibalism is always negative
inn both stunted and piscivorous states, in the continuous model; Fig. 4.5). Yet the
quantitativee differences concern two factors which are likely to affect population
dynamics:: reproduction and the probability to escape cannibalism (the middle two
panelss in Fig. 6.4). In Chapter 3 we argue that the effect of e on population dynamicss is small because it mainly affects old cohorts with little dynamic influence.
Thee reason why young, cannibalistic cohorts are more important for populationn dynamics in the pulsed model than in the continuous model may be due to the
pulsedd nature of reproduction itself. As pointed out above, pulsed reproduction
resultss in a pulsed population size distribution (e.g., Fig. 2.5, Fig. 3.8). This has
threee important consequences for the cannibalistic interactions. (1) The availabilityy of victims varies strongly within a growing season as victims move through the
cannibalismm window. For small cannibals, this means that part of the year there is
noo conspecific food available and they have to rely on alternative food or, if alternativee food is scarce, they starve away reserves. (2) The pulsed availability of food
meanss that cannibals are more handling time limited, and hence kill fewer victims
perr year than cannibals in a continuously reproducing population. (3) Individuals
cannott start cannibalising before reaching the age of one year, when the first cohort
off potential victims is produced. With pulsed reproduction the size of one-year-old
individualss is between 60-100 mm, in both the stunted and piscivorous population
statess (Fig. 2.5, Fig. 3.8). Consequently, individuals are obligatory planktivorous
upp to that size. By contrast, in the continuous model individuals start cannibalisingg upon reaching length x^/e; with e = 0.5 and xt — 7 mm, this equals 14 mm.
Thesee aspects may explain why the adult subpopulation is dominated by small
adultss in the pulsed model, rather than large adults as in the continuous model. In
turn,, the smaller contribution of cannibalism to the energy balance of small adults
mayy explain the quantitative difference observed in Fig. 6.4.
(v)) Bistability of stunted and piscivorous states
Thee most striking difference between the results of the two models is the presence
off bistability in the continuous model and its absence in the pulsed model (Fig.
6.4).. In certain parameter ranges, the continuous model predicts that the populationn can either converge to a stunted state or a piscivorous state, depending on
initiall conditions. In Chapter 4 we argue that the driving force of the bistability is
thee Hansel and Gretel effect. In the continuous model, the net benefit of cannibalismm is much higher in the piscivorous state than in the stunted state (Fig. 4.5, and
seee Fig. 6.4: large contribution of cannibalism to reproduction). The net benefit of
cannibalismm depends on the size distribution of cannibals. Due to the cannibalism
window,, if cannibals are larger they have a larger gain from cannibalism because
onn average the cannibals consume victims when the victims are larger and contain
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hencee more energy. This effect is called the 'Hansel and Gretel' effect (Chapter 4),
namedd after the tale which, to our best knowledge, is the first account of the idea
too postpone cannibalism until the victim has become more nutritious (Grimm and
Grimm,, 1884).
Whyy is this bistability not observed in the pulsed model? With respect to the
cannibalisticc interaction, there are two main differences between the two models.. The first is simply the difference in the exponent of the size-scaling of the
maximumm cannibalistic attack rate (a = 0.6 in the pulsed model, a — 2 in the
continuouss model). Simulation of the pulsed model with a = 2, however, show
thatt the pattern depicted in Fig. 6.4a does not change significantly, and hence the
valuee of a cannot explain the absence of bistability. The second difference is the
pulsedd vs. continuous size distribution, with the three consequences for cannibalismm discussed under point (iv). As pointed out above, we argue in Chapter 4 that
thee observed bistability in the continuous model may be the consequence of a positivee feedback loop created by the Hansel and Gretel effect. Compared to a small
cannibal,, a large cannibal gains more energy from its victims because its victims
are,, on average, larger. More energy may result in individual growth. As the large
canniball becomes even larger it gains even more energy, as its victims are even
larger,, etc. We conjecture that bistability is absent in the pulsed model because
withh a pulsed size distribution a cannibal of a larger size does not necessarily have
accesss to larger victims, simply because the set of available victim sizes is limited.
Thiss conjecture, however, remains to be established more firmly.
Inn summary, we conclude that most results that we have found are independent
off the specifics of the individual-level model. In particular, the results that relate
too cannibalistic mortality rather than cannibalistic gain are very robust. Where we
foundd differences between the continuous and pulsed models, this appears to be
duee to the timing of reproduction and the resulting population size distribution,
ratherr than due to the allocation of energy or other bioenergetic aspects.

6.44 Testable hypotheses - the link with empirical data
Onee of the aims of this thesis has been to develop testable hypotheses which can
bee compared with empirical data. Physiologically structured population models
aree defined primarily at the individual level, specifying how the state of an individuall changes with time in response to environmental conditions. This approach
allowss one to develop a model which is easily parameterised because model 'ingredients'' can be formulated in terms of experimentally measurable quantities, such
ass size-dependent attack rates, handling times, and fecundity. This contrasts with
populationn models that are formulated at the population level, which are the more
commonlyy used models in ecology. These are necessarily more phenomenological
andd therefore less testable.
Thee model developed in Chapter 2 is based on Eurasian perch (Percafluviatilis)
feedingg on zooplankton. The models in the other chapters are all based on this
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modell and its parameterisation, and their results should therefore be comparable
withh empirical data on perch population dynamics. However, by changing model
parameters,, the model represents the biology of other, related species, such as yelloww perch (P. flavescens), pikeperch {Stizostedion lucioperca), pike (Esox lucius),
roachh {Rutilus rutilus) or arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus). At least qualitatively,
ourr model should be able to predict differences between population dynamics of
thesee species by comparing results with different parameter values.
Off the chapters in this thesis, Chapter 2 contains the most extensive comparison
betweenn model predictions and empirical data. In a comparison of cannibal-driven
andd dwarfs-and-giants dynamics with an empirical time series of perch in Lake
Abborrtjarnn 3 it was shown that the (population dynamic) mechanism of induction
off giant growth is remarkably similar in model and data. Thus, our model offers a
populationn dynamic explanation for the occurrence of giant cannibals. Yet, there
weree also discrepancies between model results and data, particularly with respect
too the dynamics following the induction of giant growth. To understand these
discrepanciess is one of the goals of ongoing research (Persson et al, in prep).
Basedd on the analyses in Chapter 3 we can make predictions about differences
inn population dynamics in related cannibalistic species. Chapter 3 focuses on the
relationn between the size-dependent nature of cannibalism and the emerging populationn dynamics. A comparison is made between two closely related species,
Eurasiann perch and yellow perch. The latter species has a higher value of S and
cannibalismm is hence predicted to have a smaller stabilising effect than in Eurasian
perch.. Comparison of time series appears to confirm this prediction. Further, the
chapterr contains a more speculative discussion of arctic char population dynamics.
Thee population model studied in Chapter 5 is simplified to such an extent that
itt cannot be readily compared with empirical data. In order to obtain tractable
resultss it has been stripped of some biological assumptions such as a juvenile delayy (but see appendix 5.B). Yet, it contains mechanistic ingredients, such as the
size-scalingg of the functional response, which can be parameterised with experimentall data. This means that the model predictions can be linked to these parameters.. However, comparisons with observations should be made with reservation.
Testablee predictions cannot be made before a more system-specific model has been
developed,, tailored for a particular species of interest.
Essentially,, Chapter 5 shows that the presence of an ontogenetic niche shift
inn the life history can result in evolutionary branching. It remains to be shown,
however,, that this is also the case if the second resource consists of conspecifics.
Inn this case the situation is more complex due to a number of feedback mechanisms
betweenn the evolutionary trait and population size distribution. The most obvious
differencee with the model in Chapter 5 is that with cannibalism the mortality rate
inn the evolving population depends strongly on the evolutionary trait, which almost
certainlyy has important consequences.
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6.55

This thesis in perspective

Thee 'discovery' of giants (Chapter 2) leads to a search image, i.e., the conspicuous
patternpattern of growth curves such as shown in Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10, which allows
forr testing of predictions. If another population were found exhibiting a similar
growthh pattern (e.g., LeCren, 1992), our model predicts that a very specific sequencee of population dynamic 'events' would be associated with the acceleration
off giant growth. If time series of the population dynamics are available it can be
checkedd whether the predicted series of events has occurred or not. Alternatively,
iff a lake contains a 'stunted' population, our model predicts that removing the bulk
off the cannibal size class results in the emergence of dwarfs and giants. Our model
alsoo predicts, however, that the existence of giants is transient, which may limit
thee interest of fisheries managers. Thus, our model of size-dependent cannibalism
andd competition provides testable predictions. Besides Eurasian perch candidate
speciess include yellow perch, arctic char, brown trout and pikeperch. Interestingly,
giantt growth patterns have already been described for arctic char (Hammar, 1998)
andd ferox trout (Campbell, 1979).
Despitee its potentially transient effect, removing the bulk of the cannibal size
classs may be a manipulation by which fisheries managers can transform a commerciallyy uninteresting, stunted fish population into one with at least some gigantic
individuals,, interesting for sports fishing. Removing the bulk of the cannibals reducess the cannibalistic mortality rate of small juveniles. The resulting high density
off small juveniles leads to a depletion of the alternative resource, but provides the
feww surviving cannibals with sufficient food to become giants. This manipulation
standss in sharp contrast to the standard solution for management of stunted fish
populations,, which consists of removing the bulk of the small juveniles, in order
too release the alternative food, which may increase the growth rate of all remaining
individuals. .
Chapterr 3 presents a frame of reference for a comparison of population dynamicss between different species. We argue that most of the results we find depend on
thee cannibalistic and competitive interactions. We show that these interactions dependd heavily on the size-dependent nature of cannibalism (i.e., on S and e). Thus,
wee can compare the size-dependence of different species and use the results of
Chapterr 3 to make predictions about their population dynamics. We have done
thiss for two closely related perch species (section 3.4.1). For arctic char the values
off 5 and e can be estimated from literature data (e.g., S — 0.15 and e = 0.47 based
onn Amundsen, 1994) and together with estimates of Li « 100 — 149 mm and
L(,L(, « 20 mm this leads to the prediction of cannibal-driven (CD) population dynamicss (cf. Fig. 3.5). For such between-species comparisons the same candidate
speciess as mentioned above are relevant, and relevant size-dependent data from
thesee species would prove most useful.
Thee development of the continuation methodology of Kirkilionis et al. (2001)
andd the possibility to include infinite-dimensional interaction environments (Chapterr 4) may improve the level of analysis of physiologically structured population
modelss considerably. The development of such techniques for ODEs and discrete
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mapss (e.g., Kuznetsov, 1995) has improved the understanding of these classes of
models.. From a theoretical point of view, using this method gives more insight
inn the underlying structure of population dynamics than numerical simulations.
PSPMss tend to show rather complicated bifurcation patterns, which are hard to
disentanglee with simulations alone. From an empirical point of view, this developmentt allows to scan parameter space of mechanistic population models for testable
predictions,, such as bistability. The use of bifurcation diagrams in a manipulative
experimentall setting has been shown to be fruitful (Costantino et al., 1997). Finally,, the continuation method may facilitate the study of evolutionary dynamics
off size-structured populations (appendix 5.B).
Inn Chapter 4 we speculate that the presence or absence of submerged vegetationn may effectively lead to a high and low value of the lower limit of the predation
windoww (S). The mechanism behind this effect would be that vegetation provides
aa refuge from cannibalism for YOY fish, effectively increasing the minimum size
att which victims can be cannibalised. Decreasing the value of 5 may lead to a
catastrophicc bifurcation which is associated with a dramatic reduction in the maximumm size of fish in the population. Thus, the effect of removing vegetation from
aa lake with a population with a wide size distribution may have detrimental effectss for the existence of commercially interesting, large piscivores. Alternatively,
thiss analogy suggests that by introducing vegetation, it may be possible to move
aa stunted, commercially (and touristically) uninteresting fish population into the
piscivorouss state. Although the presence of alternative stable states creates interestingg opportunities for fisheries managers (Scheffer, 1998; Scheffer et al., 2001),
att the same time they pose a potential problem, as the wrong manipulation may
bringg the population in the unwanted, stunted population state.
Chapterr 5 is one of first examples of a mechanistic and hence testable model
studiedd within the adaptive dynamics framework so far. The use of physiologicallyy structured population models in adaptive dynamics may prove to be very
fruitful,, as PSPMs are easily linked to empirical data, and fit very well into the
individual-basedd setting of adaptive dynamics. Obviously, our model needs more
developmentt before rigorous testing is possible, but nevertheless models like this
createe opportunities for testing the different concepts developed in the theoretical
frameworkk of adaptive dynamics, which may increase its credibility as a scientific
theory. .
Thee comparison of cannibalism in the pulsed model and in the continuous
modell (section 6.3) may be a source of testable hypotheses as well. In that section
itt is argued that the main differences between the results of the two models stems
fromm the different timing of reproduction and the resulting different population
sizee distributions. For example, dwarfs-and-gians dynamics are expected below
andd above the critical value of Si with pulsed and continuous reproduction, respectively.. Although the stunted and piscivorous population states exist with both types
off reproduction, bistability is expected only with continuous reproduction. Thus
onee could compare of cannibalistic populations with contrasting timing of reproduction.. Ideally, one would need data on population dynamics of an organism that
livess in a gradient of environments from, for example, seasonal to tropical, which
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leadss to a gradient from pulsed to continuous reproduction. Potential candidates
mayy be found among squid species, some of which are known to be cannibalistic
(Sauerr et al., 1992; Santos and Haimovici, 1997). Unfortunately, the commonness
off cannibalism among cephalopod species is unknown. Some squid species occur
inn a range from tropical to temperate seas, such as Loliolus noctiluca, which occurs
fromm New Guinea to Tasmania (Jackson and Moltschaniwskyj, 2001). Although
thee life cycle of this particular species may be too short (4 months in tropical populations;; Jackson and Moltschaniwskyj, 2001) for the environmental seasonality
too imose pulsed reproduction, in the class of Cephalopoda suitable species may be
foundd to test the different predictions related to the timing of reproduction.
Finally,, in the theoretical context regarding the dynamics of cannibalistic populations,, this thesis points to a conceptual aspect of cannibalism which has rarely
beenn made explicit so far: the distinction between cannibalism and infanticide
(or:(or: cannibalism without energy gain). Our results suggest that by neglecting the
energyy gain a modeller may miss out some of the most exciting effects of cannibalism.. Interestingly, 'infanticide' may be a dynamic effect in the sense that
dependingg on the state of the population, cannibalism may or may not yield a significantt gain. This may mislead an ecologist into thinking that the energy gain can
bee ignored. Obviously, if this is done the alternative population state, in which the
gainn is substantial, can never be predicted.

Chapterr 7

Summary y
Cannibalismm is an interaction between members of the same population which
generallyy involves: (1) mortality of victims; (2) energy gain by cannibals; (3) a
size-dependentt cannibalistic attack rate; and (4) competition between victims and
cannibals.. This thesis has two aims: First, to study long-term population dynamicss of a size-structured population model that incorporates these four aspects of
cannibalism.. Second, to formulate the model such that it can be used to compare
itss predictions with empirical data on population dynamics of piscivorous fish, in
particularr the Eurasian perch. A general result that emerges from chapters 2, 3 and
44 is that size-dependent cannibalism, size-dependent competition and the populationn size-distribution should be considered in conjunction because their interplay
hass important consequences that would be overseen otherwise.
Inn Chapter 2 a size-structured population model has been developed which
incorporatess size-dependent cannibalism and size-dependent competition. The dependencee of the cannibalistic attack rate on cannibal and victim size has been
incorporatedd into two components, one that depends on cannibal size only and
onee which depends on the ratio of victim and cannibal length. The former takes
intoo account that the absolute attack rate increases with cannibal length, whereas
thee latter takes the effect of relative victim size (i.e., relative to cannibal size) into
accountt (section 1.4). The most important cannibalism-related parameters in our
modell are the cannibalistic voracity (the species-specific tendency to cannibalise,
denotedd by /?) and the lower and upper limits of the cannibalism window (ö and e,
respectively).. Our model is the first model that takes into account that individuals
cann be too small to be captured by cannibals of a given size. The model of van den
Boschh and Gabriel (1997) incorporates a lower limit as well, but these authors assumee that it depends age rather than size, and moreover that it is independent of
canniball size (or age).
Inn our model, size-dependent competition emerges from the combination of
size-dependentt vital rates and exploitative foraging on a dynamic resource. The
consequencess of such size-dependent competition have been investigated by Perssonn et al. (1998), who show that if small individuals can sustain themselves at a
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lowerr resource density than large individuals (in particular, adults), then competitioninducedd generation cycles are predicted.
Inn Chapter 2 the dependence of population dynamics on the cannibalistic voracityy (/?) is investigated. In the absence of cannibalism {(3 — 0) single-cohort
cycless are found, which are caused by size-dependent competition for the alternativee resource. Intermediate levels of cannibalism (/3 = 19 .. .45) dampen these
generationn cycles, resulting in a relatively stable population size distribution with
individualss of all ages present. With a higher cannibalistic voracity (/? > 45),
periodss of cannibalism-induced stability and periods of competition-induced populationn cycles alternate, whereas at very high voracities (J3 > 355) only populationn cycles are found. Although these cycles are mainly driven by size-dependent
competition,, similar to the single-cohort cycles found in the absence of cannibalism,, cannibalism has a striking effect: the population consists of two distinct
size-classes.. The smaller size class is very numerous, controls the alternative resource,, and suffers from intra-cohort competition with retards its growth. The
agee at maturation of this size-class determines the cycle length. The larger sizeclasss has a low density and has an exclusively cannibalistic diet. Due to a striking
sizee difference, individuals in the former size class are referred to as 'dwarfs' and
inn the latter as 'giants'. The giants survive the resource depletion by the dominantt dwarf cohort because they cannibalise the dwarf cohort. Thus, the interplay
betweenn size-dependent cannibalism and competition can result in either stabilisationn of competition-induced population cycles (cf. Cushing, 1991; van den Bosch
andd Gabriel, 1997), or in population cycles with large amplitude and a period close
too the generation time. In the latter case the most striking feature is the bimodal
sizee distribution, consisting of dwarfs and giants.
Inn section 2.4 these results are compared with empirical data. First, it is argued
thatt the data presented by LeCren (1992) on the dynamics of the perch population
inn Lake Windermere and the occurrence of 'exceptionally big' individuals are in
agreementt with the dwarfs-and-giants dynamics found in our model. Second, a
moree thorough comparison was made of model predictions with empirical data
onn time series of perch abundance, size-distributions, growth curves, diets and
zooplanktonn dynamics from Lake Abborrtjarn 3. This comparison showed both
agreementt and discrepancies between model predictions and data. Particularly, the
timingg of the acceleration of giant cannibals with perch and zooplankton densities
wass in accordance with the model, but in the dynamics following the moment of
accelerationn discrepancies were found. Nevertheless, our model provides novel
insightt in the dynamics of populations in which both size-dependent cannibalism
andd competition occur. In particular this includes the appearance of giant cannibals
ass an emergent property of these two interactions.
Chapterr 3 continues the study of the model developed in Chapter 2, focusing on
thee effect of the size-dependent nature of cannibalism itself. Specifically, we investigatee the effect of the lower (S) and upper (e) limits of the cannibalism window.
Contraryy to the results of van den Bosch and Gabriel (1997), who found that "the
positionn of the stability boundary is influenced by the position of the cannibalism
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windoww to a minor extend only", it appears that both parameters have great importancee for individual life histories, the population size distribution, and/or populationn dynamics. Strikingly, the two parameters have entirely different effects.
Thee lower limit of the cannibalism window (6) determines whether cannibalism
hass the capacity to dampen competition-induced population cycles. If Ö is below a
criticall value, competition-induced population cycles like the single-cohort cycles
neverr occur. If Ö is above a second critical value (larger than the first), singlecohortt cycles are the only possible type of population dynamics. In the range in
betweenn the two critical values, the dynamics resemble a mixture of the cohort cycless and the population state stabilised by cannibalism. This is the range in which
dwarfs-and-giantss dynamics occur (Chapter 2).
Thee latter critical value of 5 can be understood as follows. Reproducing individualss can counter the competitive superiority of recruits only if they manage to
decimatee the latter's density before they are outcompeted by the recruits. Newbornn individuals are within the cannibalism window of reproducing individuals if
88 is sufficiently small. If, however, 6 is above the critical value, the reproducing
individualss are dead before they get the chance to decimate the YOY. By approximation,, this requires that S < L^/Li where Lf, is the length at first feeding of
larvae,, and L\ is the length at first reproduction. A similar reasoning applies to the
secondd critical value of 6.
Thee upper limit of the cannibalism window (e) has a limited effect on populationn dynamics, but a drastic one on population size distribution. Essentially, it dependss on e whether or not individuals manage to enter the 'piscivory niche', which
iss defined as the size range in which individuals feed exclusively on conspecifics.
Iff they do not manage (which occurs if e is below a critical value) the population is
characterisedd by a small ultimate length, and hence referred to as stunted. If they
doo manage, they reach giant sizes on a cannibalistic diet and the population size
distributionn is accordingly very wide. The transition between these two states of
thee population occurs abruptly, and resembles a catastrophic bifurcation. Yet, no
bistabilityy is found.
Thee results are compared to empirical data on population dynamics of a numberr of piscivorous fish species for which data on 6 and e exist. Eurasian perch and
yelloww perch (Perca fiavescens) differ in their value of 6 (Mittelbach and Persson,
1998).. A comparison between these two perch species, using data on population
dynamicsdynamics from Persson et al. (2000) and Sanderson et al. (1999), confirms the
resultss we found with our model.
Inn Chapter 4 a second population model of size-dependent cannibalism has been
formulatedd which can be regarded as a simplification of the first model. It has
fewerr state variables and fewer parameters, and it assumes that reproduction occurss continuously rather than in pulses. This model was analysed with both numericall simulations and numerical continuation of equilibria. The latter method
allowss one to study both stable and unstable equilibria, and reveals how different
equilibriaa are connected with each other (or not). Using the continuation method
wee gained insight into this system which would have been very hard to obtain
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withh simulations alone. The most striking result revealed with this method was
thee coexistence of two stable states, associated with two saddle-node or fold bifurcations.. For certain parameters, the population can either converge to a 'stunted'
statee or a 'piscivorous' state, depending on initial conditions. In the stunted state
thee population contains small individuals only, whereas in the piscivorous state the
populationn contains individuals of giant sizes that consume conspecifics only. The
stuntedd state is characterised by small ultimate size, little gain from cannibalism,
andd a high alternative resource density. Inversely, the piscivorous state is characterisedd by large ultimate sizes, a high gain and a low resource. We argue that the
drivingg force of the bistability is the 'Hansel and Gretel' effect. This effect is based
onn the dependence of the 'mean yield' of cannibalism on the size distribution of
cannibals.. Due to the cannibalism window, if cannibals are larger they have a
largerr gain from cannibalism because on average they consume victims when they
aree larger and hence contain more energy. The effect has been named after the tale
which,, to our knowledge, is the first account of the idea to postpone cannibalism
untill the victim has become more nutritious.
Inn the models presented in chapters 2, 3 and 4, the diet history of individuals is
ann emergent property of the dynamics of individual state and their environment,
i.e.,, the alternative resource and their own population. Individuals that become
giantt cannibals in dwarfs-and-giants cycles (Chapter 2) feed on zooplankton duringg their first year and make a very abrupt switch to piscivory shortly after the
birthh of the next cohort. For the age of one year and onward, 'giants' feed exclusivelyy on conspecifics. In the 'piscivorous' population state, however, the switch
fromm planktivory to piscivory is rather gradual (Fig. 3.9, Fig. 4.2b), and reflects
thee size-dependent attack rate on the alternative resource. In less stable population
dynamics,, the diet of individuals may switch back and forth between planktivory
andd piscivory. Nevertheless, in general the diet of smaller individuals tends to be
planktivorouss and the diet of larger individuals piscivorous.
Adaptivee dynamics of an ontogenetic niche shift
Chapterr 5 investigates the evolutionary consequences of such and ontogenetic
nichee shift with a population model in which the niche shift is more or less 'hard
wired'.. Although the actual diet still depends on the densities of the two different
resources,, the gradual shift from exploitation of the first to the second resource is
partt of the definition of an individual life history. This is in part analogous to the
diett shift observed in the model of size-dependent cannibalism, but in this chapter
itt is assumed that both the first and the second resources are heterospecific. On an
ecologicall time scale the model always predicts a stable equilibrium in which the
twoo resource densities depend on the ontogenetic niche shift of the individuals in
thee population. On an evolutionary time scale it is assumed that the size at the niche
shiftt is an evolutionary trait which changes by mutation from parent to offspring.
Ann essential feedback in this model is that the equilibrium resource densities respondd to evolutionary changes in the ontogenetic 'strategies' (i.e., switch sizes)
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presentt within the consumer population. Incorporation of this ecological feedback
intoo the evolution of ontogenetic niche shifts is new - previous theory considered
optimisationn of the switch size under given resource densities (e.g., Werner and
Gilliam,, 1984; Leonardsson, 1991).
Thee adaptive dynamics of a monomorphic population (i.e., all individuals with
thee same switch size) always converge to a resident strategy which exploits both
resourcess equally by switching to the second niche at an intermediate body size.
Thiss strategy is hence best qualified as an ontogenetic generalist. Once the generalistt has established itself, it depends on the size-scaling of the functional response
whetherr the generalist is a continuously stable strategy (CSS) or an evolutionary
branchingg point (EBP). In the former case the model predicts that the population
remainss indefinitely monomorphic with only the generalist strategy present. In the
latterr case it is predicted that mutants that are more specialised (i.e., that switch
eitherr sooner or later than the resident to the second niche) can invade, and that
thee population 'branches' into two subpopulations which diverge genetically from
eachh other. Eventually, two specialist populations result, each consuming only a
singlee resource throughout its life. The conditions under which the generalist strategyy is a CSS or an EBP can be expressed in terms of parameters of the allometric
scalingg of attack rates and/or handling times.
Inn chapter 6 it is shown that the observed effects of the interplay of size-dependent
cannibalismm and competition depend on the ecological interactions between individuals,, rather than on the specific bioenergetics at the individual level. This is
donee by comparing the results obtained with the model presented in Chapters 2
andd 3 and the model presented in Chapter 4. It appears that very similar results are
foundd with both models. Yet subtle but important differences exist, but these can
bee attributed to the timing of reproduction (i.e., pulsed versus continuous), rather
thann bioenergetics. This result means that the finding in this thesis about the effectss of the interplay of size-dependent cannibalism and competition have general
implications,, since they may apply to a wide range of cannibalistic species, even
thoughh these species may differ by their bioenergetics.
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Chapterr 8

Nederlandsee samenvatting
KannibalismeKannibalisme is een interactie tussen individuen in dezelfde populatie die in het algemeenn de volgende vier ecologische aspecten behelst: (1) sterfte van slachtoffers;
(2)) energiewinst voor de kannibaal; (3) een lichaamsgrootte-afhankelijke kannibalistischee aanvalssnelheid; en (4) concurrentie tussen kannibalen en hun slachtoffers.. Dit proefschrift heeft twee doelen: ten eerste om de lange termijn populatiedynamiekk te bestuderen van een (grootte-gestruktureerd) populatiemodel waarin
dee vier bovengenoemde aspecten van kannibalisme vertegenwoordigd zijn. Ten
tweedee om het model zodanig te formuleren dat het gebruikt kan worden om modelvoorspellingenn te toetsen aan empirische gegevens over populatiedynamica van
visetendee vis, in het bijzonder de baars (Perca fluviatilis). Uit hoofdstukken 2,
33 en 4 komt het algemene resultaat naar boven dat de twee grootte-afhankelijke
interactiess kannibalisme en concurrentie, en de grootte-verdeling van de populatiee gezamelijk in beschouwing genomen moeten worden. De reden hiervoor is
datt juist hun samenspel belangrijke consequenties heeft die anders over het hoofd
gezienn worden.
Inn hoofdstuk 2 wordt een wiskundig model ontwikkeld van een kannibalistischee populatie waarin individuen behalve elkaar kannibaliseren ook met elkaar
concurrerenn om alternatief voedsel. Zowel kannibalisme als concurrentie zijn
gemodelleerdd als afhankelijk van lichaamsgrootte. De relatie tussen de kannibalistischee aanvalssnelheid en de lichaamsgrootte van kannibaal en slachtoffer is
geïncorporeerdd in twee componenten; één die alleen afhangt van de lengte van de
kannibaal,, en één die afhangt van de ratio van de lengte van het slachtoffer en de
lengtee van de kannibaal. De eerstgenoemde component beschrijft de toename van
dee aanvalssnelheid met de lengte van een kannibaal (met name wegens snellere
voortbeweging),, terwijl de laatstgenoemde het effect van relatieve lengte van het
slachtofferr (relatief ten opzichte van de kannibaal) beschrijft (sectie 1.4). De belangrijkste,, kannibalisme gerelateerde parameters in het model zijn de zogenaamde
'kannibalistischee vraatzucht' (d.w.z. de soort-specifieke neiging tot kannibalisme,
aangeduidd met 3) en de onder- en bovengrenzen van het cannibalism window (respectievelijkk aangeduid met 5 en e). De laatste twee parameters bepalen wat de
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kleinstee en grootste slachtoffers zijn die een kannibaal met een bepaalde lengte
nogg kan pakken. Dit model is het eerste dat in aanmerking neemt dat een potentieell slachtoffer te klein kan zijn voor een kannibaal van een bepaalde lengte. Het
modell van Van den Bosch en Gabriel (1997) bevat weliswaar een ondergrens van
hethet cannibalism window, maar deze onderzoekers nemen aan dat kannibalisme
afhangtt van leeftijd in plaats van lichaamsgrootte, en bovendien dat de minimale
leeftijdd voor kannibalistische kwetsbaarheid onafhankelijk is van de leeftijd (en
duss de lengte) van de kannibaal.
Inn ons model is het concurrentievermogen van individuen afhankelijk van hun
lichaamsgrootte.. Dit aspect is niet hard ingebouwd, maar onstaat doordat de eetsnelheidd en het metabolisme afhangen van de lichaamsgrootte. Omdat veel individuenn tezamen de voedselbron kunnen uitputten, kan een groep die zich kan
reddenn met relatief weinig voedsel een andere groep laten verhongeren. De consequentiess van dit soort grootte-afhankelijke concurrentie om voedsel zijn bestudeerd
doorr Persson et al. (1998). Zij laten zien dat als kleine individuen zichzelf kunnenn onderhouden bij een lagere voedseldichtheid dan grote individuen (en in het
bijzonderr adulten), dan worden populatiecycli voorspeld die, vanwege hun periode,, 'generatiecycli' worden genoemd. Omdat de bijbehorende populatieopbouw
gedomineerdd wordt door een enkel cohort (jaarklasse), worden zulke cycli hier ook
well '1-cohort-cycli' genoemd.
Inn hoofdstuk 2 wordt onderzocht hoe de populatiedynamiek afhangt van de
kannibalistischee vraatzucht (/?). In afwezigheid van kannibalisme ((3 — 0) wordenn 1-cohort-cycli gevonden, die, zoals gezegd, veroorzaakt worden door grootteafhankelijkee concurrentie om de alternatieve voedselbron. Bij middelmatige kannibalistischee vraatzucht ((3 = 19...45) worden deze cycli gedempt, wat resulteertt in een relatief stabiele populatieopbouw waarin individuen van alle leeftijdenn vertegenwoordigd zijn. Met een grotere vraatzucht (/? > 45) ontstaat een
dynamiekk waarin perioden van kannibalisme-geïnduceerde stabiliteit afgewisseld
wordenn door perioden van concurrentie-geïnduceerde cycli. Bij erg grote vraatzucht
(/?? > 355) worden alleen cycli gevonden. Hoewel deze cycli vooral door concurrentiee veroorzaakt worden, net als de 1-cohort-cycli, heeft kannibalisme een opvallendd effect: de populatie bestaat uit twee discrete grootte-klassen. De klasse
vann kleine individuen is numeriek dominant, beheerst de voedseldichtheid, en lijdtt onder intracohort-concurrentie die de eigen groeisnelheid remt. De juveniele
periodee van dit cohort bepaald de periode van de hele cyclus. De klasse van grote
individuenn heeft een lage dichtheid een exclusief kannibalistisch dieet. Wegens
hethet opvallende grootteverschil worden de individuen in de eerstgenoemde klasse
'dwergen'' genoemd, en de in laatstgenoemde 'reuzen'. De reuzen overleven de
voedseldipp veroorzaakt door de dwergen omdat de reuzen de dwergen kannibaliseren.. Samenvattend: het samenspel van grootte-afhankelijk kannibalisme en concurrentiee kan resulteren in stabilisatie van generatiecycli (cf. Cushing, 1991, Van
denn Bosch en Gabriel, 1997), of in populatiecycli met een grote amplitudo en een
periodee dicht bij de generatietijd. In het laatste geval is het opvallendste aspect de
bimodalee grootte-opbouw van de populatie, die bestaat uit dwergen en reuzen.
InIn sectie 2.4 worden deze resultaten vergeleken met empirische data. Ten
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eerstee wordt betoogd dat de data die LeCren (1992) presenteert over de de dynamiekk van de baarspopulatie in Lake Windermere (Engeland) én het bestaan van
uitzonderlijkk grote individuen in overeenstemming zijn met de dwergen-en-reuzen
dynamiekk die in ons model gevonden wordt. Ten tweede wordt een grondige
vergelijkingg gemaakt tussen modelvoorspellingen en empirische data: tijdseries
vann aantallen baarzen, grootteverdelingen, groeicurven, dieten een zooplankton
dynamica,, gemeten in het meer Abborrtjarn 3 (Zweden). Deze vergelijking laat
zienn dat er zowel overeenkomsten als verschillen zijn. In het bijzonder, de timingg van de versnelling van de groei van de reuzekannibalen met betrekking tot
dee dynamiek van baars- en zooplankton dichtheden zijn in overeenkomst met het
model,, terwijl de dynamiek die volgt op de aanzet tot versnelling juist verschilt.
Niettemin,, onze modelanalyse verschaft niew inzicht in de dynamiek van populatiess waarin zowel grootte-afhankelijk kannibalisme als concurrentie voorkomen.
Inn het bijzonder betreft dit het verschijnen van reuzekannibalen als een spontane
(emergente)) eigenschap van het samenspel van deze twee interacties.
Hoofdstukk 3 vervolgt de studie van het model uit hoofdstuk 2, met een nadruk
opp het effect van de grootte-afhankelijke aard van kannibalisme zelf. Met name,
wee onderzoeken het effect van de ondergrens (6) en bovengrens (e) van het cannibalismbalism window. In tegenstelling tot Van den Bosch en Gabriel (1997), die vonden
datt het window slechts een minimaal effect had op de stabiliteit, blijkt dat beide parameterss een grote invloed hebben op individuele life history, de populatieopbouw,
en/off de populatiedynamica. Opvallend is dat de twee parameters geheel verschillendee effecten hebben. De ondergrens van het window (ö) bepaald of kannibalisme
hett vermogen heeft om generatiecycli te dempen. Als deze parameter onder een
zekeree kritieke waarde is komen generatiecycli nooit voor. Als S boven een tweede
kritiekee waarde is (groter dan de eerste) dan zijn 1-cohort-cycli de enige mogelijke
uitkomstt van populatiedynamiek. In het gebied tussen deze twee kritieke waarden
wordtt een dynamiek gevonden die lijkt op een afwisselig van de twee bovengenoemdee typen dynamiek. Dit is het gebied van de dwergen-en-reuzendynamiek.
Dee tweede kritieke waarde van S kan als volgt begrepen worden. Reproducerendee individuen kunnen het superieure concurrentievermogen van rekruten
alleenn tegenwerken als het ze lukt de rekruten te decimeren voordat ze zelf weg
geconcurreerdd zijn. Pasgeboren individuen vallen binnen het cannibalism windowdow van geslachtsrijpe individuen alleen als ö klein genoeg is. Als daarentegen S
bovenn de kritieke waarde is sterven de geslachtsrijpe individuen voor ze de kans
krijgenn de pasgeborenen te decimeren. Bij benadering vereist dit dat ö kleiner is
dann Lb/Li, waarbij Li, de lengte van larven is op het moment van de eerste externe
voedselinname,, en Li de lengte is op het moment van de eerste voortplanting. Een
vergelijkbaree redenering is van toepassing op de andere kritieke waarde van 5.
Dee bovengrens van het cannibalism window (e) heeft een beperkt effect op de
populatiedynamica,, maar een drastisch effect op de grootte-verdeling in de populatie.. In het kort komt het erop neer dat het van e af hangt of individuen de
'piscivoriee niche' (de niche van viseters) kunnen bereiken. De piscivorie niche is
gedefinieerdd als de klasse van lichaamsgroottes waarbinnen individuen zich uit-
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sluitendd voeden met soortgenoten (of, indien beschikbaar, andere vissen). Vermits
dee vissen dit niet klaarspelen (wat gebeurt als e onder een kritieke waarde ligt)
kenmerktt de populatie zich door een kleine maximale lengte, en wordt getypeerdd als 'stunted'. Als de vissen het wel klaarspelen, dan bereiken ze reusachtige
afmetingenn op een kannibalistisch dieet en dan is de grootteverdeling van de populatiee overeenkomstig zeer breed. De overgang tussen deze twee toestanden van
dee populatie geschied abrupt, en lijkt op een catastrofale bifurcatie. Desondanks
wordtt er geen bistabiliteit gevonden.
Dee resultaten zijn vergeleken met empirische data van populatiedynamica van
eenn aantal visetende visssoorten waarvoor ö en e gemeten zijn. De Euraziatischee baars (Perca fluviatilis) en de gele baars {Perca flavescens) hebben een verschillendee 6 (Mittelbach and Persson, 1998). Een vergelijking tussen deze twee
baarssoorten,, op basis van data van populatiedynamische studies van Persson et al.
(2000)) en Sanderson et al. (1999), bevestigt de modelresultaten.

Inn hoofdstuk 4 is een tweede populatiemodel van grootte-afhankelijk kannibalismee geformuleerd dat beschouwd kan worden als een vereenvoudiging van het
eerstee model. Het model heeft minder toestandsvariabelen en minder parameters,
enn het veronderstelt dat voortplanting continu plaatsvindt in plaats van hooguit
éénn keer per jaar. Dit model is geanalyseerd met zowel numieke simulaties als
mett numerieke continuatie van evenwichten. De laatste methode maakt het mogelijkk om zowel stabiele als instabiele evenwichten te bestuderen, en laat zien hoe
verschillendee evenwichten met elkaar in verbinding staan (of juist niet). Het gebruikk van de continueringsmethode verschaft inzicht in dit systeem dat met alleen
simulatiess zeer moeilijk te verkrijgen zou zijn. Het meest opvallende resultaat dat
verkregenn is met deze methode is de coëxistentie van twee stabiele toestanden, in
samenhangg met twee zogenaamde saddle-node- of/otó-bifurcaties. Bij bepaalde
parameterwaardenn kan de populatie ofwel convergeren naar een 'stunted'' toestand
off een 'piscivore' toestand. In de stunted toestand bevat de populatie alleen kleine
individuenn terwijl in de piscivore toestand de populatie individuen bevat die zo
grootee zijn dat ze slechts soortgenoten kunnen eten. De stunted toestand is gekenmerktt door een kleine maximale lengte, weinig profijt van kannibalisme, en een
hogee dichtheid aan alternatief voedsel. Daarentegen wordt de piscivore toestand
gekenmerktt door grote maximale lengte, een groot profijt uit kannibalisme en een
lagee voedseldichtheid. We stellen dat de drijvende kracht van de bistabiliteit het
'Hanss en Grietje' effect is. Dit effect is gebaseerd op de afhankelijkheid van de opbrengstt uit kannibalisme van de grootteverdeling van kannibalen. Als kannibalen
groterr zijn dan is de winst uit kannibalisme groter omdat ze, gemiddeld genomen,
groteree slachtoffers zullen consumeren; de slachtoffers bevatten daarom meer energie.. Dit effect hangt sterk samen met het cannibalism window. Het Hans en
Grietjee effect is vernoemd naar het sprookje dat naar ons beste weten het eerste
verslagg is van het idee om kannibalisme uit te stellen totdat het slachtoffer meer
doorvoedd is.
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Inn de modellen die gepresenteerd zijn in hoofdstukken 2, 3, en 4 is de dieetontwikkelingg van individuen een spontaan verschijnende (emergente) eigenschap van
dee dynamica van de individuele toestand en hun omgeving (d.w.z., de alternatieve
voedselbronn en hun eigen populatie). Individuen die reuzekannibalen worden in
dwergen-en-reuzencyclii (hoofdstuk 2) voeden zich met zooplankton gedurende het
eerstee jaar en schakelen dan abrupt over naar een vissen-dieet kort na de geboorte
vann het volgende cohort. Vanaf hun eerste verjaardag voeden 'reuzen' zich exclusieff met soortgenoten. In de 'piscivore' populatietoestand, daarentegen, is de
omschakelingg van planktivorie naar piscivorie nogal gelijdelijk (Fig. 3.9, Fig. 4.2b)
enn weerspiegelt de grootte-afhankelijke aanvalssnelheid op de alternatieve voedingsbron.. In minder stabiele populatiedynamica kan het dieet van individuen heen
enn weer switchen tussen planktivorie en piscivorie. Desalniettemin, in het algemeenn bestaat het dieet van kleine individuen uit zooplankton, en dat van grote vissenn uit vissen. Een dergelijke overgang van dieet die samenhangt met het groter (of
ouder)) worden van het individu wordt een 'ontogenetische niche shift' genoemd.
Adaptievee dynamica van een ontogenetische niche shift
Hoofdstukk 5 onderzoekt de evolutionaire gevolgen van een dergelijke ontogenetischee niche overgang, met een populatiemodel waarin de niche-shift min of meer
voorgeprogrammeerdd is. Ondanks dat het precieze dieet nog steeds afhangt van de
dichtheidd van de twee verschillende voedselbronnen, is de graduele overgang van
exploitatiee van de eerst naar exploitatie van de tweede voedselbron onderdeel van
dee definitie van een individuele life history. Dit is gedeeltelijk analoog aan de dieetovergangg zoals gevonden in het model van grootte-ahnkelijk kannibalisme, maar
inn dit hoofdstuk wordt verondersteld dat zowel de eerst als de tweede voedselbronn heterospecifiek (d.w.z. geen soortgenoten) zijn. Op een ecologische tijdschaal
voorspeltt het model een stabiel evenwicht waarin de dichtheden van de twee voedselbronnenn afhangen van de timing van de ontogenetische niche shift van de individuenn in de populatie. Op een evolutionaire tijdschaal wordt aangenomen dat de
lichaamsgroottee ten tijde van de niche-shift een evolutionaire eigenschap is die kan
veranderenn door mutatie van ouder naar nakomeling. Een belangrijke terugkoppelingg in dit model is de respons van de evenwichtsdichtheden van de voedselbronnen
opp de evolutionaire veranderingen in de ontogenetische 'strategieën' die aanwezig
zijnn in de populatie. Het opnemen van deze ecologische terugkoppeling in de
evolutiee van ontogenetische niche shifts is nieuw - eerdere theorie beschouwde
uitsluitendd optimalisatie van de niche shift gegeven vaste voedseldichtheden (e.g.,
Wernerr and Gilliam, 1984; Leonardsson, 1991).
Hett blijkt dat de adaptieve dynamica van een monomorfe populatie (d.w.z.,
allee individuen hebben dezelfde switch-lengte) altijd convergeren naar een residentt met een strategie die beide voedselbronnen gelijkmatig exploiteert door naar
dee tweede niche te switchen bij een intermediaire lichaamsgrootte. Deze strategie
kann daardoor het best getypeerd worden als een 'ontogenetische generalist'. Zodraa de generalist zichzelf gevestigd heeft zal het ervan afhangen hoe de functionele
responss schaalt met de lichaamsgrootte of de generalist een continu-stabiele strate-
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giee (CSS) is, of een evolutionair vertakkingspunt (EVP). In het eerste geval voorspeltt het model dat de populatie voor altijd monomorf zal blijven, met alleen de
generalistt aanwezig. In het laatste geval wordt voorspeld dat mutanten die meer
gespecialiseerdd zijn (m.a.w., mutanten die eerder of later dan de resident switchen
naarr de tweede niche) kunnen invaderen, en dat de populatie vertakt in twee subpopulatiee die genetisch van elkaar divergeren. Uiteindelijk resulteert dit in twee
specialistischee populaties die ieder gedurende hun leven slechts een enkele voedselbronn consumeren. De voorwaarden waaronder de generalistische strategie een
CSSS is of een EVP kunnen worden uitgedrukt in termen van de parameters van de
allometrischee schaling van de functionele respons.
Hoofdstukk 6 laat zien dat de waargenomen effecten van het samenspel van
grootte-afhankelijkk kannibalisme en concurrentie afhangen van de ecologische interactiess tussen individuen, maar niet van de specifieke bioenergetica op het individuelee nivo. Dit is gedaan door de resultaten van het model dat gepresenteerd is
inn hoofdstukken 2 en 3 te vergelijken met de resultaten van het model uit hoofdstukk 4. Gebleken is dat beide modellen zeer vergelijkbare resultaten opleverderen.
Err zijn weliswaar subtiele maar belangrijke verschillen, en die kunnen worden
toegeschrevenn aan de timing van voortplanting (d.w.z., gepulseerd versus continu),
enn niet aan de bioenergetica. Dit resultaat betekent dat de bevindingen in dit proefschriftt over de effecten van het samenspel van grootte-afhankelijk kannibalisme en
concurrentiee algemene implicaties hebben, omdat ze van toepassing kunnen zijn
opp een breed scala van kannibalistische soorten, ondanks het feit dat deze soorten
bioenergetischh van elkaar kunnen verschillen.
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